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United States Department of the Interior
lJUHI;;AU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Green River Resource Area
1993 Dewar Drive

1793 (420)
Bravo Unit

Hock Springs, Wyoming 82901

May 4. 1995
Dear Reviewer:
This Environmcmal Assessment (EA) on BTA Oil Producers (BTA) proposed natural gas development project is
submitted for your review and comment. This EA has been prepared to analyze the impacts from BTA's project
within the Bravo Unit located approximately 22 miles nonheast of Point of Rocks, Wyoming, on Interstate 80.

BTA and its panners have drilled four exploration wells to characterize the natural gas reservoir in the development
area. Three wells confinned that commercial quantities of hydrocarbons exist in the development area. A fourth

well was a dry hole. BTA would like to proceed with development of its leases by drilling 10 additional natural
gas wells and a water supply well, and constructing a small gas processing plant, tank baueries, roads, and
pipelines. The drilling, construction, and reclamation activities would be conducted between 1995 and 2005 .
If you wish to comment on the EA, we request that you make your comments as specific as possible. Comments
will be more helpful if they include suggested changes, sources, or methodologies. Conunents that contain only
opinions or preferences will not receive a fonnal response; however, they will be considered and included as pan
of the BlM decision making process. Conunents should be submitted in writing by June 6, 1995 to:
Bureau of Land Management
Bill McMahan, Project Coordinator
P.O. Box 1869

Rock Springs. Wyoming 82902-1869
This EA was prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, and other regulations and statutes, to
address possible adverse environmental and socioeconomic impacts which could result from the project and to solicit
public comments and concerns. This EA is not a decision document. Its purpose is to inform the public of the
potential impacts associated with implementing BTA's proposal and to evaluate alternatives to the proposal . This
EA is also intended to provide information to other regulatory agencies for use in their decision making process for
other pennits required for implementation of the project.
Please retain th is copy of the EA for future reference. A copy of the EA has been sent to affected government
agencies and to those persons who responded to scoping or otherwise indicated to BLM that they wished to receive
a copy of the EA. The EA may also be reviewed at the following locations:
Bureau of Land Management

Wyoming State Office
2515 Warren Avenue
Cheyenne. WY 82()() I

Bureau of Land Management
Rock Springs District Office
Highway 191 North
Rock Springs. WY 82901

William W. leBarron
Area Manager

Bureau of Land Managemt:n\
Green River Area Office
1993 Dewar Drive
Rock Springs. WY 82901
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED ACTIVITIES

This Env ironmental Assessment (EA) was prepared to evaluate and disclose potential env ironmental
impacts associated w ith the Bravo field devel opment proposed by BTA Oil Producers and its panners
(BTA) in Sweetwater Co unty. Wyoming. BTA has tested and confirmed the existence of substantial
qua ntit ies o f natural gas on Federal oil and gas leases within its Bravo Unit and on adjacent lands
(hereafter refe rred to as the "development area"). BTA would like to proceed wi th development of
its existing o il and gas leases and other devel opments necessary to serve future oi l and gas production.
BTA wou ld be ass isted in this effon by contractors and its panners. For purposes of this EA .
reference to BTA as the project proponent incl udes all panners. contractors and subcontractors that
may be in vo lved in the design, development and implementation of the proposed development.
The proposed development wou ld in volve 10 natural gas wells. a water suppl y we ll. gas processing
plant. tank batteries. roads and pipelines. Constructi on activi ties would distu rb an established 180.6
acres of which 33.7 acres wou ld be convened to oil and gas production facili ties. Areas not required
for producti on activities (e.g., a ponion of we ll pads and buried pipeline rights-of-way) would be
reclaimed.
The project wou ld de velop Federal minerals; however, one section of State minerals is with in the
development area. BTA currently holds Federal and State oil and gas leases on lands within the
developme nt area. To proceed with development BTA must apply to the BLM fo r the fo llowi ng:
An application for permit to drill (APD) for each proposed we ll and associated facilities located
on Federal land ;
Rig hts -of-way ac ross Federal land for pipelines and access roads; and,
Permits fo r the proposed gas processing fac ility and a central tank battery .
If the project is approved and these approvals are iss ued, this EA w ill guide the implementation of
project ac tivities.
1.2

OIL AN D GAS ACTIVITIES IN THE BTA DEVELOPMENT AREA AND VICI NITY

Four we lls have been drilled in the BTA deve lopment area one of which was a dry hole. Existing
roads and two-track trai ls in the development area were upgraded to access these well sites.
Extens ive o il and gas development has also occ urred in the vic inity of the devel opment area. Existing
developme nt is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three.

I- I

\.3

PURPOSE AND NEED

The purpose of BTA's Proposed Action and Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative is to efficiently
recover energy re sources from lands already under Federal oil and gas lease in the Bravo development
area. Private exploration and development of Federal minerals is authorized and encouraged by the
Mineral Leas ing Act (MLA) and Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA). BTA and its

partners have drilled four exploration wells to characterize the natural gas reservoir in the
development area. Three wells confirmed that commercial quantities of hydrocarbons exist in the
deve lopment area. A fourth we ll was a dry hole. Federal mineral leasi ng encourages development
of domestic oil and gas reserves to reduce dependence on foreign energy supplies.

\,4

LOCATION

The Bravo development area is located in Sweetwater County. Wyoming approximately 30 miles
north of Interstate 80 (Figure I- I). It is located within the BLM's Green River Resource Area of the
Rock Springs Distr ict. Access to the development area is from Exit 152 on Interstate 80 and the Bar
X Road. also known as County Road 21. The deve lopment area is abo ut 3.5 mi les west of the Bar
X Road (see Figure 2-1) . Access to the gas sales pipeline route is from the development area. the
existing Frontier Pipeline right-of-way and the Ni ne M ile Road . Access withi n the development area
is provided by existing roads (see Figure 2-2). There are no permanent buildings, structures or

residences within or adjacent to the deve lopment area.
\.S

DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this EA, the following terms are defi ned as follows :
Affected L.ands. A ffected lands include the Bravo development area and lands affected by the
construction of the proposed permanent, natural gas sales pipeline and the condensate pipeline.
Development Area. This refers to the Bravo Unit and adjacent lands which would be affected by well
drilling. gas processing and other activities focused on the development of the natural gas reservoir
and Federal o iI and gas leases.
Base line Development Disturbance and Impacts. In many cases project activities would occur in
areas previously disturbed by human activities. For example, porti ons of the permanent gas sales
pipeline would foll ow an existing pipeline corridor. Therefore, it is important to disti nguish between
ex istin g disturbance and new distu rbance associated with implementMion of BTA 's Proposed Action.
Baseline development. disturbance and impacts are defined as activities which would have occurred
prior to the initiat ion of proposed activities. In essence, this is a description of the environment prior
to field deve lopment. (Baseline development, in relation to BTA's Proposed Action, is evident from
Figures 2-1, 2-2 and 3-3).
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FIGURE 1 - 1
GENERAL LOCATION
BRAVO Development Area
(Not to S cale)
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Proposed Acti on. This category is defined as the development. disturbance and impacts associated
w ith the drilling. comp letion an d production of 10 natural gas wells and assoc iated roads. pipelines.

a central tan k battery. water we ll and a gas processi ng facility as described in Chapter Two of this
EA.
Construction-Related Disturbance. This category refers to the number of acres of surface that would
he directly affected in some way. even temporarily. by construction and drillin g activities.
Production-Related Disturbance. This category is associated with activities that change existing land

lIses to industrial use for the life of the project. Included in this category is the gas processing facility
s ite. central tank battery. road surfaces and poni ons of well pads needed for prod ucti on equipment.
Surface not needed for production activities ( e.g .. pipeline corridors) wou ld be reclaimed.
C umulative Development Disturbance and Impacts.

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)

guidelines define a cumulative impact as the impact on the environment which results from the

incremental impact of the Proposed Action when added to other past, present and reasonab ly
foreseeable future actions. regardless of what agency (Federal or non federal) or person undenakes
such other actions (40 CFR Pan 1508.7). Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time. No other oil and gas activities are
proposed for the development area or adjacent lands.
Freighter Oap Pipeline Alternative. Initially, BTA considered routing its permanent gas sales pipeline
to a tie-in poi nt adjacent to an existing well in the Freighter Gap area. This alternative is analyzed
because it is technicall y feasible and would reduce the amount of pipeline and surface d isturbance
req uired to connect the devel opment area with a sales point. This alternative is shown in Figure 2-1 .
1.6

CONFORMANCE WITH LAND USE PLANS

In 198 1 BLM adopted cenain management actions for oil and gas activities to protect resources and
land uses in the Green River Resource Area. These management actions are listed in the Big Sandyl
Salt Wells Oil and Gas EA. Since 1981 several of these actions have been modified. The Proposed
Action would comply with the management actions, as modified. Although the Big Sandy
Management Framework Plan is the existing, approved land use plan, environmental protection
measures and standards found in the draft Green River Resource Management Plan-- wh ich have been
coordinated with the Wyoming Game and Fish Depanment, and other State and local agencies-represent best management practices for the resource protection. The final Resource Management
Plan fo r th e Green River Resource Area (when iss ued) would direct activities on BLM-administered
lands. The proposed activities would be consistent with the draft RMP as discussed in Appendix A.
The proposed acti vities would not affect or foreclose implementation of alternatives analyzed in the
environmental impact statement prepared on the draft RMP. As discussed in Chapter Two and as
shown in Appendix A, BTA would implement the Proposed Action in conformance with resource
management goals. guidelines and environmental protection measures discussed in the draft RMP.
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1.7

IMPACT AVOIDANCE AND MITIGATION

IJT ~. s Pro.p~scd ~ction already incorporales activities. practices and proced ures intended to reduce.
aVOId or mitigate Impacts to the environment. BTA has agreed to implement all mitigati on meas ures

deve lor : a<pan of th is EA .. For example. pipeline r~utes would follow existing roads or ex isting

plpe lln\.: ~or~l dors ~v her~ feaS ible Iv minim iZe new di sturbance and cumulative impacts. Where
located wlthm crUCial win ter range. project activities would be scheduled to avoid the crucial w inter
range period , An existing access road wou ld be used to access the development area and gas
processing facility,

1.8

AUTHORIZING ACTIONS

A li st of key p: rm its. approval,s and authorizing actions necessary to construct, operate. maintain and

abandon BTA s Proposed Action and alternati ves (except the No Action Alternative) is included as
Table I-I . A brief summary of key permits and requirements follows.
1.8. 1

Federal Permits

Permitting on Federal minerals is subject to BLM ' s Onshore Oil and Gas Order No. I (43 CFR Pan
3 164). BTA' s drilling program would require BLM approval for each well prior to the
com mencement of drilling. Federal review o f the drilling program would be accomplished through
th e APD process. BLM Onshore Order No. I requires an applicant to comply with the following
requirements:

Operati ons must resu lt in th e diligent development and efficient recovery of resources:
All actI vItIes must comply with applicab le Federal laws and r~gulations and w ith State and local
laws and regulations to the extent that such State and local laws are applicable to Federal leases:
All activiti es must contain adequate safeguards to protect the environment:

Disturbed lands must be properly reclaimed :
Underground sources of fresh water must be protected from fluid injection operations; and,
All actlvllles must protect public health and safety.
Onshore Order No . . I specificall y states that "lessees and operators shall be held fully accountable
for their contractor s and subcontractor 's compliance with the requirements of the approved permit
and/or plan".
Pipeline and road ri ghts-of-way and permits on BLM-managed lands would be iss ued under the
authodty of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 or Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.
The ri ght-of-way gra nt authorizing BTA to construct access road s and pipelines would grant th e
company cenam ri ghts subj ect to the terms and conditions incorporated by the BLM into the grant.
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Table 1-1.

Major Federal, State and Local Permits, Approvals and Authorizing Actions Necessary for Construction,
Operation, Maintenance and Abandonment of BT A's Proposed Action and Freighter Gap Alternative

Issuing AgencylPumit NRme

Nature of Permit

,\uthority
ftdrral

,\pplicable Projrct Compnnent

..\~rnriu

Bureau of land Management
Permit to Drill. Deepen or Plug Back
(APD/Sundry process)

Controls drilling for oil and gas on
Federal onshore lands: regulates resen'e
pits on drilling locations

Mineral leasing Act of 1920 (30 U.S.c.
181 et seq.): 43 CFR 3162 : 43 CFR 3164.
Onshore Oil and Gas Order No. I

Well pad construction and drilling.
testing and completion activities. plug
and abandon well

Rights-of-way Grants and Permits

Right-of-way grants on BlM-managed
lands

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended
(30 U.S.C 185): 43 CFR 2880

Pipelines on BI.M-managed lands: gas
processing facility . central tank battery

Rights-of-way Grants and Permits

Right-of-way grants on BlM-managed
lands

Feder.1 l.~IIJ Policy and Management Act
of 1976 (43 U.S.c. 1761 - 1771): 43 CFR
2800

Access roads across BlM-managed lands
to non-Federal lands

Plugging and Abandonment of a Well

Establishes procedures for permanently
abandoning a well

Mineral leasing Act of 1920 as amended

Abandonment of wells

43 CFR 3 I 62.3-4 (Well Abandonment)

Authorizing Flaring or Venting of Gas

Regulates Oaring and venting. of gas

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended.
NTL 4A (Royalty or Compensation for Oil
and Gas Lost)

Emergencies: well testing and e\'aluati,'n

Antiquities and Cultural Resource Permits

Issue antiquities and cultural resources use
permit to excavate or remove cultural
resources from BLM-managed lands

Antiquities Act of 1906 (16 u.s.c. Section
431-433): Archaeological Resources Public
Protection Act of 1979 (16 U.S.c. Sections
470aa - 4701 I): 43 CFR Pari 3

All Proposed Action and alternative
project components

Approval to Dispose of Produced Water

Controls disposal of produced water from
Federal leases

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30 U.s.c.
181 et seq.): 43 CFR J 164 : Onshore Oil
and Gas Order No. 7

Production wells

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Section 404 Permit (Nationwide or
Individual)

Controls placement ()f dredged or lill
material in wal s of the United States and
adjacent wetlands

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of
1972 (40 CFR 122 - 123)

Pipeline and road crossings of streams
(intermittent and perennial) and wetlands

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Consultation Process. Endangered and
Threatened Species

Biological Assessment

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of
1973. as amended (16 U.S.C et seq.)

All Proposed Action and alternati\'e
project components
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------------------Table 1-1.

Major Federal, State and Local Permits. Approvals and Authorizing Actions Necessary for Construction,
Operation, Maintenance and Abandonment of BT A's Proposed Action and Freighter Gap Alternative

hsuing Agrne)'lPrrmil Namr

Authorit~·

NAture or Prrmil

Applicahlr Projret Component

StAte Agencies
Wyoming Department of Environmental (}uality
Notice of Intent Storm Water Discharge Permit

C(lntrols (lIT-site stl1rm \\ ater runllll from
construction acti\'ities

Section 405 (lf the Clean Water Act (40
CFR Pnr1s 122. 123 and 124): WDEQ
Rules and Re gu lations. Chapter 18

All CllnstJUction acti \ itics causing
disturhancc of 5 acres or mme in lields
of less than 20 \\ells

WDEQ Air Quality Division
Air Quality Permit-to-Construct

Regulates air emissions from all facilities
under the Clean Air Act

Wyoming Environmental Quality Act (W .S.
35- 11-201 through 35-11-212)

(jas processing facility

WDEQ Water Quality Division
Administrative approval for
discharge of hydrostatic test water

Approval to allow one-time discharge of
hydrostatic test water

Wyoming En\'ironmental Quality Act (W .S.
35-11-301 through 35-11-3 11)

Any hydrostatic te sting of pipelines

Wyoming Department of Transportation
Oversize and Overlength Load Permits

Permits for oversize. o"e rlcngth and
o"em'eight loads

Chapters 17 and 20 of the Wyoming
Ilighway Department Rules and
Regulations

Transportation of equipment and
materials on State and Federal high\\ ays

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
Permillo Drill. Deepen or Plug l1ack (APD
process)

Regulates drilling of all wells in Ihe State

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section III : Rule
305)

Wells

Application for Permit 10 Use Earthen Pit

Regulates reserve pits on drilling locations

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section III : Rule
326)

Wells

Authorizalion for Flaring or Venling of Gas

Regulates naring and venting of gas

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section III : Rule
346)

Well testing and e\'aluation

Plugging and Abandonment of a Well

Establishes procedures for permanently
abandoning a well

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission Regulations (Section III : Rule
315)

Abandonment of wells

Wyoming State Land Board
Rights·of-way Grants

Rights-of-way across State lands

W.S. 35-20 and 36-20

Roads. pipelines across State lands

Wyoming State Engineer's Office
Water Well Permit

Grant permil to appropriate groundwater

W.S. 41-12 1 through 147

Water supply wells
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Table 1-1.

Major Federal, State and Local Permits, Approvals and Authorizing Actions Necessary for Construction,
Operation, Maintenance and Abandonment of BTA's Proposed Action and Freighter Gap Alternative

Issuing ,\gencylPumil Na me

'\uthorit~'

Nature or Pumit

,\pplicable Project Component

.

I.ocal ,\genrin
S\\'eet\\'ater County
Construction Use Permit
Road Crossing/Access Permit
NOTE:

Notification or oil and gas development

County Land \Jse Code

All project w mponents

Approval to eross or enter a County road

Coun ty I.and Use Code

Roads. pipelines

This list is intended to provide only an overview or key regulatory requirements that \\'ould go" em project implementation. Additional appro,'als. permits and authorizing actions
could be required.
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I3LM will require BTA 10 demOnSlrale compliance wilh Ihe Anliqu ilies Acl of 1906 ( 16 U.s.c.
Seclion 431-433) and Ihe Archaeological Resources Public Proleclion ACI of 1979 (16 U.S.c. Seclions
470aa - 470 I I: 43 CFR Part 3) p(ior 10 Ihe slart of surface dislUrbing aClivilies. Avoidance of
archaeological and hi storical siles by project activities is the preferred method of compliance.
Areas pOlenlially affecled by surface dislUrbing aClivilies Ihal conlain cultural reso urces or Ihal
provide potenlial habilal for Federally-lisled Ihrealened or endangered species are prolecled by Ihe
Nalional Hisloric Preservation Act of 1966 and Ihe Endangered Species Act of 1973, respeclively.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) regulales the discharge of dredged or fill materials re lated
10 conslruclion of roads, pipelines and well pads in waters of Ihe United Slates, which includes
adjacent wetlands. pursuant 10 Section 404 of the Federal Clean Waler Act (33 CFR 323 . 1). The
discharge musl also comply wilh Ihe Environmenlal Prolection Agency ' s (EPA) Section 404(b)( I)
guidelines (40 CFR Part 230). Conslruclion of roads and pipelines would require the crossing of
intermittent drainages in the project area. These crossings would be constructed under a COE
nationw ide permit. This permit is issued on a nationwide basis for specific categories of activities

that arc substantially similar and cause minimal environmental impacts. Nationwide permits arc
des igned

10

allow work to occur wilh little delay or paperwork.

Special condilions and management praclices which apply to nationwide permits include the
followin g: no inlerference wilh navigalion; slabilization of exposed slopes and banks upon
completion: use of appropriate erosion and siltation control measures; minimal disruption to

mo vement of indigenous fish species; placemenl of heavy equipment on mats when working in
wetlands; no jeopardy 10 threalened or endangered species or destruction of crilical habilat: prolection
of properties eligible for listing on the Nalional Regisler of Historic Places: and minimization of
discharge of material into waters of the U.S .. spawning areas and waterfowl breeding areas. The

condilions musl be followed for Ihe permil to be valid. Failure 10 c0mply wilh the management
practices. 10 Ihe degree practicable. may cause Ihe COE' s dislricl engineer 10 take aCl ion 10 regulate
the activity on an individual or regional basis.
Two executive orders (EO) place restrictions on government approval of construction activities in

fl oodplains and wellands. They are binding on all govemmenlal agencies including the BLM. The
EOs require consideration of wetland and floodplain impacts in all documents prepared in compliance
wi lh NE PA . The EOs are briefly summarized below:
EO 11988 (42 FR 26951) was designed to reduce the risk of flood loss, to minimize the impact of
fl oods on human safety, health and welfare and 10 restore and preserve the natural and beneficial
values of floodplain s. The BLM is required by EO 11988 to reslore and preserve the natural and
beneficial values of floodplains in all aClivities conducled by Ihe agencies which affect land use,
including regulating and licensing activilies. BLM is required 10 evaluale the potenlial effects of
agency actions (such as approva l of APDs or rights-of-way) on floodplains.
EO 11990 (42 FR 2696 1) was designed, to Ihe extent possible, to avoid the long- and short-tenn
adve rse impacts associaled with the destruction or modification of wetlands and to avoid direct and
indirect s upport of new conslruclion in wetlands wherever there is a practicable alternative. To Ihe
exlent permitted by law, Ihe BLM is prohibited from undertaking or providing assislance for new
1-9

construction located in wetlands unless the agency finds : I) that there is no practicable alternative to
the construction: and 2) that the action includes all practicable measures to minimize harm to the
wetland .

1.8.2

Storm Water a nd Erosion Control Regulations

Seclion 405 of Ihe Water QualilY Act of 1987 added Seclion 402(p) to the Clean Waler ACI which
required Ihe EPA 10 develop a phased approach 10 regulating storm waler discharges under Ihe
Nalional Pollutanl Discharge Elimination Syslem (NPDES) program. EPA published a final
regulalion on November 16. 1990 (40 CFR Part 122.26) eSlablishing permit application requirements
for storm water discharges.

The Slale of Wvo ming has developed a general stann water pennit for conslTuction activities
disturbing fi ve a~res or greater. No single site would exceed five acres: however field developmenl
would disturb more Ihan five acres. Where subjecl to the Wyoming Department of Environmenlal
QualilY (WDEQ) requirements. BTA would preoare a pollution prevention plan and submIt a notIce
of intenl. Typically a pollution/erosion prevention plan would include a descTlpllon of eroSIOn and
sedimenl controls (stabilization and slruclural measures) Ihat would be IOslalied and stann water
management practices Ihal would be implemenled. Implemenlation of a reqUIred pollullon prevenllon
plan wo uld require weekly inspection reports on pollullon control slructures.
1.8.3

State of Wyoming Permits

Numerous permils are also required from Ihe Slale of Wyomi~g before BTA can proc~ed with the
projecl. These State permits are listed on Table I-I. Subslanllal Slate permltllOg reqUIrements are
summarized below:

1.8.3.1 Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
In addition 10 Ihe Federal APD review process, BTA must also secure approval 10 drill the wells from
the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (WOGcq pursuant 10 W.S. 30-5-101 et seq.
This permit requirement applies 10 all lands within the Slate . IOcludl~g Federal-managed lands
(WOGCC Rule No . 305). The permitting process and IOfonnallon reqUIrements are SImIlar 10 the
Federal APD process.
Prolecting Public SafelV. The WOGCC has adopted minimum safety slandards for oil and gas
aClivilies (Rules 320-A, 327 and 328). BLM enforces similar safety regulatIOns .. The regulallons
app ly 10 general fire prevenlion. public pooteclion, well operations, drilling, well servlclOg, producllon
and associated facililies . WOGCC and BLM inspectors peTlodlcally IOspect operatIOns to assure
compliance.

General Drilling Rules. Similar to BLM's Onshore Order No.2, Ihe WOGCC has adopted rules to
prolect pOlable fres h waler. The WOGCC requires surface cas 109 10 a depth belo~ all known or
reasonably eSlimated utilizable domestic fresh water levels [Rule 320(a)] . Surface caslOg must be set
in or Ihrough an impervious formation and must be cemented wllh suffiCIent cement to fiU the
annu lus to the top of the hole. Rule 326 addresses pollution and surface dISturbance. The regulallons
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s tate that o pl!ralors "shall n(}1 pol/we streams.
t~r Ih"

w1lIer~r(Jundw{l/e"l1r

unreasonahlydamoKC! Ihe surface

o "SiKn[licant silcs al(}n~ historic trails " refer 10 those trail segments and sites which have heen

enrolle,1 in or arC! cliJ,:ibie filr enrollmenl in the Na/ional Register of His/oric Places.

lell,'iecl premise,,- or other land,', "

The WOGCC permits and reg ulates the construction of pits located on-site. The agency prohibits the
discharge or esca pe of fluid contents of any pit w itho ut an NPDES permit.
1.8.3.2 Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
In addition to administering the genera l storm water permit discu ssed above , the WDEQ. Water
Quality Division issues permits for and regulates off-site, commercial disposal of nuids (except
produced water injection into a disposal well which is regulated by the WOGCC). If drilling nuids
are hauled off-site for disposal at a commercial disposal facility , a permit would be required from
WDEQ . Any petroleum contaminated soil also must be disposed of at a facility permitted by the
WDEQ.

The leases note that geographical area and time periods of concern associated with these conditions
would be delineated at the field level. These are not the on ly conditions or mitigation measures
which could be applied to oil and gas development on these leases. As stated in the leases for the
development area:
Under ReKUlation -13 CFR 310/,/-2 and terms of the lease (BLM Form 3100-1/). the authorized
l?fficcr may require reasonable measures to minimize adverse impacts 10 other resource values.
land lIses, and users not addressed in lease stipulations at the time operations are proposed. Such
reasonable measures mav inc/ude, but are not Jimiled 10. modificalion of siting or design of
facilities. tim in!: of operations. and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. which
'mav require relocated proposed operations up to 200 meters, but not off the leasehold. and
prc;hibiting sur{ace disturbance activities for up to 60 days.

BTA would consult with the WOEQ Air Quality Division regarding the appropriate permit
requirements for the gas processing facility and central tank battery. Typically a permit to construct
is required for any construction that may increase air emissions. In a prevention of significant
deterioration (PSD) area such as the development area, a permit is required for major facilities if
potential emissions of criteria pollutants (including volatile organic compounds or VOCs) would
exceed 100 tons per year. For all other types of faci lities (such as a compressor station), a PSD
permit is required if potential emissions exceed 250 tons per year. Under the permit process. WDEQ
would consider air emissions from the gas processing facility to assess compliance with applicable
air quality regulations under the Clean Air Act and State regulations. BTA would design, construct
and operate gas processing and project facilities to ensure compliance with applicable Federal and
State air quality regulations.
1.8,4

Local Permits

Pipeline cross ings of Countywmaintained roads must be constructed in accordance with standards set
by the County Engineer. Sweetwater County would also require submittal of a Construction Use
Permit which is used to update County tax records. Other local permits could be required depending
upon the local land use codes in effect at the time a project component is constructed.

1.8.5

Lease Stipulations

The deve lopment area is covered by the following Federal o il and gas leases: W-100206, W-119320,
W-86953 . W-126371 and W-128166. Stipulations applicab le to these leases are summarized in Table
1-2. As stated in the leases, where the conditions summarized in Table 1-2 occur "... surface
disturbing activities will be prohibited unless or until the permittee or his designated representative
and the surface managem ent agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated
impacts." These mitigation measures would become conditions of approval attached to the APD.
For purposes of clarification, the leases state that:

o "Surface water and/or riparian areas" may include both intermittent and ephemeral water
sources or may he limited 10 perennial surface waleI'
I-II
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- - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - -Table 1-2. Selected Lease Stipulations Attached to Oil and Gas Leases for the Bravo Development Area

Lease (Number) Which Includes the Stipulation or Condition
Stipulation/Condition on Surface Disturbing Acth'ities

# 100206

# 119320

# 126371

# 128166

#86953

On slopes in excess of 25 percent.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Within important scenic areas (Class I and 1\ Visual Resource
Management Areas).

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Within 500 feet of surface water and/or riparian areas.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Within a quarter mile or visual horizon (whichever is closer) from
a historic trail.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

During periods when the soil material is saturated. frozen . or
when watershed damage is likely to occur.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Within 500 feet of Interstate highways and 200 feet of other
existing rights-of-way (i .e., U.S. and State highways road~.
railroads, pipelines and powerlines)

No

No

No

Yes

No

Within 114 mile of occupied dwellings

No

No

No

Yes

No
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CHAPTER TWO
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION
AND PROJECT ALTERNA TIVES
2.1

INTRODUCTION

A summa,,· of disturbance associated with implementation of the Proposed Action is shown in Table
2-1 , Figu;c 2-1 provides an overview of the development area. proposed and alternative p ipeline
ro utes, Locations of proposed wells and facilities within the Bravo development area are shown In
Figure 2-2 , Final road and pipeline ali gnments would be adjusted as necessary follOWing on-slle

Table 2-1.

Under the Proposed Action, BTA would implement reSOurce protection, miti gation and monitoring
measures found in Appendix A, Monitoring inspections conducted by BLM and BTA would be based
upon these requirements which would be applied to all surface d isturbing activities. BLM would
co nduct monitoring inspections of construction and rehabilitation operations through a compliance
officer andlor interdisciplinary team to ensure that these measures are effectively implemented.
The BLM Green River Resou rce Area Manager would be the Authorized Officer (AO) for the project.
Mitigation and monitoring measures could be modified by the AO as necessary to further minimize
impacts, Final mitigation and monitoring requirements would be determined by the AO after
rece iving the resu lts of on-site inspections by BLM and BTA personnel and recommendations from
BLM resource specialists, BLM co uld require additional field studies or documentation of project
sites to ensure that reclamation and other resource protection goals have been met.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe BTA . s Proposed Action including project scheduling,
design. construction, operation and maintenance, and abandonment and reclamation practices. Project
components discussed in this chapter include :
Drilling, completing and testing up to 10 natural gas wells;
Construction of tanks, separators, dehydration units, field compressors and other equipment at
individual well si tes needed to produce these wells for 30 years;
Drilling one water supply well;
Development of a natural gas processing facility on a 2,5 acre site within the development area;
Construction of a central tank battery on a 2 acre site to store produced condensate;
Construction of an estimated 2,8 miles of condensate pipeline along the existing access road into
the development area and 2.2 miles along an unimproved 2-track trail which would connect
proposed wells to a central tank battery;
Construction of approximately 2,4 miles of natural gas gathering pipeline adjacent to an existi ng
road;
Construction of approximately 5,0 miles of new joint access road and natural gas gathering
pipeline;
Burial of approximately 17.6 miles of permanent natural gas sales pipeline which would join
the gas processing facility in the development area with an existi ng gas sales pipeline,

Summary of Surface Disturbance Associated With Implementation oftbe Proposed
Action.

Number
or Miles

Project Component
Well pads l :
Pennanent natural gas sales pipeline)
pipeli ne~

Disturbance

ProductionRelated

(Acres)

(Acres)

II

27,5

II

17,6

86.3

0,0

5,0

20,1

0,0

Join t new road-natural gas gathering pipelineS

5,0

36,4

18,2

Natural gas gatheri ng pipeline adjacent to existing roa!f

0,0

Condensate

2,4

5,8

Natural gas process ing facili ty 7

I

2.5

2.5

Central tank banery for condensate

I

2,0

2.0

TOTAL

..

180,6

33,7

Notes:
I. One water supply well and an additional 10 natural gas wells would be drilled ..
.
2. Each drilling location would require 2.5 acres of which 1.0 acre would be reqUired. for production
equipmen t. Areas not needed for production equipment (1.5 acres) would be reclaImed.
3. Permanent natural gas sales pipeline. where not directly adjacent to an e~isting or . propo~ed road,
would require a 50 foot-wide construction corridor. An estimat~d 5.6 miles of thiS cor:ndor w ~ uld
parallel an existing two-track and pipeline corridor and would dIsturb a new 20 foot-WIde comdor.
All new disturbance would be reclaimed .
4. Construction of the conden sate pipeline would req uire a 20 feet-w ide construction corridor .where it
wouid be installed adjacent to existi ng access roads ; 2.8 miles of th is corridor would be adjacent to
.
.
existing roads. All new disturbance would be reclaimed.
5. In stallation of joint new road-natural gas gathering pipeline corridor would dIsturb a 60 foot-Wide
corridor of which 30 feet would be reclaimed . All new roads associated with the project would have
pipeline install ed adjacent to them.
6. Construction t;)f I mile of natural gas gathering pipeline, which would carry gas from wells to the
processing facility, would be adjacent to existing roads. A 20 foot-wide construction corridor (on
average) wou ld be required and would be reclaimed.
7. The gas processing facility would be sized to production actually achieved. Th is is the maximum
expected facili ty size.
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Figure 2-1 Proposed Action and Freighter Gap Alternative
with Landownership (other than Public)
Affected by Project Components Specified
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inspections by BLM resource specialists to ensure conformance with standards. procedures and

requirements for surface disturbing activities (see Appendix A) which BTA has proposed to ado pt.The
APD. ROW or permit applications would describe final locations, alignments and construction details
of project components.
2.2

SCHEDULING OF PROJECT COMPONENTS

Drilling. construction and reclamation activities would be conducted between 1995 and 2005 . Actual
construction would depend upon the results of future drilling and actual production levels achieved.
A seri es of unsuccessful we lls could result in fewer than the proposed 10 wells being drilled.
Wildlife. Construction activities would be scheduled to avoid or reduce impacts to wildlife. For
example. no construction activities would be conducted in crucial big game winter range between
November 15 and April 30. Crucial big game parturition areas between May I and June 30 unless
approved by the Resource Area Manager. No drilling is proposed within crucial big game wi nter
range. No activities are proposed within parturition. In accordance with the draft Green River draft
RMP (p. 713). activities within 0.5 miles of an active raptor nest or within 0.25 miles of active sage
grouse leks would be scheduled to avoid impacts to birds. A field survey conducted in Spring 1994
found no sage grouse or nesting raptors within the development area and vicinity. In the future.
project activities would be scheduled as necessary to avoid impacts to nesting species of concern.
Required maintenance activities, however, would be perfonned throughout the year.
Soils. To minimize runing and soil compaction, construction would be scheduled to avoid saturated
soi ls or construction with frozen soil materials unless otherwise approved by the BlM Resource Area
Manager.
Gas Plant and Central Tank Battery. Scheduling of project activities would depend upon the
results of additional. proposed drilling in the development area. For example, if the first proposed
we lls to be drilled are unsuccessful or produce relati vely low quantities of natural gas. the gas
processing facility may be downsized or not constructed at all. In this case, equipment such as a
dehydration un it, separator and field compressor would be installed and maintained at an individ ual
well location. It is estimated that 5 to 6 producing wells would be needed to produce enough natura l
gas to make a gas processing facility feasible. The central tank banery is unl ikely to be constructed
unless most of the proposed wells are successful or production of condensate from successful wells
is greater than antici pated. If few successful wells are drilled or condensate production is lower than
expected. condensate would be stored in tanks at individual well locations.

Thc development area includes BTA ' s Bravo Unit as well as other Federal oil and gas leases held by
BTA . Of the 4.632 acres comprising the development area. 4.425 acres are BlM-administered and
the remaining 207 acres State land. No private land is found within the development area but a small
amount of private land would be affected by construction of the pennanent gas sales pipeline. An
estimated 181 acres would be disturbed by construction activities. Of this, 97 percent would occur
on BlM-administered land and about 3 percent would occur on private land. No State land wo uld
be affected by construction activ ities.
2.4

BTA would hire contractors to implement the Proposed Action. Contractors would be provided with
copies of applicable Federal, State and local pennits, and other plans and specifications necessary to
construct project components in accordance with conditions of approval as specified by BlM and
other regulatory agencies. In accordance with BlM Onshore Order No. 2, BTA would be responsi ble
for the compliance of its employees. contractors and subcontractors with the tenns and conditions of
all penn its, agreements. the decision record and mitigation measures described in this EA. Each
contractor and subcontractor would be required to maintain up-to-date plans and specifications at
construction sites. In accordance with Wyoming statute (WS 39-6-602), BTA would require its
contractors and subcontractors to provide proof that applicable State sales or use taxes have been paid
on the purchase of equipment, material or supplies used to complete the project.
Penninees of Federal lands would be notified in advance of construction activities. During
construction. BTA would require its contractors to regulate access and vehicular traffic as necessary
to protect the public and livestock from hazards associated with construction. BTA would conduct
all activities in compliance with Appendix A of this EA and all applicable Federal, State and local
regulations. BTA has also agreed to implement all mitigation measures developed as part of this
environmental assessment.

Well Drilling and Production

LOCATION, EXTENT AND LAND OWNERSHIP

The development area is located in southwestern Wyoming within the Green River Resource Area
of the BlM's Rock Springs District (see Figure I-I). Affected lands are arid and generally flat
except where rock outcrops or was hes cut through the area. The closest population center is the
unincorporated town of Point of Rocks which lies approximately 22 miles to the southwest.
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PROPOSED ACTION

This section provides a descri ption of project components as well as measures incorporated into the
Proposed Action intended to reduce or avoid impacts to the environment. Modifications in the
Proposed Action and mitigation measures w<re developed during on-site inspections of BTA . s initial
proposal. For example. the route of the proposed pennanent gas sales pipeline was adjusted several
times following on-site inspections to avoid impacts to steep slopes, wilderness study areas, historic
trails, and prairie dog colonies (potential habitat for endangered black-footed ferrets). Many of the
environmental protection measures described in this chapter are in addition to standard measures
req uired by BlM .

2.4. 1
2.3

I
I
I

The Proposed Action consists of drilling up to 10 natural gas wells. figure 2-2 shows the
approxi mate locations of proposed wells within the development area. These locations would be
adj usted and finalized following on-site inspections with BlM .
A typical drill pad layout is shown in Figure 2-3. Site-specific pad designs would be found in the
AP D. Construction of a typical pad would disturb up to 2.5 acres including the topsoil stockpile area.
Once drilling is completed. a portion of the pad not needed for production equipment (1.5 acre)
2-6
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would be reclaimed. thus reducing production-related disturbance from well pads to I acre per pad.
This pad s ize is needed to accommodate condensate storage tanks on the pad. If tanks are not placed
on-site. the pad would be reduced to 0.7 acre. If the well is unsuccessful. the entire well site and
access road would be reclaimed .
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Drill Pad Construction. A well location would be surveyed and staked in accordance with on-site
inspections with BLM resource specialists. Final location of the pad would be adjusted to avoid
playas or areas with a high water table and drainage problems. Proposed runoff and sediment control
designs would be reviewed at that time. Topsoil storage areas would be identified and staked .
ConstruC;ion of the typical well pad would take from 2 to 14 days. Shrubs and vegetation would be
cleared from the well pad and stockpiled for use during reclamation. Topsoil would then be removed
from the pad and stockpiled adjacent to the well site. The location of topsoil stockpiles would be
agreed upon during on-site inspections with BLM resource specialists. Areas for topsoil stockpiles
would not be bladed or graded. Topsoil stockpiles would be contoured to minimize erosion and. as
suggested by the draft RMP (p. 716), would generally be four feet high or less.

TOUT

No tr.,h would be disposed of in the pit. Pits would be fenced on three non-working sides during
drilling. After drilling is completed and the rig dismantled, the fourth side of the pit would be fenced
until the pit is reclaimed. All four comers would be braced. Fence construction would be on the cut
or undisturbed surface and would keep livestock and wildlife from using the pit. BTA proposes to
Oag or cover reserve pits in nening to discourage their use by migratory waterfowl.

Restlf"'llltl Pit Backfill

&- Spo/ls StocJrpUe

In some cases, the pit would be dewateree upon completion 0f a drilling operation and the Ouids
trucked to another location for reuse. This would expedite closure of the pit and implementation of
reclamation measures. When no longer needed, drilling Ouids would be hauled to a commercial
disposal facility permined with the WDEQ or would be treated on site in accordance with approved
WOGCC permit procedures. In other cases Ouids would be evaporated from the reserve pit. No
permanent production pits would be required.

.,

;"
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TOP80il Siockpil. .

If a pad is constructed but the well is not drilled, BTA would initiate reclamation of the pad and

access road . If this is impractical due to soil, weather or other environmental conditions, erosion
control measures would be implemented in the interim.

FlgII'e 2-3. Typical DrI Pad Layout

I
I

0

A pit would be constructed at each drilling location prior to start of drilJing operations. The pit
would be used to store Ouids returned to the surface from the hole during drilling. All pits would
be lined. In line with requirements elsewhere in the Rock Springs District, the pit liner would be at
least 16 mil thickness. have a burst strength equal to or exceeding 300 pounds per square inch (psi),
a puncture strength of 160 psi or greater and grab tensile strength of 150 psi or greater. The liner
would be resistant to deterioration by hydrocarbons. Liners would not be installed directly on rock.
Where necessary. pits would first receive a layer of bedding material (e.g., sand) sufficient to prevent
contact between the liner and any exposed rock. The pad would be designed so that runoff from
adjacent s lopes does not Oow into the reserve pit.

Well Drilling and Completion. The Lewis Formation and Sinkhole Formation are the targets of the
proposed wells. Total depth of wells would be approximately 6,800 feet. Wells would be drilled
using fresh water and gel sweeps as required for hole cleaning. All shows of fresh water and
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minerals wou ld be reported to BLM. A sample wo uld be taken or any water n ow and analYlica l
results fu rn is hed 10 the BLM . Formations crossed by lhe proposed drilling include the rollowing:

Formation
Fort Union
Lance
Fox Hills

Approximate Depth (reel!
2,300
4.700
6,300
6.400
6.800

Lewis
Sinkho le

locat ion o r the we ll and lhe actua l depth or lhe target rormations. Once the ho le has been drilled to
lhe large I depth. the ho le would be cleaned to remove any rock chips left in the ho le and casi ng
would be run . Running the 5.5 inch diameter casing involves inserting a continuous pipe into the
ho le from the surface to lhe bonom or the hole. BTA would use standard American Petroleum
Institute (APII casing 10 insure that the casi ng can safe ly withstand the rorces or tension. collapse and
hurst. Selection or th e proper casi ng grade and we ight invo lves estimating the forces that wo uld be
applied to the cas ing to insure th aI the casing wi ll withstand the forces . Casing would be purchased
in 30 to 40 rOOI le ngths and brought to the site on trucks. The casing would be sto red on pipe racks
unlil each j o int is needed. Cas ing would be placed in the hole. one joint at a time. and threaded
together .

Fresh water for drilling wo uld be obtained from water suppl iers. There is no surface water and few
water we lls in the vicin ity: therefore BTA proposes to drill a water supply we ll withi n the
development area 10 reduce water hauling by truck. Temporary surface lines co uld be used to pipe
water from the waler well to a drilling location.
Equipment transported to drill ing locations would include pipe racks, pumps and a ir compressors.
Portable dumpsters wo uld be provided at each drilling location and trash hauled off Federal land for
disposal. No trash would be burned on-site. Portable chemical toilets or hold ing tanks would be
provided for workers. All sewage would be trucked off Federal land and di sposed of in accordance
with County and State requirements.
Dri lling and co mpleti on of a we ll involves many steps inc luding assembling the equipment and crews.
drilling. casing (installing pipe). cementing. perforation. stimulation and installation of the production
st ring. Once well pad constructio n is complete. the drilling equipment would be brought to the site.
A mobile rotary drilling ri g would be used for drilling th e wells. The rotary drillin g ri gs wou ld be
powered by diesel engines. Diesel fuel wo uld be supplied by tanker truck and temporarily stored at
each drilling locati on. Prior to beginning the drilling program , BTA would be required to prepare
a Spill Prevention. Con trol and Containment Plan (SPCC).
A water-based drilli ng mud would be mi xed and stored in portable mud tanks. The density andlor
composi lio n of the drilling mud would be altered as hole conditions change. The drilling mud would
be mixed on-site with water. The APD. submined to the BLM for its review and approval prior to
the commencement of drilling, would list the drilling mud to be 'JSed. The APD would also describe
lhe blowout preventer (BOP) which would be used. A BOP provides the means to shut in the well
at the surface. BOPs would be inspected and operated daily to insure good mechanical working
order.
BTA's first step in the drilli ng process would be to drill a surface casing hole. A 12 1/4 inch
diameter hole wou ld be drill ed to a depth of about 500 feet. The next step would be to set 8 518 inch
surface casing in the hole and cement it to the surface. The surface casing would prevent the washout
of surface format ions during drilling, provide protection of shall ow aquifers and provide support for
lhe casinghead and subsequent casi ng strings.
Once the su rrace casing is cemented in place. drilling of the 7 7/8 inch production hole would begin.
The production hole wou ld be drilled to a depth or approximately 6,800 feet, dependin g on the

Once th e e nt ire length or casing is placed in the hole. it would be cemented to the surface or in
conformance with requi reme nts under BLM Onshore Order No. 2 as speci fied by BLM . The serv ice
com pa n) would use hi gh ly speciali zed eq uipment to mix dry cement and water into a sl urry. The
s lurry wo ul d then be pumpcd through the casi ng string and forced up the annular space between the
cas ing and th e rormation where it would be allowed to harden. This cementing meth od insures th at
the annu lar space between the casing and formation in the productive zones is isolated with cement.
The purposes or cementing the casing are to: I) restore the original isolation between fo rmations that
existed prior to the drilling or the we ll : 2) provide support for the casi ng by preventing formation
pressu res rrom acting directl y on the casi ng: 3) retard corrosion by minimizi ng contact between the
casing and corrosive form ati on fluids: and 4) protect groundwater from contamination.
Once th e cas ing strin g has been cemented and the cement allowed to harden, the string would be
perrorated. Perrorating is the process or piercing the casing and the cement sheath behind the casing
at the produci ng zone. The primary purpose or perforating a we ll is to establish a direct link between
the we ll bore and the producing zone. Piercing of the wellbore would be accompl ished by an
assembly thaI fires shaped charges. The holes created in the casing and cement sheath wou ld a llow
natural gas to en ter the wellbore and move up the production tubing to the surface.
A fte r the well has been perrorated to a llow communication between the cased well and the target
ro rm ation. the well wou ld likely be hydraulically rractured. The reason for fracturing a well is to
improve the n ow o r gas into the wellbo re. It involves injecting nuid under high press ure into th e
producing zone to create and extend th e fractures or conductive channels into the formation rock some
distance rrom the we ll bore. Hydrauli c rracturin g would be accomplished by the use or hi ghly
specialized equipment and trained crews provided by a local we ll service company .
Drilling and cas ing or eac h we ll woul d be accomplished in approxi mately seven days. After drilling
and casing are completed. the drilling ri g wo uld be moved to a new location and other equipment
brought in for well completion operations. Completi on of the well takes approximately 20 days after
drilling and cementing or the casing.

Interim Well Pad Reclamation . Production equ ipment would be laid out to max imize rehabilitation
and reduce production-related distu rbance. To achieve this. the design or production locations would
vary .
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The dr ill rig wo uld be removed from Ihe local ion wilhin 30 days aner complelion of drilling. Once
drilling and completion are over. all areas not needed for production operations would be reclaimed.
Approximalely one acre would be required for equipmenl and produclion operalions. If a well is a
dry ho le or non-producer. Ihe enli re drilling localion would be reclaimed . The hole would be plugged
10 accordance wllh WOGCC and BLM abandonmenl procedures.

I
I

I

During inlerim well pad reclamalion. all drilling and complelion equipmenl would be removed .
Fluids . in pilS would eilher be Irucked 10 anolher localion for reuse or allowed 10 evaporale from Ihe
pi t PIIS would be reclaimed under regulalions and condilions sel forth by Ihe BLM and WOGCc.
Aner nuids have evaporaled. Ihe liner would be buried in the pit and Ihe pit backfilled. One monlh
would be allowed for backfill settling before reconlouring and lopsoil spreading.
Seeding would be accomplished during Ihe fall or as direcled by BLM . Specific seed mixtures using
nallve species would be specified by BLM . Seed mixtures would be certified weed-free and a copy
of Ihe certificalion would be supplied to Ihe BLM prior 10 planting. Reclamation measures could be
delayed by BLM pending more favorable soil and wealher condilions. In this case, temporary erosion

be used unlil aClual produclion levels are known. Figure 2-4 shows a typical production localion with
slorage lanks and Ihe area thai would be reclaimed if the tanks were removed and a central tank
battery inslalled. A Iypical produclion location with central compression is shown in Figure 2-5 .
Processed nalural gas--i .e .. gas wilh nalural gas liquids and condensale removed--would be Iran sported
by Ihe proposed permanenl gas sales pipeline 10 an existing NGC pipeline west of the developmenl
area.
To minimize visibility and visual impacts. above-ground equipment and facilities would be painted
an earth-lone color (i.e .. Carlsbad Canyon). No renective materials would be used. No area lighling.
other Ihan allhe gas processing facility. wou ld be required. Well pads would not be used for material
slorage. Abandonment BTA would follow WOGCC and BLM procedures for plugging and
abandoning a well. Upon abandonment. BTA would be required to contact BLM regarding approval
of the final reclamalion plan . All surface equipment wou ld be removed from the site and the local ion
and access road would be recontourcd and reclaimed.

control measures would be implemented pending completion of reclamation activities.
2.4.2
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Wen Operation and Maintenance. In Ihe case of a successful well. production equipmenl such as
a separalor. healer. dehydralor. fie ld compressor and tank battery would be installed at a well sile.
Currently. il is estimated Ihal one field compressor could serve 3 10 4 producing wells. Depending
upon Ihe number of successful wells. Iheir y ield and reservoir characleristics, produced hydrocarbons
wo uld be direcll y piped from Ihe wellhead 10 the central processing facility for separalion. In Ihis
case no tank battery would be installed on-sile. No produced water pits would be necessary.
Produced water wou ld be slored in tanks and Irucked off location. Where soil conditions require ii,
Ihe dnll pad wou ld be graveled 10 facil itale access on and off of the local ion and to prevenl rutting.
Grave l wou ld also minimize off-site sedimentalion from Ihe well pad. Gravel would be obtained
from local. commercial sources.

.

Where required du e 10 winler condilions. healers would be used in Ihe field 10 maintain now through
plpelmes. Some of Ihe natural gas produced would be consumed wilhin the field by gas fired
eq uipment The field would produce Ihree major types of products :
o nalural gas (melhane).
o natural gas liquids. and
o condensale (crude o il. heavy liquids).
Nalura l gas liquids would be collected al Ihe well sile or gas processing facility in bullel tanks and
evenlually wou ld be Irucked off-sile. Additional di scussion of gas processing is found in Seclion
2.4.5 .
Condensale removed from Ihe gas stream would be handled in one of fou r ways: I) stored at a well
sile. tank battery and Irucked from Ihe site; 2) slored at a cenlral tank battery near gas processing
facllt ly and trucked oul; 3) piped 10 Ihe exisling Frontier Pipeline in the northwest comer of the
developmenl area; or 4) piped 10 a tank battery near Ihe Bar X Road and then trucked to a sales point
Wilh Ihe exceplion of Option 3. oplions for handling produced water would be similar. Options 2-4
would depend upon aClual quantities produced in the field and markel conditions. Option I would

Pipelines

Implementation of the Proposed Action would require the installation of three types of pipelines:
o Buried gathering lines carrying natural gas, natural gas liquids, produced water. condensate or
some mixture of these products from individual well sites;
o Buried pipeline carrying condensale to the Frontier Pipeline or a cenlral tank battery, possibly
near Ihe Bar X Road : and.
o A buried. permanent natural gas sales pipeline.
Each type of pipeline is described after a general discu ssio n of pipeline construction, operation and
maintenance .
Pipeline Design. The design. materials, construction. operation. maintenance and abandonment of
pipelines would be in accordance with American National Standards Institute and API-established safe
and proven engineering practices, State-of-the-art design, materials and construction techniques would
be employed 10 ensure that Ihe pipelines operate safely with minimal risk to the environment.
General Pipeline Construction . Because the gas produced from the field is very wet, pipelines
would be buried. Burial would reduce problems with condensalion, freezing and other problems thai
could occur during the winter months. Where soil conditions allow. pipelines would be buried with
a minimum top of pipe cover of three feet. Where pipelines must cross steep lerrain or rock outcrops.
they could be laid on the surface and painted an earth-tone color (i.e., Carlsbad Canyon) to blend in
with the surrounding surface. To limit surface disturbance, BTA has proposed the installation of
pipelines adjacent to proposed or existing roads wherever feasible.
BTA and its contractors would attempt to secure the services of local contractors to construct the
pipeline system. The workforce would require many differenl skills including general laborers.
equipment operalors and welders. BTA would provide the contractors with all permits and detailed
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Figure 2-4
Typ ical Production Location
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Figure 2-5
Typical Production Location with Central Compressor
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designs and s pecifications necessary to construct the pipelines and reclaim the right-of-way. BTA
would remarn responsible for compl iance with the terms and conditions of all permits and the rightof-way grants. Contractors and subcontractors would maintain copies of permits at construction sites.

Pipeline crews would use typical construction techniques. Right-of-way crews would clear and
prepar~ the work area b y scalping vegetation, followed by ditching crews who wo ul d di g the trench
to receive. the pipe. Pipe crews wou ld work simultaneously on different portions of the route laying
the pipe rn the trench . Once the pipe is placed in the ditch, hyd rostatic or gas testing cou ld be
conducted. Afte r testrng_ cleanu p crews wou ld close the ditch (normally withi n 3-5 days) and clean
up the area.

leave the so il surface in a gouged and roughened condition. Chisel ing/scarifying would be done on
the contour where feasible. Where available. rocks and s lash would be pulled back onto the right-ofway. Small pockets in the soil of varyi ng size and depth wou ld trap seed and runoff. In th is way
the roughened surface would reduce erosion and conserve moisture for seed gennination. Field
inspection of the pipeline route fou nd that slopes in excess of 25 percent are unlikely to be
enco un tered. Thus it will not be necessary to impl. ment the specialized construction and reclamation
techniques typicall y used on such slopes. Depending upon site-specific slope and soi l cond itions.
BLM could require mulching or matti ng. On rock outcrops where burial would be difficult, pipelines
could be set on the surface.

Rehabilitation and reclamati on measures would be instituted. These measures would

follow cond itions of approval incorporated into the BLM' s ri ght-of-way grant.
The typ ical constru ction ri gh t-of-way for pipelines ou tside of road or pipeline corridors wo uld be 50
feet-wide. F iftee n feet of that is for a trave lway with the remainder occupied by heavy equipment.
the trench Itself. topsOI l and spoil storage. However, where an existing road can be used as the
trave lway, new disturbance could be limited to a 20 foot wide corridor. This wou ld allow
construction crews to take advantage of existing two-track trails or roads and limit new disturbance.
Pipdine construction would fo llow measures outlined in Appendix A fo r compaction, reclamation,
c1earrng and gradmg and topsoil storage.
Clearing and Grading. Pipeline rights-of-way generally would not be graded due to the level and
gently sloping terrain characteristic of affected lands. Where necessary to permit the passage of
vehicles o r reduce fire danger. vegetation on the right-of- way would be scalped using a mower or
brush beater. This tec hnique keeps plant roots intact which, in turn, holds soil in place, decreases
eroSion and mmlmlZes disturbance to grasses and forbs . This technique also provides an opportuni ty
for eXlstmg plants to recover by resprouting thereby enhancing reclamation success and preserving
the shrub compo~ent. Every effort would be made to ass ure that topsoil is not damaged during wet
condit ions or ml x."d with the scalped vegetation. In isolated cases where a steep s lope may be
encountered. gradmg could be required to provide a safe working surface. Any vegetation c leared
from the right-of-way wo ul d be stored at the edge of the right-of-way and later scattered over
disturbed areas durmg reclamation unless directed otherwise by BLM or the private land owner.
Scattered brush wou ld help to protect seedlings.
Topsoil Stora ge and Replacement. The pipeline trench would be excavated with a backhoe or
trenc hing machine. Topsoil from the excavated trench line would be removed and stockpiled to avoid
mlxmg with ~ren ch spoils. Travel would be limited to the existing roads or the staked pipeline
construction ri gh t-of-way . DUring prolonged adverse weather conditions when excessive rutting and
so il damage cou ld occur, construction would be suspended if so directed by the BLM . Spoil material
used to backfill the trench would be free of vegetative or frozen material. The trench would be
backfi lled with an auge r backfilling machine. No berm would be left on the surface. Construction
with frozen material would not be permitted.

Pipeline Testing. Pipelines would be gas or hydrostatically tested to at least 1.25 times the
maximum antici pated operating pressure. Testing wou ld comply with applicable ANSI standards.
All leaks that are found wou ld be repaired . Test water wou ld be removed and disposed of in
accordance with appropriate State and Federal regulations. Test water would be obtained from
commercial water haulers or from the water supply well. If BTA surface discharges test water, the
company would obtain ad ministrative approval from the Wyoming Department of Environmental
Quality for a one-time discharge of hyd rostatic test water. Water sources would be permitted with
the Wyoming State Engineers Office.
Pipeline Maintenance and Operation . Pipelines would be operated and maintained in compliance
with applicable Federal. industry and ANSI standards. BTA personnel wo uld monitor and contro l
the system by conducting on-site inspections of project fac ilities. Inspections generally wou ld be
conducted on a dai ly basis. Implementation of the pollution prevention plan would require weekly
inspection reports on pollution control structures.

The primary cause of pipeline failure is third-party damage typically associated with construction
machinery hitting buried lines. BTA would sign pipeline routes that cross roads, ditches or other
areas where they could be subject to damage. However, given the remoteness of the affected lands.
the possi bility of third-party damage is unlikely.
Pipeline Abandonment. Upon reaching the end of the useful life of the pipelines, BTA would be
required by the ROW grant to contact the BLM and prepare an abandonment plan. Unless otherwise
required by BLM. BTA would leave the pipe in place, purge the pipeline of all contents, remove all
surface facilities and reclaim disturbed areas. Wastes generated by purging would flow directly into
a tan k truck and wou ld be hauled to a disposal faci li ty permitted by WDEQ.
2.4,2. 1 Gathering Pipelines

The right-of-way would .be scarified by ripping or chiseling to loosen compacted areas prior to
respr~admg tOPSOil. Scarlfymg the subsoil would promote water infiltration, improve soil aeration
and aid root penetration. On slopes, scarification would also be important to prov ide a roughened
mterface between the topsoil and subsOi l to reduce the potential for soil s lippage. Scarification would

A gatheri ng system wo uld be constructed to connect production locations to the gas processing facility
or fi eld compressors. Gathering lines would carry natural gas, natural gas liquids, produced water,
condensate or some mi xture of these prod ucts. Gathering pipelines would be approximately 4 inches
in diameter. Gatheri ng lines would be installed using standard pipeline construction methods as
described above. Where bedrock cond itions allow, pipe would be buried with a minimum top-of-pipe
depth of three feet. Unless otherwise required by safety standards, all surface pipeline and fac ilities
would be painted an earth-tone color (i.e., Carlsbad Canyon). Wherever poss ible these lines wou ld
be laid adjacent to roads used to access we ll sites. Where gatheri ng lines follow an existing road a
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pipeline would not cross a trail segment of historical value. As proposed. the permanent pipeline
construction right-of-way up to 30 feet wide would be used. Where gathering lines parallel a
proposed road a 60 foot-wide joint road pipeline corridor would be used. No gathering lines would
be constructed outside

or road corridors.

would not enter or cross any wilderness study areas or Area of Critical EnV ironmental Concern .

The purpose of the condensate pipeline is to simplify transportation of condensate to? sales point and
reduce truck trips to well sites. Without the pipeline it is estimated that each well site could require
up to 14 truck trips per week to haul condensate and produced water. from a production location. The
line would contain an automatic shutdown deVice In the event of a hne rupture or malfunction. BTA
is propos ing four options for transporting condensate from the development area.

I
I
I

I. Pipe the condensate to the existing Frontier crude oil/product pipeline which crosses the
development area (see Figure 2-2).

I

This option would eliminate the need to truck condens~~e but would not be feasible .in the near term
given that the field would not produce suitable quantities for bulk shipments .requlred by Frontier
pipeline. Currently. pipeline shipments of condensate from the field would require large bulk storage
tanks which are not proposed by BTA. However, changes in pipeline operations could make thiS
option feasib le in the future: therefore disturbance associated with this option has been mcluded as
part of the Proposed Action.

I

2.4.2.3 Condensate Handling and the Condensate Pipeline

2.4.2.2 Permanent Gas Sales Pipeline
An 8 inch diameter pipeline would be constructed between the gas processing facility and a tie-in

with an existing NGC pipeline approximately 17.6 miles west of the development area. For ease of
access. the tie-in point would be located on the Freighter Gap Road (see Figure 2-1). The pipeline
would carry gas that has been processed to meet the minimum standards set by natural gas
transporters (i .e. natural gas liquids. water and condensate removed). Maximum allowable operating
pressure on the line would be 1.440 psi. Operation of the line would be monitored from the gas
processing facility . A rupture or break in the line would be detected by a sudden drop in line pressure
which would trigger an automatic shutdown of the line.
This permanent. buried line would be approximately 17.6 miles long of which 5.6 miles would be
adjacent to the Frontier oil pipeline and the Baroil CO, pipeline corridor. A two-track trail or dirt
road follows the Frontier-Baroil corridor; therefore in this case only an additional 20 foot-wide
construction right-of-way would be needed as the existing road can be used for access. Pipe would
be buried using a ditching machine and standard pipeline construction methods described above.
Where soil conditions allow. pipe would be buried with a minimum top-of-pipe depth of three feet.
Unless otherwise required by safety standards, all surface equipment would be painted an earth-tone
color (i.e.. Carlsbad Canyon). All disturbed areas would be reclaimed according to BLM
specifications.
The proposed permanent buried pipeline follows a temporary, surface line which was laid to allow
NGC Inc. to transport gas for BTA from its Bravo No. I and No.2 wells. The temporary, surface
line was not intended for long-term operations and BLM has only issued a temporary 2 year right-ofway for the pipel ine. Gas produced from the field is very wet and it is expected that condensation
and freezing would make a surface line infeasible to operate fo r the life of the field . For those
reasons. a permanent buried pipeline has been proposed to connect existing and proposed wells with
an existing NGC pipeline west of the development area (see Figure 2-1).
A small (approximately one acre) temporary surface facility has been installed within an existing site
at the NCG-Questar pipeline tie-in (Sec. 29, T. 23 N ., R. 103 W.) under an amendment to an existing
right-of-way. The facility was needed to accommodate short-term handling of natural gas produced
in the Bravo development area which does .Iot meet standard sales pipeline specifications. This
temporary facility consists of a small compressor, a pig trap and bullet tank. An existing, larger field
compressor was removed from the site to accommodate the new equipment. This new compressor,
which is used to capture hydrocarbon liquids and pressure the storage tank, is much smaller and
quieter th an the old compressor which was removed. Equipment at this site would no longer be
needed once the gas processing plant has been installed in the development area.
BTA has entered into a long-term contract with NGC for the transport of sales gas from the
development area. The cultural resources survey completed on the proposed route indicates that the

2. Pipe condensate from wells to a central tank banery near the gas processing facility .
This option would result in the removal of tanks from individual well locations. Condensate (and
produced water) would be trucked from the central tank banery. However, if proposed ~ells are not
successful or produce minimal quantities of condensate, tanks would be kept at mdlvldual well

I
I
I
I

locations.
3. Pipe the condensate out of the development area to a central tank banery near the Bar X Road.
In this case. the tank banery would be located in a depression just west of the Bar X Road on the
access road into the development area (see Figure 2-1). This location would screen the faclhty from
view by placing it off the skyline. It would reduce potential co~flicts with traffic on the Bar X Road.
Similar to the previous option, if proposed wells produce mmlmal quantities of condensate, thiS
option wo uld not be implemented and condensate would be stored in tanks at mdlvldual wells.
4. Condensate would be stored in tanks at individual well locations and trucked off-site to a sales
po int.
Trucks would visit each well location. Up to 14 truck trips per week could be required for a location.
However. future production of condensate is difficult to predict. Similarly, if all I 0 propos~d wells
were successful to is unlikely that trucks would be used to hau l condensate from each location as It
would be more efficient to haul from a central facility .
The condensate pipeline would be installed using standard pipeline construction methods d~scribed
above. Unless otherwise required by safety standards, all surface equipment would be pamted an
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earth-tone color (i.e.: Carlsbad Canyon). The pipeline to the Bar X Road would parallel a portion
or the eXIsting road Into the development area (see Figure 2-2). Ir constructed to join the Frontier
PIpeline. or central tank battery the condensate pipeline would rollow roads within the development
area and would only .requlre about 20 reet or right-or-way outside or road corridors (see Figure 2-2).

Assuming the field produces su mcient quantities or condensate. a central tank battery would be

Local roads would have a 20 root-wide surfaced travelway; resource roads would have a 12 foot
minimum surfaced travel way. It is estimated that. on average. a 30 foot-wide corridor would be
needed ror the road sur race and maintenance activities. The proposed road network and all access
roads would be described in a transportation plan. All roads wou ld be designed to accommodate
sustained heavy truck tramc required to haul condensate rrom tank batteries. Areas outside the
travelway and ditches would be reclaimed. All new roads would be surveyed and designed by a
certified civil engineer. A certified civil engineer would submit written certification to BLM that

constructed on a 2 acre slle

roads were built as designed and would recommend construction inspection requirements.

2.4.3

Central Tank Battery

In

the development area Q[ at a site near the Bar X Road on the main

access road into the development area. These locations are shown on Figure 2-1. The site for the
raclilly has already been dIsturbed by past road building activities. The racility could include up to
6 tanks. each capable or holding 1.000 barrels of condensate or produced water. The tanks would
be placed withi~ a berm or berms capable of holding 1.5 times the maximum capacity or the tank(s)
contained therein. Berms would be built or impermeable material. Loading lines and connections
would be located within berms. Tanks would be emptied on a regular basis and would not be
allowed to overflow.
To minimize venting of gas from condensate tanks, low pressure vent gas would be recovered via a
manifold at individual well s ites. In s imple terms, condensate would be heated to facilitate removal
of the natural gas liquids. The natural gas liquids would then be piped in a poly line to a field
compressor or to the gas processing racility where they would be pressurized and stored in bullet
tanks and eventually trucked rrom the location. If necessary. vapor recovery units also would be
Installed on each tank battery . BTA would coordinate its plans for vent gas recovery with BLM .

Soil samples would be taken to determine the local water table. Final location of the central tank
batte~ would be adjusted to avoid playas or areas with a high water table and drainage problems.
Topsoil storage areas would be staked. The site would be graveled. It would be sized to allow offroad parking by trucks while they unload condensate from the battery. Tanks would be painted an
earth-tone color (I.e .. Carlsbad Canyon) and would be similar to those seen in other oil and gas fields
from the Bar X Road.
2.4.4

Access Roads

Factors which wouldbe considered in final r~ad alignments would include: avoiding playas. avoiding
roads parallel and adjacent to drainages, aVOIding poor (e.g. wet) soil conditions; avoiding extensive
cut and fills taking advantage of local topography, and using existing roads on disturbance where
feasIble. Final locatIons of roads would be adjusted to avoid playas or areas that could create road
drainage problems.
The Proposed Action has been des igned to minimize new road construction and to take advantage of
eXIsting areas or dIsturbance. For example, the existing gravel access road into the development area
was an upgrade of a road that has bee~ in existence for decades and was used to access plugged and
aba ndoned wells that had been drilled In the development area and vicinity. However, some new road
constructIon would be necessary to link proposed well sites with existing roads in the development
area. All proposed roads would be crowned, ditched and graveled. RO'ds would be constructed in
compliance wIth BLM standards. Proposed roads would most likely be local or resource roads.

Construction. BTA would employ standard cut and fill road construction methods. The centerline
or the access road would be staked prior to BLM inspection of a proposed well pad location and its
associated access road. Road construction would be conducted in accordance the transportation plan
and designs submitted as part or the APD. Areas requiring additional drainage structures and
measures to prevent rutting would be identified during on-site inspections and would be described in
the transportation plan.
Road construction would begin by clearing. removing and stockpiling vegetation. All protruding
materials (i.e .. vegetation. rock) within the clearing limits would be removed and stockpiled pending
results or we ll drillin g. Stockpiled materials would be pulled back over the right-of-way in the case
of an unsuccessrul well. or in the case of a successful well, spread over adjacent areas.
Typically. a 40 reet-wide right-of-way would be cleared to allow for construction of a 14 feet-wide
travel way and adjacent ditches and drainage structures. Up to a 50-feet wide construction right-ofway would be required ror pipelines. In comparison, by combining access road and gathering line.
a 60 reet-wide construction right-of-way would be required. By combining road and pipeline into
o ne corridor. construction-related disturbance would be reduced by one-third when compared to
constructing pipeline and roads in separate corridors. In other words, one mile of 60 foot wide joint
road pipeline corridor would disturb 7.3 acres whereas one mile of separate road and pipeline
corridors would disturb 10.9 acres.
Available topsoil (up to 12 inches) would be stripped from areas to be disturbed by road construction.
Topsoil would be deposited in a windrow apart from other excavated material. After the desired
amount or material has been removed, and the resulting slopes and ditches have been shaped and
smoothed. stored topsoil would be evenly spread over exposed subsoil (except on the travelway).
Depending upon local soil conditions, roads to successful locations would be graveled. The
transportation plan prepared by BTA would specify roads which would be graveled. Where field
roads intersect existing roads. two-tracks or jeep trails which are not needed for field development.
signs and barriers would be erected to discourage their continued use by vehicles. Any closures
would be coordinated with BLM and would be described in the transportation plan.
Follow-up reclamation activities would include filling gullies, smoothing irregularities and repairing
other incidental damage. Immediately in advance of the seeding. any crusted surface would be
scarified at ri ght ang les to the slope plane. All earth cut or fill disturbed in the course of
construction. reconstructi on or heavy maintenance would be revegetated with a seed mix approved
by BLM. This would include road sides, back- ·and out-slopes.
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Once construction is completed, areas outside a 30 foot wide corridor disturbed by routine
maintenance activities would be reclaimed . BT A would be responsible for preventive and corrective
road maintenance on all roads associated with field operations. This includes crowning, cleaning
ditches and drainage structures, culvert installation, snow removal, graveling and dust abatement.
Abandonment. Roads abandoned following termination of the project, or in the case of a dry hole
or non-producer. would be returned to preconstruction contours. Barriers would be constructed to
discourage vehicular use of the abandoned roadbed. The road surface would be scarified in
accordance with BLM specifications and seeded with a mixture approved by the BLM. All culverts
used for cross drains would be removed . Rock, vegetation and topsoil would be pulled back over the
abandoned right-of-way . Revegetation would continue until an acceptable level of success. as
determined by the BLM, has been achieved.

2.4.5

Natural Gas Processing

Currently, natural gas produced in the Bravo development area does nct meet Questar Pipeline Co.
specifications--that is, its Btu content is too high due to the presence of natural gas liquids. However,
Questar has agreed to accept this gas from NGC on a temporary basis and blend it with other
production. Over the long-term, however, natural gas produced from the development area would
be considered wet gas and would have to be treated to remove natural gas liquids before the gas could
be placed into a pipeline transportation system.

2.4.5.1 Natural Gas Processing Facility
The purpose of this facility would be to provide centralized processing for the removal of impurities
and natural gas liquids from the gas stream. A 2.5 acre facility is seen as adequate for all foreseeable
production and would accommodate a facility capable of processing and pressurizing up to 30 million
cubic feet of gas per day. The facility would avoid the need for processing equipment and bullet
storage tanks for natural gas liquids at well sites .
Actual design and construction of the gas processing facility would be completed in stages to match
actual production from the development area. Initially only one compressor would be installed at the
facility . Figure 2-6 provides a schematic of the processing facility development. The following
descriptions are for maximum facility heights.
The proposed refrigeration compressors circulate propane refrigerant to condense natural gas liquids
(NGL) in the plant. The compressors, rated at 1,200 horsepower, would bum natural gas and would
require a 25 foot high, 1.2,5 foot diameter stack for emissions. The compressor would be housed in
one building approximately 30 feet by 40 feet by 24 feet high. The facility would also include a gas
processing unit, natural gas fired generator, a glycol separator and regeneration unit for removing
water from the gas stream, heaters, and process coolers. A 50-foot high emergency flare would also
be present on site but would only be operated in an emergency situation. The tallest facility would
be the product stabilizer which would be approximately 3 feet by 3 feet by 60 feet high. Over time,
additional but similar equipment would be added within the facility site if warranted by production
from the development area. A 60 feet by 60 feet by 25 feet high building· would house an office and
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\\'ar~house which woul d contain spi ll control and other equipment and supplies. Equipment at the
facilllY would operate 24 hours a day. year-round. Water would be trucked to the site as needed or
wo uld be provided by the wa ter well. Sewage would be hauled off-site for disposal at a WD EQapproved slle. Natural gas liquids wo uld be hauled from the facility by truck.

Based on manufacturer's data. emissions from the 1.200 horsepower compressor engine would be 25
tons/yea r of nitrogen oXIdes (NO,). 25 tons/year of carbon monoxide (CO) and 2 tons/year of volati le
organic compounds (VOC). Emissions from all other processi ng eq uipment at the site are expected
to total 25 tons/year of nitrogen oxides (NO, ). 25 tons/year of carbon monoxide (CO) and 3 tons/year
of volatile organic compounds (VOC).
Ex isting roads wo uld be used to access the facility site. Prior to construction, the proposed location
wou ld be surveyed and staked and erosion control designs reviewed . Soil samples would be taken
to determine the IQcal water table. Final location of the facility would be adjusted to avoid playas
or areas wllh a hIgh water table and drainage problems. Topsoil storage areas would be staked.
Construction staking would consist of determining finished site elevations, cut and fill slopes and their
respectI ve catch pOints. drain age, balanced eanhwork and other necessary construction features.
Construction activities would be in accordance wit:' a site design plan submitted by BTA to the BLM
for Its approva l. An area about 300 by 350 feet would be cleared to allow for construction of the
faci li ty: The first step in site construction would consist of clearing, removing and disposing of
vegetatIon. All debrIS. roots and other protruding vegetati ve material within the staked site would
be cleared accordin g to BLM specifications. Available topsoil (up to 12 inches) would be stripped
from the sIte and deposIted In a storage area apan from other excavated material. Where possible.
long-term topsoIl storage areas wo uld be used to help screen eq uipment from view. Topsoil storage
areas would be contoured and reseeded to blend with the adjacent terrain. All above-ground
structures and equipment wo uld be painted an eanh tone color. Carlsbad Canyon (Munsell Soil Color)
or other color as specified by the BLM.
Parkin g areas and other cleared areas used for dail y operations would be graveled . Ditches, banks,
staging and other areas not required for operations would be reclaimed. In these areas stored topsoil
and vegetatIon would be evenly spread over exposed subsoil. Immediately in advance of the seeding,
any crusted surface would be scarified at right angles to the slope plane. Areas to be reclaimed would
be revegetated with a seed mi x approved by the BLM. Revegetation on these areas would continue
until an acceptable level of success, as determined by the BLM, is achieved. Erosion control
structures (berms. ditches. silt fences, etc.) would be installed where needed on the perimeter of the
s ite to ~educe off·site discharge o f sediment. Reclamation and eros ion control techniques similar to
those dIscussed for pipelines would be implemented.
Four 21 O-barrel, above-ground storage tanks would be located on site for storage of new lube oil,
glyco l. water and waste oil required for operation of the compressor station. These materials would
be trucked to the station. Used lube oi l which would be hauled off-site to a recycler or an appropriate
dIsposal facilllY· Storage tanks wo uld be bemled to hold 1.5 times their capacity. Berms would be
hned wllh an Impermeable material. In this way, spills would be contained within the berm until the
material could be collected and transponed to a disposal facility.

A security fe nce would be constructed around the facility . Although exterior lighting would be
installed. no nig ht-time lighting wo uld be required at the facility unless repair or maintenance work
is being conducted. Trucks wo uld not haul natural gas liquids from the facility at night. BTA does
not propose to install powerlines into the facility site or elsewhere in the development area.
No trash wou ld be burned on-site. No open fires would be permitted. Closed trash containers would
be provided at construction sites. Ponable chemical toilets or holding tanks would be provided for
workers at construction sites. All sewage would be trucked off Federal land and disposed of in
accorda nce w ith Coun ty and State requirements.

Upon reaching the end of its useful life. BTA (or its contractor) would prepare and submit an
abandonment plan to the BLM . Upon abandonment, the site would be returned as close as possible
to the ori ginal conto ur and stockpiled topsoil spread over it. The site would be reclaimed and
vegetated.
2.4.5.2 Gas Processing at Welf Locations
It is estimated that construction of the gas processing facility would require the stable. long-term
production of 12 to 15 million cubic feet per day of natural gas. This level could be reached with
5-6 production we lls. However. lower than expected production from the development area could
make construction of the gas processing facility infeasible in which case gas would be treated at
individual well locations. Under th is scenario, tanks, production-dehydration units, separators and
compressors wo uld be installed at individual well locations. The condensate would be heated to
faci litate removal of the natural gas liquids which would then be piped in a poly line to a field
compressor located at a well site where it would be pressurized and stored in bullet tanks. After
processing at the well site. high pressure natural gas would be piped to the permanent gas sales
pipeline. Where feasib le, the poly line carrying natural gas liquids would be placed in the same
trench as the natural gas line from the well site to the permanent gas sales pipeline. Natural gas
liqu ids would eventually be trucked from well sites. If necessary, vapor recovery un its also would
be installed to capture vent gas on condensate tanks at individual well locations. BTA would
coordinate the design and operation of its vent gas recovery system with the BLM. While a slight
increase in noise would result from the operation of the field compressor, it is expected that this
equipment would help to minimize emissions from condensate tanks. It is expected that one
compressor wou ld be sufficient to serve 3-4 wells. For example, one compressor at the Bravo #2
well site would be adequate to serve the #1, #2, #4 and (when drilled) the #5 wells. Water in the gas
stream wou ld also be separated and collected in a tank at each well site.

2.4.6

Hazardous Materials

BTA wo uld review substances to be used during construction, drilling and operations in light of the
Environmental Protection Agency' s Consolidated List o/Chemicals Subject to Reporting Under Tille
III 0/ the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) 0/1986 ( as amended) to determine
whether materials proposed for use qualify as hazardous substances. The lessee would also identi fy
extremely hazardous substances (EHSs) within the list of hazardous substances by referring to the List
0/ Extremely Hazardous Substances and Their Threshold Planning Quanlilies defined in 40 CFR 355,
as amended. Hazardous materials would be used, stored, and disposed of in an environmentally safe
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manner according to State and Federal regulations. These materials would be located. handled.
stored. and disposed in a manner that will prevent them from contaminating soil and water resources
or other sensitive environ ments. BTA and its contractors would comply wi th all applicable Federal.
State. and local laws and regulations regarding hazardous materials! substances that currently exist
or are hereafter enacted or promulgated. Any release of hazardous substances (e.g. leaks. spi lls) in
excess of the reportable quantity as established by 40 CFR 117 would be reponed as required by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation. and Liability Act of 1980. as am ended. A
copy of the re lease repon would be furnished to BLM and other appropriate Federal and State and
local agencies.

If avai lab le "nd uncontaminated. topsoil used in the construction of berms or at the edge of
production locations would be pulled back over disturbed areas. However, on some soil types topsoil
may be lacking. Long-term topsoil stockpiles at well pads would be graded and seeded. Long-term
so il stockpiles (i.e .. longer than 12 months) generally would be kept four feet high or less.

Prior to implementation of the Proposed Action. BTA would prepare an SPCC Plan. A su mm ary of
the SPCC Plan wou ld be made available to BLM. BTA contractors and subcontractors. A copy of
the complete, updated SPCC Plan would be kept in the field . The SPCC Plan would address
emergency procedures should a spi ll occur at the gas processing facility. a pipeline. the central tank
battery or a well pad. Spill containment equipment and materials, as listed in the SPCC Plan. would
be stockpiled and maintained within the field. Facilities would be posted with a telephone number
to call in the case of an emergency or accident. Fuel haulers would be required to have their own
spill plan in conformance with U.S. Depanment of Transportation requirements.

Recontouring. Cuts made in steep or rolli ng terrain during construction of roads. wells or pipelines
would be regraded and contoured to blend into the surrounding landscape and to reestablish natural
drainage patterns. The goals of recontouring would be to return disturbed areas to original contour,
stabilize slopes. control surface drainage and provide a more aesthetic appearance. Any ruts or scars
in reclaimed ~reas discovered during follow-up inspections would be filled.

2.4.7

Additional Project Components

A water well may be drilled to provide water for drilling. Upon completion of drilling, BTA would
work with BLM regarding the possible conversion of the well to use by livestock and wildlife.
2.4.8

Reclamation

BTA proposed reclamation measures would comply with current BLM standards and guidelines.
These measures would consist of returning disturbed areas to preconstruction contour and reseeding.
Topsoil. kept separate from spoil material or other materials during construction, would be spread
ove r the surface. Cut and stockpiled vegetation, along with stockpiled rock, would be spread over
di sturbed areas. Seeding would be conducted with a seed mixture approved by BLM . Range and
agricultural improvements such as fences, gates. cattle guards or ditches damaged during construction
wo uld be immediately repaired. Reclamation effons would be initiated as soon as possible after
disturbance occurs.
As pan of its Proposed Action, BTA would implement the following reclamation measures which
would be incorporated into its Plan of Operations. The site-specific location and application of each
measure would be described in APD, ROW or permit applications which would be submitted to BLM
for its re view and approval.
Topsoil salvaging. To improve reclamation success, topsoil would be salvaged wherever possible.
Available topsoil (up to 12 inches) would be stripped. Topsoil would provide a superior growth
medium when compared to unweathered subsoil materials as the microbiological propenies of topsoi l
are beneficial to the reestablishment of vegetation. Topsoil salvaging would also minimize visual
impacts that could occur if subsoils of a different color were left on the surface.
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Clearing and blading. Blading of pipeline rights-of-way would be eliminated. Rights-of-way that
are not bladed wou ld develop natural-appearing vegetation more rapidly. Where necessary to reduce
fire hazard or allow the passage of vehicles. vegetation would be cut from the remainder of the rightof-way.

Mulching. Mu iching would be necessary on selected sites--especially shallow or sandy soils or areas
where topsoil is lacking. Mulch would improve infiltration rates. add organic matter, conserve
mo isture and would improve seed germination on all sites. Mulching would also lower the potential
for wind erosion. Weed-free hay or straw could be used but would be crimped into the soil.
Fertilizers. BTA does not propose to use fenilizers in the development area. Fenilizer requirements
(if any) would be determined on a site-by-site basis in consultation with BLM soils and reclamation
specialists. Fenilizer would not be applied near water courses to prevent these materials or dissolved
nutrients from entering area waters. Collection and analysis of soil samples could be required by
BLM as pan of reclamation planning.
ScarificationlRipping. Scarification or ripping (a minimum of 12-18 inches) would be used to
loosen compacted soi ls on well pads, road and proposed pipeline rights-of-way. Severely compacted
areas may require cross ripping and ripping to a depth of two feet. ScarifYing or chiseling would

promote water infiltration. aeration and root penetration. A roughened surface would reduce erosion
and conserve moisture for on-site seed gemination. Practices such as pitting or imprinting the soil
surface wou ld be considered as a way to trap runoff, retain soil moisture and improve on-site seed
germi nati on. Where ripping or other means of scarification occurs on slopes, every effon will be
made to rip along the contour.
Stockpiled vegetation. Vegetation will be incorporated directly into topsoil as organic matter and
a seed source unless BLM requires that brush be handled separately. If the vegetation needs to be
handled separately due to its density, then shrubs cut or cleared from a well pads, road or pipeline
rights-of-way would be stockpiled for later use as mulch and a seed source. Stockpiled vegetation
would be scattered across reclaimed areas after seeding .
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Erosion control. If. after scarification. additional erosion control measures are necessary. BTA
would install waterbars. Placement of waterbars depends on slope and wou ld be guided by the
following guide lines:
o
o
o
o

Less than 4 percent slope--300 foot intervals;
4 to 8 percent slope--200 foot intervals;
8 to 25 percent slope--I 00 foot intervals; and,
Greater than 25 percent slope--50 foot intervals.

Waterbars would also be installed at significant grade changes as determined by BTA in site specific
plans. Waterbars would be constructed on a horizontal angle two percent greater than the grad. of
the slope; would be cut to a minimum of 12 inches in depth below the surface; and, would originate
and end in stable. vegetated areas. The specific location and placement of water bars would be
described in the APD or ROW application submitted to BLM . The development area is relatively
nat and the route of the permanent gas sales pipe was selected to avoid steep slopes (greater than 25
percent): therefore. special erosion control measures designed for steep slopes will not be necessary.
Depending upon site-specific conditions, BLM could require mulching on areas susceptible to high
erosion rates. In such cases. straw or hay would be used at the rate of two tons per acre and crimped
in where feasible. An asphalt emulsion tackifier or netting may be used on some areas. Asphalt
tackifier would not be used near water sources.

Snow fences would be considered as a way to reduce wind erosion and ;'etain snow or to increase soil
moisture on reclaimed areas. Sediment traps or filters, such as staked straw bales or silt fences.
would be used where sedimentation of drainages is possi ble until successful reclamation has been
achieved. Such measures would be implemented where proposed road and pipeline cross the main
drainage through Alkali Basin.
Rip-rap will be required at the inlet and outlet of all culverts. The need for sediment traps or
erosion/sediment control fabrics would be identified prior to construction in an APD, ROW
application or storm water plan (where required by WDEQ).
Seeding. Upon approval from the BLM, seeding would be accomplished during the fall as long as
the ground is not frozen. Specifications for seed mixtures would be determined on a case-by-case
basis by BLM. Native species of shrubs would be incorporated into the seed mix where local
conditions warrant.
The seed mixture would be certified to be weed-free and a copy of the certification would be supplied
to the BLM prior to planting. All seeding rates would be based on pure live seed. Planting densities
would match local vegetation densities and local, irregular vegetation patterns to ensure compatibility
with the visual character of ;he landscape.

to ensure that the effectiveness of the roughened surface is not reduced. If drill seeding were used.
the drill wo uld be equipped with depth bands and seeding would occur on the contour where
practical. Typically. seed would be planted between one-quarter and one-half inch deep. Special
procedures for drill seeding of shrubs or broadcast seeding of shrub seed after drill seeding has been
completed may be necessary. Broadcast seeding would occur on steep terrain and on areas where the
surface is covered with stones which would prevent the proper placement of seed. Where broadcast
seeding occurs. the seed ing rate would be doubled or adjusted for applicable rates based on PLS per
square foot.
Monitoring. BT A proposes to conduct inspections of reclamation efforts on an annual basis to
evaluate erosion control and revegetation success. The need to reseed, fertIlize or spot-treat dIsturbed
areas would be determined after the second growing season. If reseeding is required, reclamation
measures would be reviewed and changes needed to improve revegetation success incorporated into
future permit applications. Maintenance of all temporary and permanent erosion control. structures
would occur on an annual basis until revegetation is deemed successful. Additional erosIon control
structures or procedures would be implemented if erosional problems persisted.
Noxious weed control. Noxious weeds have been noted on disturbed land in the development area.
If noxious weeds infest disturbed areas, they would be controlled by mechanical, chemical, biological
or other methods which are approved by the BLM . Weed control measures would be developed in
consultation with BLM and the County weed control office. Weed control methods would be used
in the season or growth stage that they are the most effective. Chemicals would only be applied by
certified personnel using specified precautions, application methods and rates in compliance with all
applicablc Federal. State and local pesticide regulations. Prior to spraying, further environmental
analysis would be required. Use of herbicides would be avoided within 100 yards of water and would
not be used in windy conditions. Herbicides would not be applied where populations of Federallylisted threatened. endangered, proposed or candidate plant species are known to occur. 5001 sterolants
wou ld not be used on topsoil stockpiles.
2.4.9

Project Workforce and Transportation

Construction. Peak workforce for implementing the Proposed Action would be an estimated 75
workers--assuming concurrent well drilling, pipeline construction and construction of the gas
processing facility. BTA would attempt to hire qualified wo~kers from the local labor f?rce to the
extent allowable by law. Based on its experience with past drolling and co~structlon actiVItIes on the
area, BTA estimates that up to 80 percent. or 60 workers, would be local hires drawn from towns on
southwestern Wyoming. Qualified workers are already present in the local labor pool and these
workers wou ld commute to the project area on a daily basis from an established place of reSIdence.
In-migrant workers would seek temporary housing in local motels, apartments, trailer parks or private
recreation vehicle campgrounds. BTA would inform its contractors and sub-contractors of BLM
policies that limit camping on public lands.

Depending on field conditions, seeding would occur immediately after seedbed preparation to
maximize seeding effectiveness and seedling establishment. Where the surface has been left in a
roughened con~ition to capture moisture, the area would be broadcast seeded and care would be taken

Workers, materials and equipment would be transported over Interstate 80 and vario~s Co.untymaintained roads (e.g., Bar X, Nine Mile and Freighter Gap roads). BTA would comply WIth eXlstong
Federal, State and County requirements and restrictions intended to protect road ~etworks, . the
travelling public, adjacent landowners and their property. County and State load limIt restrIctIons
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would be observed at all times to prevent damage to road surfaces . Special arrange ments would be
made with the Wyoming Transportation Depanment and Sweetwater County, as required. to transpon
oversize and overwei ght loads . All project related traffic would be confined to ex isting roads.
construction sites or within pipeline construction ri ghts-of-way. No cross-country vehicle travel

wou ld be permined . Project-related vehicles would not travel on contributing segments of histori c
trails. Park ing areas would be designated at construction sites.

2.5

I
I

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

CEQ reg ulat ions (panicularly Pan 1500.2) stress avoidance or minimization of possible adverse
effects on the quality of the environment. The Proposed Action incorporates measures ontend~d to
minimize disturbance to the environment. Mitigation measures are suggested In thiS analYSIS to
funher reduce the impacts associated with implementation of the Proposed Action. The Proposed
Action represents a reasonabl y foreseeable. maximum development scenari o~ that is. it is considered

Passenger vehicles and smaller trucks would be used to transport construction crews an d for other

the scenario necessary to ac hieve the maximum recovery of known gas reserves. The Proposed

miscellaneo us purposes. Peak traffic level associated with a peak workforce of 75 wo uld be
approximately 50 light vehicle round-trips per day--assumin g 1.5 workers per light vehicle and no
more than one roundtrip to the project area in a single day. Additional traffic within the project area
would be created by the transpon of materials to sites. During construction, heav y truck traffic would
peak at about 48 roundtrips per day.

Action already considers the staged development ofall project facilities commensurate with maximum
production. In addition. project components were relocated to reduce impacts to sensitive. resour.c~s.
For example. following on site inspections with BLM, the proposed site for the gas processmg faclhty
and central tack banery were relocated by BTA to reduce the visibility of these facilities . Several dry
holes have been drilled in the development area (see Figure 2-2). It is possible that future drilling
would indicate that the maximum development scenario proposed here is not economical .

Operations and Maintenance. After construction is completed, approximately l employees would
be needed to operate and maintain the field, pipelines and gas processing facilit) . Approximately 6
roundtrips per day into the development area and vicinity would be associated with operations and
maintenance workers. Traffic from trucks hauling condensate, produced water and natural gas liquids
could average 2 trips per day per well, or up to 20 trips per day if all proposed wells were successful.
An additional 4 trips per day could be associated with haulage from two existing wells. It is
anticipated that sporadic snow removal from local roads would be necessary. BTA would cooperate
with other oil and gas operators to ensure that the Bar X Road remains open to traffic during the
winter. Heavy truck traffic associated with production acti vities would not occur at night.
BTA would maintain roads and erosion control devices to original designs as described in appropriate
permit applications. Roads within the development area or used to access the development area from
the Bar X Road, would be surfaced in accordance with specifications set fonh in a transportation plan.
BTA would be responsi ble for corrective road maintenance and repair of damage to BLM and the Bar
X Road (County Road 21) associated with project-related traffic to standards and specifications set
by Sweetwater County or the BLM as applicable. Pipeline crossing of County roads would comply
with County permits and standards as applicable.
2.4.10 Plan of Operations (PO)
BTA would prepare a PO which would summarize environmental protection measures and standards
to be incorporated into the site-specific design of wells, roads, pipelines and other facilities. The PO
would list environmental protection measures described in this chapter, Appendix A and additional
measures identified in the Decision Record. This plan would be used to guide the preparation of
future permit applications, field inspections and monitoring. It would also serve as a useful guide
to environmental requirements for BTA's contractors and subcontractors.

The PO would be on file in the BLM Resource Area office. A copy of the PO wou ld be kept at
project locations and would serve as a field guide to environmental protection standards, guidelines
and measures required during implementation of project activities.
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2.5.1

Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

Initiall y, BTA routed its proposed gas sales pipeline to a tie-in point near an existing well site just
east of Frei ghter Gap (see Figure 2-1). This route would be about 3.4 miles shorter than the proposed
permanent sales pipeline route. This alternative would reduce construction-related disturbance by 20.6
acres to 160 acres. Production-related surface disturbance would remain the same as the Proposed
Action (33 .7 acres). In general, implementation of this alternative would require pipeline construction
activities similar to those described for the Proposed Action. Surface disturbance from well field
development would be the same as the Proposed Action. However, special measures for construction
on slopes of 25 percent or greater would have to be implemented . . Thesemeasures could mclude
increased use of sidehill cuts, extensive erosion control measures, bonng ponlons of the plpehne route
and use of diversion dikes at the top of steep slopes.
2.5.2

No Action Alternative

CEQ regulations implementing NEPA require Federal agencies to consider the No Action Alternative
in all NEPA documents. Under the No Action Alternative, BLM would deny approval of proposed
locations for wells and other proposed facilities . Implementation of the No Action Alternative would
require BTA to develop alternative plans andlor locations for its project or, should that prove
infeasi ble, to abandon its plans to develop the area.
These denials would be limited to Federal surface or minerals but would effectively prohibit BTA
from proceeding with development. The BLM ' s authority to implement the No Action Alte~ative
is limited. Oil and gas leases have been issued to BTA. Because the Secretary of Inten? rhas
authority and responsibility to protect the environment within Federal oil and gas leases, restnctlons
have been imposed on the lease terms by BLM. The restrictions are the basis of the BLM's standard
stipulations and conditions of approval.
The Tenth Circuit Co un of Appeals in Sierra Club vs. Peterson (717 F. 2d 1409, 1983) found that
"on land leased without a No Surface Occupancy stipulation, the Department cannot deny the permit
10 drill ... once the land is leased the Department no longer has the authority 10 preclude surface
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dislurbinj.! lIelivily even tf the environmental impacl of such activity is significant. The Department
can ()n~v impose mitigation measures upon a lessee who pursues s urface disturbing exploration andlor
drillinK aCliviJies. " The court goes on to say "notwithstanding the assurance thaI a laler sile·spectfic
environmental ana~V.'iis will be made. in issuing these leases the Department has made an irrevocable
commitment 10 allow .mme surface disturbing aClivities. including drilling and road building."
Similarly. the Department has made a commitment to allow BTA to transport its production from the
development area to a point of sale.
BTA's leases do not contain No Surface Occupancy stipulations and, therefore, restrictions on oi l and
gas lease operations must be reasonable. The BLM cannot directly or indirectly prohibit, altogether.
the development of the leases.
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I
I

Under the No Action Alternative. current land and resource uses would continue. Significant
quantities of hydrocarbons would be left unrecovered. Economic return on Federal gas reserves and
tax and royalty revenues would not be obtained. This situation would be contrary to Federal minerals
policy. and the terms and conditions of Federal oil and gas leases, which require the lessee to
efficiently develop and extract Federal minerals.
2.5.3

Alternatives Considered But Not Receiving Further Analy"is

BTA has entered into a long-term contract with NGC to pipe natural gas from the development area
to a sales point. NGC originally proposed to construct the permanent gas sales pipeline adjacent to
the Frontier-Baroil pipelines (see Figure 2-1). While this route would have been longer than the
Proposed Action or Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative it would have reduced new disturbance.
However. this route passes through private property. NGC was unable to obtain an easement from
one private property owner (Union Pacific Resources); consequently the route had to be modified to
dev iate from the existing Frontier-Baroil corridor. NGC also considered construction of the pipeline
adjacent to Nine Mile Road and the road that follows the southern boundary of the South Pinnacles
and Alkali Draw WSAs. This route was abandoned to avoid construction activities immediately
adjacent to the WSA boundaries. For these reasons, these alternatives were dropped from further
consideration and are not analyzed further in this document.
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CHAPTER THREE
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

3.1
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RESOURCES NOT REQUIRING FURTHER ANALYSIS

This chapter describes resources which would be affected by proposed project components. The
scope of th e affected environment would vary depending upon the resource discussed. For example.
the afrected environment ror socioeconomic resources is Sweetwater County while the arfected
environment for soi ls is limited to those watershed areas disturbed by proposed construction.
Affected resources are described as they exist today. The description of the affected environment
includes baseline development which has already altered the natural environment and is organized by
resource.
The following resources wou ld not be affected either directly or indirectly by proposed activities and
thus are not analyzed further in this document:
Commercial stands of timber:
Surface or underground coal or mineral mines:
Prime or unique farmlands:
Farming or other agricultural land uses other than grazing;
Designated natura l landmarks. national historic sites and landmarks:
National parks. monuments or recreation s ites:
Designated. proposed or candidate wild. scenic or recreational rivers:
Designated recreation areas. sites or facilities:
Tribal lands: or.
Federal lands administered by Federal agencies othe r than the BLM.
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3.2

SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS

All o f the proposed development and pipeline construction activities would take place within
Sweetwater County. The population of Sweetwater County is about 43,000. The largest communities
in the region are Rock Springs and Green River with smaller communities south and north of the
development area: Point of Rocks, Table Rock, Wamsuner. Superior. Eden, and Farson .
Sweetwater County and southwestern Wyoming have been subject to boom-bust cycles associated
wi th changing resource developments. The cyclical economy has resulted in changes in employ ment
and popUlation within short periods of time. For example, between 1980 and 1982 the populati on
of Sweetwater County increased from 41,700 to 45, 100 then declined to 40,900 in 1984. In 1986 the
popu lation again grew to 44,500 and declined to 38,800 residents according to the 1990 census. Like
the rest of the State, the economy of southwest Wyoming fluctuates with the price of minerals.
including o il and gas.
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3.2.1

Government Revenues and Expenditures

Nationally, Wyoming ranked fifth in natural gas production. State-wide natural gas production has
increased steadil y, reaching historic highs in the early 1990s: Sweetwater County is a major producer
of energy within Wyoming. The County ranks third (out of 23 counties) in oil and gas production.
The infrastructu re for oil and gas production in the County is well developed and the industry is a
major contributor to local government revenues. All production associated with the proposed project

would be located within Sweetwater County. Taxes and royalties are described below.
Royalt ies. The proposed wells would produce Federally-owned minerals. Producers pay a Federal
royalty of 12.5 percent on oil and gas sales derived from Federal leases. Fifty percent of revenues
from the Federal roya lty is returned to the State of Wyoming. The State is permitted to use these
fund s for road and bridge projects or to fund education programs which benefit local jurisdictions.
State Severance Tax. The State of Wyoming levies a six percent severance tax on natural gas
production . The tax is based on the value of production and thus is affected by nuctuations in the
price of commodities. One sixth of state severance tax revenue is returned to cities , towns and
counties.

Ad Valorem Tax on Production. An ad valorem tax is levied by Sweetwater County on oil and gas
production. The tax is based on the value of the previous year's production after deductions for
payment of Federal or State royalties. The State of Wyoming is responsible for assessing the value
of this production and reporting its assessment to the County Assessor. In 1993 state-assessed
valuations of natural gas properties in Sweetwater County totaled $228.3 million. With an average
mill levy ofn. l, natural gas properties produced $16.5 million in ad valorem revenue for Sweetwater
County.
County Property Tax. Sweetwater County also assesses a property tax on wellhead equipment, field
facilities and other above-ground equipment including those found on Federal surface. The oil and
gas industry accounted for nearl y 35 percent of all property assessed for taxation in Sweetwater
County in fi scal year 1993. Property tax revenues in Sweetwater County on oil and gas drilling and
production equipment totaled $1.1 million in 1993.
Sales and Use Taxes. Sales taxes apply to the retail sale of personal property or services. The
purchaser of materials, supplies and services from local merchants generates sales tax re venues for
State and local governments. Wyoming's sales tax rate is four percent. A four percent use tax
applies to purchases invo lving the storage or consumption of tangib le goods purchased outside of
Wyoming. Thus field equipment, drilling or other supplies brought into the development area from
out-of-state are subject to the use tax. Wyoming Statute (WS 39-6-602) requires contractors to
provide proof that sales or use taxes have been paid on the purchase of equipment, material or
suppli es used to complete contracts for the repair or improvement of real property.
3.2.2

Housing

Demand for housing in the county is affected by nuctuations in the resource-based economy and
population, as discussed above. In 'he past few years southwest Wyoming has seen increasing
3-2
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mineral development-related construction. The oil . gas and mining industry remain s a major
empl oyer and contributor to the economy of Sweetwater County. Oil, gas and mining account for

20 to 30 percent of all non-farm. private-sector employees in Sweetwater County (Wyoming Division
of Economic Analysis. 1992). Construction accounts for a similar percentage of employees while
agriculture accounts for only about I percent. The region' s labor pool contains skilled workers
experienced in oil and gas development and operations. Nonetheless, given the specialized skills
demanded ror oi l and gas drilling. some in-migration oftrmporary labor usually occurs as part o; an y

project. These employees typica lly find temporary accommodations in Evanston, Green River, Rock
Springs and other towns which are within a two hour drive from the development area. Commutes

of this length are common for workers on energy projects. No shortage or difficulty ie. obtaining
tempora ry accommodations (e.g. motel rooms) was noted during the spring, summer or fall of 1994.
The availability of temporary housing, however, can be quite variable and shortages have occurred
in the past during the peak construction season -- May to November. Many of the local motels offer
rooms and services ta ilored to construction and energy industry workers.

3.3 TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS
Interstate 80 (1-80) would serve as the major access road to the development area from the nearest
population centers -- Rock Springs and Green River (see Figure 3-3). Average daily traffic volume
on Interstate 80 in the vicinity of the development area is about 8,000 vehicles, 3,800 of which are
heavy trucks. From the Interstate, the m05t direct access is on the Bar X Road also known as County
Road 21 . Final access from Bar X Road is on an existing gravel road into the development area (see
Figure 2-1). Other existing roads within the development area are primitive dirt or two-track roads.
many of which have not been used on any regular basis. These roads were constructed for seismic
exploration work performed in the 1950s and 1960s or to access wells which are now plugged and
abandoned (see Figure 2-2). All road s are open to vehicle use year-round on BLM-administered
lands: although if deemed necessary BLM can close a road to protect resource values. Crossings of
local roads are subject to County requirements. Pipeline crossings of County roads could be bored
or open-cut depending upon the County' s requirements.

3.4

VISUAL RESOURCES

The Visual Resource Management (VRM) System is used by the BLM to inventory and manage
visual reso urces on public lands. The overall goal of the system is to manage public lands in a
manner that will protect the quality of the scenic (visual) values of these lands and minimize visual
impacts. Classilication of land under the VRM System combines evaluations of visual quality
(outstanding features). visual sensitivity and viewing distance. Four poss ible classes are used by 3LM
to determine the degree of compatibility between proposed developments and existing visual
reso urces. Lands within or adjacent to the deve lopment area fall into three of the four Visual
Resource Management (VRM) classes:
Class II :

The objective of this class is to design proposed alterations so as to blend
them into the natural landscape and retain the existing character of the
landscape. The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be
low. Management activities may be seen but should not attract attention

of the casual observer. Any changes must repeat the basic elements of
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form . line. color. and texture found in the predominant natural features of the
characteristic landscape.
Class III : The objective of this class is to design proposed alterations so as to
partially retain the existing character of the landscape. Contrasts to the
basic elements (form. line, color. and texture) causod by a management
activity may be evident and begin to anract anention in the characteristic
landscape. However. the changes should remain subordinate to the

existing characteristic landscape. Structures located

In

the foreground

distance zo ne (0-1 /2 mile) often create a contrast that exceeds the VRM
class. even when designed to harmonize and blend with the characteristic
landscape. This may be especially true when a distinctive architecwral
motif or style is designed. Approva l by the District Manager IS required
on a case-by-case basis to determine whether the structure(s) meet the
acceptable VRM class standards, and if not whether th ey add acceptable
visual variety to the landscape.
Class IV : The objective of this class is to provide for management activities which
require major modification of the existing character of the landscape.
Contrasts may anract anention and be a dominant feature ohhe landscape
in terms of scale: however, the change should repeat the basic elements
(form. line. color, and texture) inherent in the characteristic landscape.
Structures located in the foreground distance zone (0-112 mile) often
create a contrast that exceeds the VRM class, even when designed to
harmonize and blend with the characteristic landscape. This may be
eSf,ociall y true when a distinctive architectural motif or style is designed.
Approval by the District Manager is required on a casp-by-case basIs to
determine whether the struclure(s) meet the acceptable VRM class
standards. and if no!. whether they add acceptable visual variety to the
landscape.
BLM objecti ves for the management of vis~al quali ty apply to all surface disturbing actions.
Objecti ves are achieved by designing and localtng dIsturbances In a manner that most closely ~eets
the minimum degree o f contrast acceptable for the VRM class. Project facilities w.ould be des Igned
to meet the objectives o f the established visual classifications and appropnate mItIgatIon apphed.
Facilities, including existing or new wells and linear rights-of-way, would be screened, painted or
designed to blend with the surround ing landscape.
The deve lopment area and proposed permanent gas sales pipeline route are within .reas pre~ently
classified VRM Class IV. The East Sand Dunes Wildemes~ Study Area (IYI~g south and adjacent
to the development area) and the South Pinnacles and Alkah Draw WSAs (lYing west-northwest of
the development area) are classified as VRM Class 11 .. Steamboat Mountain near the terminus of the
proposed permanent gas sales pipeline has been classIfied as VRM Class III.
Public comments recei ved by the BLM on the Green River RMP Draft EIS recommended the
preservati on of scenic qualities ill the area referred to as the Red Desert Watershed Area (see SectIon
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3.5.3). The BLM. in response 10 this public input. is proposing in the Green River RMP Final EIS
change the VRM classification within the Red Desert Watershed Area from VRM Class IV to
VRM Class II in part of the watershed area and VRM Class III in the remaining part. Under this
cha nge in manage ment direction. the development area and the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline
wo uld be located within VRM Class III and IV areas.
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3.5

SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREAS
3.5.1

Wilderness Study Areas

Four Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs)--Alkali Draw, South Pinnacles, East Sand Dunes and Red
Lake--are in the vicinity of the proposed development area (see Figure 3-1). As a result of two
environmental impact statements (BLM, 1990: BLM, 1987), none of the WSAs were recommended
as suitable for wi lderness designation. Until Congress acts on a BLM-Wyoming wilderness bill. lands
w ithin WSAs are managed for non-impairment under BLM Interim Management Policy and
Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review (H-8550-1). The Interim Management Policy
"establishes the guidelines fo r determining uses and activities that may occur in areas under wilderness
review" (Appendix E. p.2). Furthermore, as stated in the policy (pA):

The BLM 's responsibilities under Section 603(c) [of the Wilderness Act] are also affected
by section 701 (h) of FLPMA. which states: "All actions by the Secretary concerned
under this Act shall be subject to valid existing rights." These mandates in FLPMA
establish as a mailer of law that. while some development activities are permissible on
lands under wilderne.'iS review, they are subject to important limitations and must be
regulated 10 prevent impairment of wilderness suitability.
Pending Congressional action, these guidelines require BLM to manage WSAs so their suitability for

preservation as wilderness will not be impaired (except for uses and activities that are exempt, or
"grand fathered" . under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 or FLPMA). This nonimpairment standard is to ensure that lands meeting the definition of wilderness under the Wilderness
Act w ill not be degraded to the point that they can no longer be considered for preservation as
w ilderness. If BLM recommendations for non-wilderness status are accepted by Congress. the four
WSAs will be managed as multiple use lands with special management area restrictions. A summary
of BLM recommendations on these WSAs follows (Table 3-1).
3.5.2

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC)

Approximately 43,010 acres in the Steamboat Mountain area have been proposed for designation as
an ACEC in the draft Green River Resource Management Area Resource Management Plan. The
ACEC includes crucial winter and parturition habitat used by the Steamboat elk and Steamboat mule
dee r populations. Figure 3-1 shows the ACEC in terms of project components.
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Table 3-1
Summary of Wilderness Study Area Qualities and Recommendations

Wilderness
Study Area

Alkali Draw

Size
(Acres)

Recommended
for Wilderness
(Acres)

16,990

0

10,800

0

Existing Impacts
within WSA
Currently there are three producing
wells in the WSA and 8.5 miles of
two-track road .

"In arriving at a recommendation of nonwilderness, the
WSA's value for oil and gas production and its lessthan-exemplary wilderness values were primary
concerns." Pre-FLPMA oil and gas leases cover about
15 percent of the WSA . It is projected that 5 new wells
and 2-3 miles of road will be developed on these leases.
Recoverable reserves are estimated at 38 billion cubic
feet of natural gas and 1.5 million barrels of
condensate.

There are no pre-FLPMA leases.
There are some seismic trails, twotrack trails and one abandoned drill
site.

"The principal factor in recommending nonwilderness
for this WSA was the lack of exemplary wilderness
values, particularly primitive and unconfined recreation
... opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation
are not outstanding ...Outstanding opportunities for
solitude can only be found in the rimrock area of this
WSA . Opportunities for solitude in other portions of
t~e WSA are limited primarily due to the boundary
roads that surround the WSA ."

(pp. 284-290)

South Pinnacles
(pp. 258-264)

Justification for Recommendation

- ..

_.,
..
- - - - -- - - ------Table 3-1 (Continued)
Summary of Wilderness Study Area Qualities and Recommendations

Wilderness
Study Area

Size
(Acres)

Recommended
for Wilderness
(Acres)

East Sand Dunes

12,800

0

9,515

0

(pp. 276-283)

Red Lake
(pp. 293-301

Existing Impacts
within WSA

Justification for Recommendation

"The WSA is narrow (1-2 miles),
long (II miles), and consists
primarily of large sand dunes.
While the overall impact to
naturalness is slight in the WSA,
the three abandoned well sites, the
shut-in well , and eight miles of
two-track trails reduce naturalness
to the point where it is not truly
outstanding or unique."

"In recommending this area for nonwilderness. the
conflicts between wilderness and natural gas production
were of primary concern .. .Other principal factors in
recommending nonwilderness for this WSA were the
lack of exemplary wilderness values ....Outstanding
opportunities for solitude are only available in the
dunes. draws and ridges in the southern portion of the
WSA. In the remainder of the WSA, topography and
vegetation provide little natural screening; these portions
of the WSA would thus provide less than outstanding
opportunities for solitude."

"The area's naturalness is adversely
affected to some extent by adjacent
land uses. The sights and sounds
associated with oil and gas field
development that surrounds the
WSA would cause some loss of the
perception of naturalness in the
WSA ."

Opportunities for primitive recreation are limited in
scope. The WSA contains an estimated 54.4 billion
cubic feet of natural gas. "The value of these resources
and the current [oil and gas) activity nearby are the
principle reasons for the non-suitable recommendation ."

Note: All infonnation taken from W:toming Statewide Wilderness Stud:t ReQort: Wilderness Stud:t Area SQecific Recommendations. Bureau of
Land Management, Wyoming State Office, 1991 . Page number in the table refer to that report.
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3.5.3

Red Desert Watershed Area

The development area is located with in the Red Desert Watershed Area as identified in the Green
River RMP Draft EIS. The management objective for the waters hed area would be to continue to
manage the area for multiple use while providing for large areas of unobstructed view for enjoyment
of scenic qualities. This would be accomplished through facility design and placement. using
topography to shield activ ities, usi ng neutral colors so facilities blend with the landscape. identifying
backcountry byways. and providing viewi ng poi nts for the public. The boundary of the Red Desert
Watershed Area includes public lands north of the checkerboard boundary within the Great Divide
Basin. The watershed area encompasses portions of six WSAs (Alkali Draw, Alkali Basin-East Sand
Dunes. Honeycomb Bunes, Oregon Bunes, Red Lake and South Pinnacles). Wilderness management
recommendations and alternatives have been addressed in previous NEPA documents (see BLM ,
1990). Management policies and guidelines for these WSAs are defined in the BLM Interim
Management Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review (H-8550-1).
The watershed area would be managed to ensure that developments and activities conform with the
concept of open space. The visual resource values of the area would be retained and si te-specific

visual resource reviews (inventories) would be conducted prior to allowing activities that may affect
these values. Surface disturbing activities, mineral exploration and d eve l opmen~ and seism ic
activities would continue subject to the management guidelines provided in the RMP. Preferred route
for major rights-of-way would be the east-west Frontier-Baroil pipeline corridor. Other areas would
be considered if in conformance with wildlife, watershed, cultural and scenic resources. Overhead
powerlines would not be permined. Off-road vehicle travel would be managed to provide
opportunities in conformance with other resource objectives. ORV travel in the watershed area would
be limited to des ignated roads and trails. Recreational activities and uses would be maintained ,
3.6

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Archaeological evidence indicates that the region has been occupied by people for at least the past
11 ,000 years. This earliest phase of occupation is known as the Paleo-Indian period and includes the
Folsom Culture and several other cultural complexes that hunted large mammal species. The PaleoIndian period ended about 7,000 years ago and was followed by cultures that practiced a more
generalized hunter-gatherer lifestyle known as the Archaic. During this period people gathered a wide
variety of plant foods and hunted available animals. Hunters used spearthrowers, known as "allatls"
and vegetal foods were processed on grinding slabs. This generalized Archaic Period lasted for about
5.000 years and was followed by the Late Prehistoric Period. During the Late Prehistoric several
technological innovations were introduced into the area including the bow-and-arrow and ponery.
With the bow and arrow big game hunting became more of a focus than it had been during the
Archaic. During the Late Prehistoric human populations density across North America increased
dramatically and apparently several new cultural groups moved into the central Rocky Mounuun
region.
Most prehistoric s ites in the area are short term campsites used by hunter-gatherers. However, there
are a number of special ized sites such as drive lines used to manipulate game herds, specialized plant
processing s ites and ceremonial s ites such as vision quest locations. None of these specialized sites
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are known to occur on potentially affected lands but they may be found during future inventories of
the arca. More permanent residential sites (e.g .. houseplts) have been Identified In the regIOn In
recent years. One housepit site. known as the Buffalo Hu~p Site, (~utside the development area) has
been determined to be eligible for inclusion on the Nahonal Register of HistOriC Places (NRHP).
Since hunter-gatherers are tightl y tied to the environment in which they li.ve, ma~y archaeological
sites associated with peoples using this subsistence strategy are assOCiated with special environmental
features such as particular plant resources, game wintering areas, shelter and water. A number,o~ the
prehistoric campsites in the region have been determined to be eligible for the NRHP. Spec~ahzed
sites are likely to be potentially eligible for the NRHP. Based on past surface. mventones for
arc haeo logical sites and a few open' trench inspections, the density of prehlstonc sites seems to. be
abo ut the same as elsewhere in the Green River Resource Area, that IS about four Sites per section
(640 acres).
Historic si tes known to cross the proposed pipeline route include two freighting roads. Several
campsites associated with livestock herding are also found in the area. The historic roads are called
"expansion era roads" which were used to connect stations on the UnlO~ Pactfic Railroad (completed
in 1869) with livestock and mineral development operations and associated .communltles throughout
the region. The Point of Rocks to South Pass freight road connected the rail head at Pomt of Rocks
with the South Pass gold mining region. The Rock Spnngs to Lander Stage Road connected the
agricultural community of Lander and the Wi~d River Indi~n Reservation headquartered at Ft.
Washakie with the rapidly developing coal mining community and rail head of Rock S~nngs,
Wyoming during the 1870s and 1880s. Most of the livestock herding ~ampsites are sImple h~storlC
art ifact scaners left behind by sheepherders and cowboys. The hlstortc roads are Significant
historically and eligible for the NRHP. None of the recorded stockherder camps have been
determined to be significant although future inventory could locate Sites that.cou ld be Important. The
histo ric trails are managed according to the BLM trails management plan which prOVides that 114 mile
on either side of extant trail remnants be protected from industrial development.
BLM (1992: Appendix 6) has outlined the steps that would be taken to protect cultural resources from
surface disturbing activities. A Class III cultural inventory has been conducted along the proposed
permanent gas sales pipeline route. Several prehistoric camps were. found although all had been
recorded during cultural inventories conducted prior to construction of the Frontier Plpehne
(Darlington. 1994). Class III cultural surveys of the exploratory well sites within .the de~elopment
area were completed and used to ensure that significant sites were avoided. BLM Will require similar
cultural surveys where surface disturbances would occur within the develop~entarea, the results of
which would be the basis for evaluating any sites located In terms of their significance, NRHP
eligibility and/or need for mitigation of impacts.
3.7

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The development area is underlain by fossil-bearing sedimentary rocks including the Green River
Formation from which fossil fish , stromatolites, plants, insects and other invertebrates, frogs, turtles,
crocodiles, mammals (including bats), and birds have been described (Grande, 1984); the Wasatch
Formation in which fossils of mollusks, crustaceans, fish, turtles, crocodiles and mammals from the
Paleocene and Eocene have been identified ; and the Lance and Fort Union Formations 10 which
important mammalian fossils have been found. T\1ere are no published reports of vertebrate
3-10
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paleontological local ities in the development area or along proposed pipeline routes due to the fact
that sedimentary rocks underlying affected lands are mostly unexposed or are too deep.
As discussed in Appendix A of this document. BLM has authority to protect paleontological
resources. When avoidance of paleonto logical resources of scientific value is not possible. data
recovery. stabi lization. inspections. barriers. signs and other physical protection measures may be
required .
3.8

AIR QUALITY

According to the WDEQ. the development area is in attainment for all current ambient air quality
standards and is a Class II area for prevention of significant deterioration. The nearest Class I area
suhject to Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) regulations is the Bridge r Wilderness Area.
a~proximately 45 miles nonh of the development area. Wilderness study areas are not Class I areas;
however. under its Interim Management Policy, BLM is to protect these areas from so urces of
pollutants which could threaten their wilderness character. The Jim Bridger power plant and coal
mine 25 miles southwest of the development area is the single largest source of pollutants in the
vicinity of the WSAs. Nonetheless. visibility. measured during summer and fall near the Sand Dunes
WSA. usually exceeds 70 miles because paniculate concentrations are low and generally range
between 3 and 15 micrograms per cubic meter (BLM, 1992). Background concentration data for total
suspended paniculates. ozone, nitrogen oxides (NO,), sulfur dioxide (SO,), carbon monoxide and
hydrogen sulfide in the Green River Resource Area are well below Wyoming and National air
pollutant standards (BLM, 1992). Within the Green River Resource Area, hydrogen sulfide is of
concern due to its s!snificant safety risks. However, no wells in the vicinity of the development area
are known to have produced hydrogen sulfide.
3.9

NOISE

Background noise measurements have not been conducted in the development area. The EPA
considers 55 dBA to be the health and welfare standard. Background noise levels in the development
area may be simi lar to the EPA category--"Farm in Valley". Background noise levels for such an
area are daytime, 29 dBA; evening, 39 dBA ; and night, 32 dBA. Local conditions, such as
topography and the frequent high wind, characteristic of the region, can alter background noise
conditions. It is more likely that background levels range from 30 to 40 dBA (BLM, 1984). Noisesens itive areas (NSA) identified in the vicinity of the development area would include raptor nest
sites. sage grouse leks (when occupied) and wilderness study areas. Noise sensitive areas, such as
res idences. are not found within or near the development area.

3.10 GROUNDWATER
The development area lies within the Great Divide Basin, a relatively shallow, topographically closed
depression (encompassing 3,959 square miles) where the Continental Divide forms the hydrographic
boundary and separates it from the Green River Basin. Groundwater in the uppermost strata of the
basin--the Laney Shale, Wasatch and Battle Springs Formations--flows to the center of the basin and
recharges a series of lakes (Lost Creek Lake, Circle Bar Lake, Chain Lakes) in Battle Springs Flats,
app roximatel y 20 miles east of the development area (Lowham et ai, 1985). Groundwater in the
3-11

high lands rimming the Great Divide Basin appears to flow in local systems. recharging on ridges and
discharging to the closest drainage. The flow pattern of deep groundwater is less clear. but evidence

from monitoring wells drilled in the eastern Great Divide Basin suggests that it is saline and
practically stagnant.
Water wells completed in the Wasatch Formation (the principal aquifer in the area) yield pumped
discharges ranging from 0.5 to 688 gallons per minute (gal/min); flowing wells yield from 0.2 to 550
Qal/min (Lowham et al. 1985). Pumped wells in the Fon Union Formation yield up to 300 gal/min
;nd flowing wells from the Green River Formation yield up to 900 gal/min (Lowham et al. 1985).
Grou ndwater from wells near the development area yield only fair quality water with dissolved solids
concentrations ranging from 500 to 3000 milligrams per liter (mgiL). EPA (1979; National
Secondary Drinking Water Regulation) recommends no more than 500 mg/L dissolved-solids in
drinking water. Typically the sodium proponion of groundwater found in the area is too high for
irrigation. Water wells completed in the Fon Union Formation in the past yielded little water that
was of poor quality and either marginal or unfit for stock water. Selected groundwater data from four
wells in the vici nity of the development area that were drilled in the I 970s is provided in Table 3-2.

3.11 SURFACE WATER
Streams originating within the Great Divide Basin are ephemeral or intermittent and have extended
periods of no flow. Streamflow largely depends upon runoff which mainly occurs during the spring
and early summer. Much of the moisture in the form of snow is lost to sublimation and summenime
precipitation often evaporates before reaching the ground. Average annual runoff within the Great
Divide Basin is estimated to be less than one-.inch per year (Lowham et al. 1985). No perennial
streams and only one intermittent stream confined to the Great Divide Basin would be affected. The
Basin is isolated from the Green River or Platte River systems. The development area and vicinity
is characterized by playas which are shown on topographic maps (see Figure 2-1 for example). No
surface water was observed in any of the playas or drainages within the development area in Spring
o r Fall, 1994; however. playas and drainages can fill following winters of substantial (10-20 inch)
snow falls.
3.12 SOILS
Affected soi ls have developed from alluvium, residuum and eolian parent materials composed of
sed imentary deposits. Soil development in the proposed development area was influenced by alluvial
processes, the amount of moisture recei ved from snow accumulation or soil deposition and loss by
wind . Regionally strong, persistent winds have dramatically influenced soil development by
accum ulating more snow on nonh and east facing slopes or on the leeward s ide of ridges and rock
outcrops. Wind blown soil deposits typically collect in these same areas and, over time, soils in these
areas become deeper, are higher in organic matter and are more developed (e.g., hOrizon
differentiation). In comparison, wind swept ridges in the development area and vicinity tend to have
shallower soils and exposed rock outcrops.
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Table 3-2.

Selected Water Quality Data from Four Wells Drilled in the Vicinity of the
Development Area (Townships 2IN-23N, Ranges 99W-100W).
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Source:

Parameter (units)

Mean Value

Value Range

Specific Conductivity (I'S/cm)

2978

1440·4700

Ph

8.4

7.9 · 8.9

Total Alk alinity (CaeO j : mg/L)

58 1

514·647

Total Phosphorous (mglL)

0.06

0.04 • 0.08

Hardness (mglL CaCO, )

13.6

4.0 • 24 .9

Dissolved Calcium (mglL)

3.1

0.6·6.7

Dissolved Magnesium (mglL)

1.4

0.5 • 2.0

Dissolved Sodium (mglL)

692

340·116r

Dissolved Potassium (mgl L)

3.2

1.6·7.0

Dissolved Chlorine (mglL)

303

64 - 928

Dissolved Sulfate "(mglL)

357

0.5 - 1099

Dissolved Fluorine (mglL)

4.8

2.6 - 8.5

Total Dissolved Solids (mglL)

1874

864 - 2900

The western two miles "I' the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline route would pass through a third
soil complex found on sloping upland plains at hi gher elevations and in hi gher precipitation zone (1014 inches) than the other two soils complexes. These soils (Blackhall, Rentsac. Carmody. Grieves.
Rencot. Thermopolis. Elk Mountain. Blazon, Delphill, Redwash, Redcreek. Shinbara soils) are
shallow to moderately deep and well drained. Shallow soils in this group (less than 20 inches to
bedrock) tend to be erosive, have low water-holding capacity, and have high runoff potential on
slopes as low as 3 percent.
The nonhern 2 miles of the Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative is within ;his same soil complex.
Unlike the proposed pipeline route, approximately 1000 feet oflhe Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative
wo uld be on steep (50-60 percent) slopes.
A founh soil type is found so uth and adjacent to the development area and on the eastern third of the
proposed permanent gas sales pipeline. This soil type (Cotopaxi) is identified as deep and excessively
drained shifting sand dunes formed on undulating eolian sand deposits.

3.13 GEOLOGY AND MINERALS
The Wyoming State Geological Survey has noted the possibility of overlapping mineral occurrences
in the development area. No inactive, active or proposed coal or mineral mines exist in the
development area or would be affected by pmject activities . However, coalbed methane exploration
has revealed methane in subbituminous coals of the Wasatch Formation in Sweetwater County (Jones
and DeBruin. 1990) and directly west of the development area (BLM, 1992).

Wyoming Water Resources Center. 1994 : STO RET. GWSI , LDATAWQ databases .

I n general. afTected soiIs are weak ly developed. neutral to strongly alkaline, calcareous and low in
organic m aner.. The devel?p~ent area lies . within . the Torriorthents-Cambonhids-Haplargids
.Assoclatlon that IS common wlthm the Great D,v,de Basm (Young and Singleton, 1977). These soils
occur on nearl y levelto steep s lopes, developing in residuum on bedrock (uplands) and in alluvium
(playas): Sotls of thIS association are characterized by the following : noncalcareous loam and silt
l oa~ with less than 20 percent clay content: sandy clay loam and sandy clay with moderate wind
er~slon p?t~~tlal; moderate mfiltration rates with a moderate rate of water transmission" and mode t
sOil erodibility.
'
ra e

An estimated 28 dry holes and no active wells are found within an eight mile radius of the existing
Bravo # I and #2 wells. Five dry holes have been drilled within approximately 1.5 miles of the
proposed wells (see Figure 2-2). None of the area shown on Figure 2-1 has seen the level of oil and
gas development found in the Desen Springs Field (T. 20-21 N ., R. 97-98 W.) south of the
development area. or the Hay Reservoir Field (T. 24 N., R. 97 W.), approximately }7 wells). Table
3-3 describes oil and gas fields within the area shown in Figure 2-1. Oil and gas development in this
area has tapped geographically small, isolated fields and has not resulted in more than one producing
well per field . Based on the results of BTA's drilling and local geology it appears that the oil and
gas reservo ir to be tapped by the Proposed Action is isolated and is very unlikely to spawn
devel opment beyond the 10 proposed wells analyzed in this EA . In its assessment of the mineral
potential for the East Sand Dunes Wilderness Study Area directly south of the deve lopment area (see
Figure 2-1), the BlM found that "the success rate for wells drilled is expected to be a low 15 percent.
This indicates that development may occur. but intense development is not likely" (BlM, 199 1).

The easterr ponion ~f the development area coincides with moderately deep to very shallow, well
dramed sOils on rollmg upland plains (Teagu lf, Huguston, Hatenon, Wint, Tassleman, Seedskadee,
leckman. Kandaly sotls). The western ponion of the development area and most of the proposed
permanent gas sales plpelme and alternative routes are on deep, poorly drained soi ls formed on ne I
level bottom lands and alluvial fans (Di nes, Quealman, Chrisman soils). These soils tend
strong ly sal me andlor alkaline (BlM , 1992).

toarb~
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Table 3-3
Oil and Gas Fields in the Vicinity of Proposed Wells and Pipelines

precipitation "nnually. Within the 10 to 14 inch precipitation zone, vegetation producti vity of high
densit), sagebrush communities range from 700 to 1.500 pounds per acre WIth an ave rage Iovestock
stockin2 rate of 0.25 AUM per acre. In the 7 to 9 inch precipitation zone however. the average
livestoc-k stock ing rate is 0. 14 AUM per acre in high density sagebrush (BLM. 1992).

Number of
Field/Unit Name

Discovered

Location

Producing wells

Status

Freighter Gap

198 1

T. 24 N.
R. 102 W.

0

Abandoned

H9m Canyon

1976

T. 24 N.
R. 100 W.

I

Producing

Mud Lake

1959

T. 23 N.
R. 98 W.

0

Abandoned

Sadd le Bag

1981

T. 24 N.
R. 100 W.

0

Abandoned

Steamboat Mountain

1978

T. 23 N.
R. 102 W.

I

Producing

Treasure

1980

T. 24 N.
R. 101 W.

I

Producing

Sou rce: Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission Statistical Summaries. 1992.

3.14 VEGETATlOh
Vegetation types wh ich wou ld be affected by project components were determined through ground
surveys. interpreting aerial photography and Ihe vegetation data developed by the BLM for the draft
RMP CBLM. 1992). Five main vegetation communities would be affected by the project: low density
sagebrus h- grass: hi gh density sage brush; grass lands with little or no sagebrush; saltbush: and
greasewood.
Low Density SagebrUSh. This vegetation type is most frequentl y encountered within the
development area and along proposed and alternate pipeline routes (Table 3-4). Predominant plant
species are Wyoming big sagebrush. basin big sagebrush. birdfoot sagewon . rabbit brushes and spiny
hopsage . Major grass species in the understory include Indian ricegrass, thickspike wheatgrass.
needle-and-th read. bottlebrush squirreltail and sandberg bluegrass. Soils which suppon th is vegetation
type vary widely in depth and texture. Within the 7 to 9 inch precipitation zone. vegetation
productivity of low density sagebrush communities range from 200 to 700 pounds per acre with an
average livestock stocking rate of 0.07 AUM per acre (BLM, 1992). Canopy or ground cover is
typically less than 35 percent.
High Density Sagebrush . This type has greater canopy or ground cover (greater than 35 percent) of
the various component shrub species compared to the low density sagebrush type. There are few
locations where project components coincide with this type and it is not extensive in the development
area (Table 3-4) since it generally occurs in areas above 7,000 feet that receive 10 or more inches of
3-15

Table 3-4. Vegetation Types Potentially Affected by Project Components

Land Affected by Vegetation Type
(Percent of Affected Land)
Vegetation
Type

Land Affected by

Land Affected by

Land Affected by
the Proposed

Land Affected by
the Freighter
Gap Pipeline
Alternative

Proposed

the Proposed

Permanent Cas

Activities within
Development Area

Condensate
Pipeline

Sales
Pipeline

Low Density
Sagebrush

79

86

52

72

High Density
Sagebrush

0

0

3

<I

Grassland

0

0

7

<I

Sa ltbush

4

0

21

7

Greasewood
Total

17

14

17

20

100%

100%

100%

100%

Grassland . Grasslands with little or no shrub component were fo und along the propo~ed s~les
pipeline route but not within the development area. This community occurs ory hIlls and ndgelones
with shallow soils near Steamboat Mountain. Grassland vegetation communotles are a subgroup of
the low density sagebrush vegetation type mapped from Landsat imagery by BLM (1992). Dommant
grasses include thickspike wheatgrass, needle-and-thread, Indian ricegrass and sandberg bl~egrass.
Grasslands are encountered in a 10 to 14 inch precipitation zone. VegetatIon productiVIty of
grasslands in this precipitation zone range from 600 to 1,400 pounds per acre WIth an average
li vestock stocking rate of 0.12 AUM per acre (BLM, 1992).
Saltbush. Gardners saltbush is the dominant shrub in this vegetation type. Grasses include India.n
ricegrass and bottlebrush squirreltail. Winterfat and birdfoot sagewon are also components m thIS
type which has very sparse plant cover. Typical canopy cover IS estImated to be les~ than 35 perc~nt.
Soils supponing this vegetation type have a high salt content. BLM (1992) estImates vegetatIve
productivity of saltbush between 150-600 pounds per acre with an average livestock stockmg rate of
0.13 AUM per acre.
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Greasewood .
Black greasewood is the dominant species but other shrubs such as sagebrush.
rabbitbrush and spiny hopsage and shrubs including gardner saltbush and winterfat are common with in
thi s vegetation type. More lush growths of greasewood are found along intermittent stream channels
and on stabilized sand dunes; basin wild rye is often present at these sites. This vegetation type
occurs on lowland areas with deep, medium to heavy textured saline soils that typically have a high
sodium content. Greasewood vegetation occurs along all the major drainages and washes in the
development area and at similar sites along proposed pipeline routes. Within the 7 to 9 inch
precipitation zone, vegetative productivity of greasewood communities range from 300 to 900 pounds
per acre with an average stocking rate of 0.15 A UM per acre (BLM, 1992). Typical canopy cover
is estimated to be less than 35 percent.
3.15 RANGE RESOURCES
Portions of four grazing allotments would be affected by the project. Table 3-5 lists the
allotments and total Federal acreage within each. The development area is entirely within
Desert Allotment which is composed mostly of public land with a portion of one section
land. The proposed permanent gas sales pipeline route passes through all four allotments
Table 3-5.

affected
the Red
of State
listed in

The Red Desert and Rock Springs allotments are classified as maintenance allotments. That is,
present management and range conditions are viewed as satisfactory with high resource production
and without serious conflicts. The Steamboat Mountain and Fourth of July allotments are categorized
as allotments in wh ich present management and range conditions are to be improved to balance
grazing, recreation and/or big game seasonal use. In the Red Desert allotment, overlapping habitat
use by feral horses and cattle is most pronounced during fall when both utilize sagebrush-grasslands,
and in severe winters when they congregate near sheltering ridgelines (Miller, 1983). Dietary overlap
between horses and cattle is also greatest during fall (Olsen and Hansen, 1977). There is also
substantial dietary overlap of elk in the Red Desert allotment with feral horses, cattle and domestic
sheep especially during fall and winter (Olsen and Hansen, 1977). Pronghorn diets show little overlap
with li vestock (cattle and sheep), feral horses, and elk (Olsen and Hansen, 1977) although severe
competition for water may result from dominance of horses at water wells during dry periods (Miller,
1983).
3.16 W ETLANDS, FLOODPLAINS AND RIPARIAN AREAS
3.16.1

Wetlands and Riparian Areas

Executive Order 11 990 calls on Federal agencies "to avoid to the extent possible the long and short
term adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of wetlands". The EPA and
COE regulate activities in wetlands and waters of the U.S. through the Clean Water Act's Section 404
permit program for dredge and fill activities. Data on affected wetland and riparian resources in the
proposed development area was collected from National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps, BLM aerial
photography and on-site examinations.
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Table 3-5.

I

Grazing Allotments Potentially Affected by the Bravo Field Development.

Allotment Name
(Number)

Allotment
Categorization

Proposed Allotment
Projects

Federal '
Acres

Grazing
System

5-Yearl
AUl\1s

Kind of
Livestock

4th Of July
(03016)

Improvement

None

9.791

Deferred
Rotation

840

Cattle

Spring. Summ er.
Fall. Winter

Red Desert
(13012)

Maintenance

None

243.676

6 pasture
Deferred
Rotation

1.716

Callie/Sheep

Spring. Summer.
Fall. Winter

Steamboat Mountain
(13014)

Improvement

None

24.498

2 pasture
Deferred
Rotation

851

Cattle

Spring. Summer.
Fall. Winter

Rock Springs
(13018)

Maintenance

Construct 15
reservoirs to improve
wild horse distribution

956.682

No System

52.000

Callie/Sheep
Horses

Yearlong

Notes:
I. Virtually all (97%) affected lands in these allotments are BLM-administered.
2. As defined by the draft Green River RMP. Appendix 9-6.
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Wetlands potentially affected by proposed activities are typ ically small (less than one ac re ).
temporanl~: fl ooded areas associated with interm ittent drainages or ran ge improvement impoundments.

development area and along the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline route and surveyed for blackfooted ferre ts in September. 1994. No ferrets or their sign were found during these surveys.

No perenn,,1 s.t reams woul d be. afTected. One intermittent stream which woul d be affected by
proposed pipeline constructIOn IS clasSified as R4SBA wetland (riverine-interm ittent-streambedtem porarily nooded) in the Natio nal Wetland In ve ntory. Small depressions may collect water fro m

Ta ble 3-6.

Reports of Black-footed Ferrets Within an Approximate 37-mile Radius of
Principal Project Components.

surrounding slopes and intermittent streams during run-off peri ods. T hese areas are classified as

r USA and r usc wetlands (palustrine-unconsolidated shore-temporarily nooded or seasonally
nooded). or playas that support various forbs and grasses once standing water evaporates or drains.
TYPically there is no distincti ve riparian vegetation zone associated wi th any of these wetlands since
the presence of water is usually for short durations annually.
3.16.2

Floodplains

Exec utive Order 11988 (42 Federal Register 26951) was adopted to "avoid to the extent possible the
long and shorl term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification offloodplains
and to avoid direct and indirect support of floodplain development wherever there is a practicable
alternative.". The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has deve loped a series of maps
which depict areas potentially Inundated by a 100-year nood but these maps were unavailable for the
affected lands because lands were either classified as Zone "D" which includes "areas of
undetermined. but possible flood hazards" or project components would be "located in an
undeveloped area". Any potential nood hazards would be due to nash noods in intermittent
cJ rainages. The mag nitude of now depends on the depth and water content of the snowpack and the
occurrence of springtime rains. Generally, peak now occurs during May-June in area streams.
Summer thunde rstorms may also cause temporary now.
3.17 THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES AND SPECIES OF CONCERN
3.17. 1

Loca tion

Repo rted
Observation Dale

Twp

Rng

19)0

2.5N

I 06W

Oc\ohcr 1972

25N

98W

26

198 1

Se,

Appro"imate Distance
From Project Component

12

Observation Rating

20 miles

Trapped II

11 miles

Confinned 12

Skull·Confinned /I

22N

93W

33

31 miles

1983

23N

98W

4.0 miles

Probable I I

Juty 1984

22N

I04 W

-

25 miles

Probable 12

26N

99W

13

17 miles

Probab le f2

23N

IOIW

31

2.S miles

Possible 11

Ma~

September 1984
Jul~

Notes:
.,

1988

Ratings of Possible or Probable provided by Kinter and Martin 1992.
Ratings of Confirmed or Probable prov ided by US FWS 1981 and updates.

Peregrine Falcon. Although peregrine falcons may pass near the development area and vicinity
during migrations. there are no records that they have done so. ClifTs on Steamboat Mountain cou ld
be suitab le nest ing habitat if other habitat components were also present but other suitable nesting
habitat components do not appear to be present; therefore, peregrines are not ex~ected to nes! in the
vicin ity of the devel opment area.

Wildlife Species

Three federa lly- listed endangered wildlife species could potentially Occur in the vicinity of proposed
activIties (USFWS, 1994): the black-footed ferret, peregrine falcon, and bald eag le. USFWS has
noted that another spec i ~s: the mountain plover now classified as a Category C I candidate species,
could be proposed for listing as threatened or endangered in the foreseeable future. US FWS also
identified another four Federal candidate species that could occur in the development area: ferrugi nous
hawk. loggerhead shrike, long-bi lled curlew, and mountai n plover. Burrowing owls are also
considered," thiS analys IS because they have been docum ented in the vicin ity of the development area
and are a BLM and State-prio rity species. Informati on on reported s ight ings of these species in the
vlClnllY of proposed project acti vities is provided below.
Black-footed Ferret. Acco rding to information compiled by the Wyoming Game and Fish
Department (Ki nter and Ma rtin, 1992), US FWS (1991) and Wyoming Natural Divers ity Database
(WNDDB. 1994). there has been one documented and numerous unverified reports of black-footed
ferrets in the vicinity of the proposed development area (Table 3-6). There is only one recent record
that documents physical evidence for black-footed ferrets--a ferret skull found in 1981 approximately
37 miles east of the deve lopment area. White-tai led prairie dog colonies have been mapped in the
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Bald Eagle. During wi nter, bald eagles commonly utilize communal roosts. No communal roosts
have been reported or are likely in the vicinity of the proposed development area. All evidence indicates that communal roosts used by wi ntering bald eagles at night are in trees that provide relatively
optimum shelter fro m wind and low ambient temperatures (Steenhof et 01., 1980; Anthony et 01..
1982; Anderson and Patterson, 1988). In Wyoming, bald eagles are listed as endan gered but there
are no records in the WGFD Wildlife Observation System (WOS) to indicate that eagles have been
observed in the development area during winter or at any other ti me of year.
Candidate Wild life Species. Species that are candidates for listing were also noted by USFWS .
Category I (C I ) candidate species are likely to be proposed for listing as threatened or endangered
by USFWS; Category 2 (C2) species are those for which there is some information to suggest that
proposal for listing as threatened or endangered may be appropriate but data are insufficient to
conclusively document biological vulnerabi lity; Category 3 (3C) species were once being considered
fo r listing as threatened or endangered but are no longer under consideration due to their current
abundance or lack or immed iate threat. Cand idate species that were ident ified by the USFWS as
potentially occurring in the deve lopment area are described below.
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The mountain plover (C I candidate species) and long-billed curlew (3C candidate species) inhabit
short grass prairies and areas of low vegetation maintained by grazing (Dinsmore. 1983: Parrish.
1988). There are no records of long-billed curlews from any database in the vicinity of the proposed
deve lopment area but they might occur at any of the alkaline lakes in the region. There is one record
(WOS) of mountain plovers in sagebrush-grasslands habitat east of the development area and three
mountain plovers (two were juveniles) were seen in saltbush vegetation during a 1994 survey for
prairie dog colonies along the proposed pipeline route. Habitat suitable for nestin g is probably
available in the vicinity of proposed activities. Mountain plovers have been associated with prairie
dog towns where vegetation has been reduced (Knowles el 01. . 1982; Olson-Edge and Edge. 1987).
The ferruginous hawk (C2 species by the USFWS) have been seen in the vicinity of the development
area on several occasions and several nests are within ) mile of the proposed permanent gas sales
pipeline route.

Plant S pecies

Ferruginous hawk populations are known to fluctuate considerably over a period of

years due to changes in prey populations (S mith el 01. . 1981). While prey availability is an obvious
limiting factor to raptor nesting success, nest site availability may also be a limiting factor in some
areas (Fitzner and Newell, 1989). Because ferruginous hawks nest on the ground or often on
accessible substrates. nests suffer considerable depredation from ground predators.
The loggerhead shrike (C2 species) is associated with open habitats including sagebrush rangeland
and desert scrub (Johnsgard. 1986). Nests have been noted in shrubs such as four-wing saltbush
(Porter el 01.. 1975) . nd suitable nesting habitat occurs in greasewood vegetation and in taller shrubs
associated with sand dunes south of the development area.
Pygmy ra bbits (C2 cand idate species) were found in the vicinity of proposed activities during 1994
surveys fo r black-footed ferrets . Although they are most common in the Great Basin (Zeveloff.
1988). they we re recently doc umented east of the Green River in Sweetwater County (WNDDB,
1994). In Wyoming and elsewhere. pygmy rabbits are associated with dense stands of big sagebrush,
usually in drainages and hollows (Campbell el 01.• 1982 ).
Other Special Status Wildlife Species. WGFD ( 1987) has designated Priority I species as those
need ing intensive management to insure that extirpation or significant population declines do not
occur. Priority II species are those needing additional study to determine whether intensive
management is needed (WGFD. 1987). Only one Priority II species, the burrowing owl, occurs in
the vicinity of proposed activ ities. A family of fi ve burrowing owls was seen during the 1994 survey
for prairie dog co lonies along the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline route. They nest in prairie
dog burrows or other mammal burrows where bare gro und and lower shrub densities occur. Other
reco rds (WOS and WNDD B) indicate they have been infrequentl y observed in the vicinity of the
development area.
3.17.2

3.17.3

A search of the Wyoming Natural Diversity Database (WNDDB. 1994) found that no federally listed
threatened or endangered plant species have been identified in the development are~ or on potenttally
affected lands. Three C2 species, however, were noted by the WNDDB as potenttally occurrm g 10
the development area and proposed pipeline corridors: Wyoming (contracted) ricegrass (Oryzopsis
conlmcla). mystery wormwood (Arlemisia biennis var diffusa), and large-fruIted bladderpod
(Le.wlllerellll macrocarpa). The bladderpod has been found on barren clay flats and htlls, sometImes
in so ils where bentonite and/or gypsum is a component (Dorn and Dom,. 1980). WNDDB mdl~ates
several populations near potentially affected lands in the vicinity of Fretghter Gap. It IS assoctated
wi th Gardner saltbush (BLM. 1992). Off-road vehicles and tramphng by feral horses have been
principal threats to this species (Dom, 1980).

Fish Species

There are no federally listed or candidate fish species that would be affected by this project.
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Wyoming contracted ricegrass is found in basin areas on dry, shallow or sandy soils (Hallsten e l 01. ,
1987) and has been found so uth and east of the proposed development area i~ sagebrush on disturbed
roadside rights-of-ways (WN DDB, 1994)--conditions which could occur 10 affected lands .. ThIS
spec ies has been recommended for down-listing from C2 smce It ~s more common than prevIously
believed (WNDDB. personal communication with PIC Technologtes, Inc., June 10, 1994).
WNDDB lists one occurrence of mystery wormwood approximately 12 miles south of the proposed
development area. It appears to occur on clay flats (WNDDB. 1994) and playas 10 Sweetwater
County (Do rn. 1992). These conditions could be found on affected lands.
3.18 WILDLIFE AND AQUATIC RESOURCES
3.18.1 Big Gam.
Mountai n lions have been occasionally seen on Steamboat Mountain. No sightings of black bears
have been recorded on the WOS near the proposed development area and no lions or bears have been
harvested recentl y in the vicinity (Rothwell, I 994a). Thus their occurrence seems unhkel y.
Three big game species known to inhabit the vicinity throughout the year are pronghorn, mule deer,
and elk. The proposed development area would coincide with on~ populatIon (herd Untt) each.of elk
and mule deer and two pronghorn herd units. Boundanes of crucIal w mter range for thIS specIes are
show n in Figure 3-2.
Pronghorn. The deve lopment area is within the Red Desert herd unit w hile land affected by the
proposed permanent gas sales pipeline and FreIghter G~p Plpel me Altemattve west o~N me MIle Road
are within the Sublette herd unit (see Table 3-7). Ammals 10 the Sublette herd umt mIgrate farthe r
between seasonal ranges than any in North America and, because. of the large area covered, three
WGFD administrative districts manage this herd unit. The populallOn has fluctu ated due to drought
and/or severe winters but recently it has been slightly increasi ng and was esttmat~d at 27,672 ammals
in 1993 (Christiansen. 1994a; see Table 3-7). The Red Desert pronghorn populatIon has been shghtly
increasing. WGFD believes that fences within this herd unit are. potentIally Slgntficant sources of
mortality where they inhibit animals from ml grallng to suttab le habItats, especIally 10 w mter or durmg
faw nin g (Hiatt. 1994). No ante lope crucial winter range or partuntton areas would be affected.
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Figure 3·2
Big Game Crucial Ranges and Sage Grouse Leks
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Table 3-7.

Big Game Populations, Hunt Area Han'cst and Occupied Seasonal Ranges Coinciding with Project Componcnts.

Population
lind t lnit

Population
Obj r rtin

1')'13
Post-lIarHs t
Population
Estimate

Red Dcscn

I S.UOO

13.2RR

S l ilc! h tl~

-- - - S utiiCilc----

- ---4'0-:0(10----

----ff(;f2----

---s irgi iil~·---

Pos t - lIarn~ t

Rig Game
S prrin

Pronghorn

Pupula tion
Trend

lIuot
A rea 1/

1993
lIarns t in
lIunt Area

S ~a so nal Rang~s in
lIunt A rea ('",nr iding
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Several studies conducted in the vicinity of the affected lands have revealed the influence of water
on pronghorn distribution during the winter (Irwin el 01. . 1984) and summer (Sundstrom. 1969:
Alldredge and Deblinger. 1988). These and other studies also emphasized the importance of shrubs.
especially sagebrush. in pronghorn diets throughout the year (Severson el al.. 1968: Alldredge and
Deblinger. 1988).

3-8. the de velopment area is within two WGFD Upland Game Bird Management Areas. Blue grouse
are not likely to occur in the development area.

Mule Deer. Proposed project components coincide with the Steamboat mule deer herd unit (Table
3-7). As currently mapped by WGFD. the boundary for crucial winter-yearlong mule deer range
essentially fo llows the Freighter Gap road where the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline
terminates. No project components would be located within cruci?! seasonal mule deer ranges. The
development area overlaps two mule deer hunt areas in which the 1993 harvest totalled 205 deer.
The 1993 population estimate is below the WGFD population objective (Table 3-7). in part due to
low fawn recruitment in recent years and the severe winter of 1992-93 (Christiansen. I 994b).

Three important habitat components for sage grouse include struning/nesting grounds. brood rearing
areas and wintering areas. Leks in the vicinity of the development area and sales pipeline are shown
on Figure 3-2 and described in Table 3-9. Most sage grouse nests are found within 0.5 to 3 miles
from leks where suitable nesting habitat is present (Pyrah, 1971 : Wallestad and Pyrah. 1974: Martin.
1976: Braun el lIl.. 1977). Sage grouse typically nest on the ground beneath sagebrush 15 to 22
inches tall (Braun el 01.. 1977) and depend on sufficient sagebrush canopy cover for nest concealment
(Pyrah. 1971). During the summer. sage grouse tend to stay within 1.5 miles of water wh~re
meadow-riparian areas along interminent and perennial streams provide important brood-rearing
habitats. Since open water and meadow-riparian areas are limited or non-existent, important broodrearing habitat is also very limited in the vicinity of the development area.

Wintering areas for mule deer are often located at lower elevations where big sagebrush-rabbitbrush.
binerbrush-sagebrush steppe, and riparian habitat types occur (BLM, 1987). In western Wyoming.
wintering mule deer are almost always seen in sagebrush-grasslands (Oedekoven and Lindzey. 1987).
Deer tend to select drainages and ridges over other topographic features and nort~ern and southeastern

Small Game. Desert cottontails are probably the only small game species likely to occur in the
vicinity of proposed activities. Conontails inhabit all afTected vegetation types but the highest
populations are expected in greasewood and sagebrush drainages. During recent surveys for prairie
dog colonies in August. 1994, very few desert conontails were observed.

aspects over other exposures.

Elk. The development area is within the Steamboat elk herd unit (Table 3-7). These elk are in one
of two popUlations that inhabit desert sagebrush ecosystems in Wyoming. The population has
remained at about the WGFD population objective (Table 3-7). Harvest success rates are high in this
pop ulation probably due to the open terrain; most hunters are able to harvest mature bulls
(Christiansen. I 994c). A portion of the proposed gas sales pipeline route lies within crucial elk
winter-yearlong range. i.e. from Fourth of July Wash to the tie-in point adjacent to Freighter Gap
Road (see Figure 3-2). No other project components are located within crucial elk ran ge.
Elk in the arid. shrub-dominated Red Desert were mostly found in basin big sagebrush vegetation and
avo ided black greasewood during the summer months (Ryder el al., 1986). During the calving period
o"d summer. cow elk also selected riparian areas although bulls did not; riparian areas provided cows
'h succulent vegetation and water needed during lactation (McCorquodale el al.. 1986). In the Red
sert. cooler summer temperatures and succulent vegetation probably anracted elk to north-facing
s lopes (Ryder el al.. 1986). Elk diets. predominantly wheatgrass and needlegrass. overlap
considerably with those of feral horses and canle during fall and winter in the Red Desert (Olsen and
Hansen. 1977).
3. 18.2

Waterfowl, Upland Game Birds, Furbearers, Small Game

Furbearers. On-site observations indicate the presence (animals, tracks and feces observed) of
badgers. coyotes. and red fox . These. as well as bobcat. striped skunk, ermine and long-tailed
weasels. are locally occurring f urbearing species that may be present. These specIes would be
expected to occur throughout most wildlife habitat types in the vicinity of afTected lands.
3.18.3

Raptors

Available WOS and BLM records indicate that at least 12 species of raptors have been observed in
the vicinity of proposed project activities. Some species, including the golden eagle: ferruginous
hawk. red-tailed hawk. prairie falcon . American kestrel, great homed owl. and burrowmg owl. very
likely nest in the area. Nesting by northern harriers in suitable habitats is assumed although no nest
s ites have been identified .
Rock outcrops provide suitable nest substrates for golden eagles. ferruginous hawks, red-tailed hawks,
prairie falcons, kestrels and great homed owls and past obser:vations indicate that most of these
species have nested on clifTs or trees on Steamboat Mountam. Hamers, burrowmg ow!s, an.d
ferrug inous hawks nest on the ground. Other raptors. such a~ the northern goshawk. Swamson s
hawk. and short-eared owl are infrequently observed durmg sprong and autumn mIgratIons. Roughlegged hawks are common winter residents.

Waterfowl. There is no permanent habitat for waterfowl in the vicinity of the proposed development
area. If water is present during spring migration, a few birds might utilize small reservoirs such as
that on Fourth of Jul y Wash, south of the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline route.
Upland Game Birds. Sage grouse are the most common and important game bird in this part of
Wyo ming. Mourning doves may also occur near some project components. As indicated in Table
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3.18.4
Table 3-8.

Game Speeies Harvest in Affected Waterfowl Management Areas (WFMA) and
Upland and Small Game Management Areas (USGMA).

Game Species Category

Management Are.

Game Species

USGMA 9·
Red Desert

Molimrng··Oo. . e-

Sag.e Grouse

Upland Game Birds

1993 Harvest of Species
in Management Area

USGMA 9 ·
Red Desert
USGMA 7·
Eden

------Saie-G~ouse-----

----------5.654----------

Conontail

338

-------cononiill-------

-----------82()----------

······••···.. ··Sq-u·frrC"j'·····

A variet), of nongame mammals. birds and herpetofauna probably inhabit the development area and
vicinity. Nongame mammals known or expected to occur include bats (long-eared myotis. big brown
bat. and hoary bat). white-tailed jackrabbit, least chipmunk, yellow-bellied marmot. Wyoming and
thirteen-lined ground squirrels, white-tailed prairie dog, northern pocket gopher. olive-backed pocket
mouse. kangaroo rat. bushy-tailed wood rat, deer mouse, northern grasshopper mouse, and sagebrush
voles.

1.956

·..·· .... ·..·· .. ·sf ···· ..·· ...... ·.... _.. ·· ....

USGMA 7·
Eden

Small Game

Nongame Wildlife Speeies

··-406············· .. ····· .. ······

Isource: ROlhwc:lI. 1994tJ

The upland sagebrush-grassland, greasewoe", and saltbush habitats present within the development
area and vicinity support several nongame bird species which are typical of the Red Desert region.
The predominant passerine in this area is the homed lark , a yearlong resident. Common summer
visitors in local shrub-dominated habitats include lark bunting, western meadowlark. Brewer's
sparrow. vesper sparrow. sage sparrow. green-tailed towhee, and sage thra.<her. Rock wrens. cliff
swallows. bank swallows and Say's phoebes are expected in rocky draws or along rock outcrops.
Tiger salamanders. northern leopard frogs, and Great Basin spadefoot toads could occur in temporary
ponds and small reservoirs. Sagebrush-grasslands, greasewood, saltbush and rock outcrops are suitable
habitats for the northern sagebrush lizard and eastern short-homed lizard (Baxter and Stone, 1980).
3.18.5 Aquatic Resources
No perennial streams or other water bodies capable of supporting fisheries would be affected.
3.19 RECREATION RESOURCES

Table 3-9.

Sage Grouse Leks and Most Recent Documented Activity Status in the Vicinity of
Projl'Ct Components.
.
Approximate Distance

Lek

Location

From the Proposed

Recent

Identification I I

Twp

Rng Sec

102

24N

98W

16

4.2 miles

1993. Active

108

22N

99W

02

4.0 miles

1993. Active

109

23N

99W

02

0.4 mile

1992. Active

71

23N 102W

31

4.0 miles

unknown

Source:

Development Area

Activity Status 12

3.20 WILD HORSES

72

24N

99W

29

2.0 miles

1988, Active

110

24N

99W

35

0.5 mile

unknown

84

22N 10lW

25

8.0 miles

unknown

85

2JN JOOW

06

10.0 miles

unknown

J. T. Christiansen, WGFD Biologist, Green River. Unpublished data.
2. WGFD Wildlife Observation System database.
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Affected lands are used for dispersed recreation. mainly hunting. Within the Green River Resource
Management Area hunting accounts for approximately 71 percent of all recreation days and 86
percent of total annual visitor expenditures (BLM, 1992). Existing roads provide access routes for
hunters. Affected lands are not considered trophy hunting areas. All WSAs are closed to ORV u,e.
ORV use is limited to existing roads and trails. No designated recreation sites, trails, facilities or
recreation manageme nt areas would be affected by proposed activities.

The development area and most of the proposed pipeline routes are within the Great Divide Basin
Wild Horse Herd Management Area. The management area is about 73 percent public land, 25
percent private land and 2 percent state land. BLM has established a target population level of 415600 horses for this management area. The estimated 1992 population was 475 animals (BLM, 1992).
Since part of this management area is checkerboard with private land owned by the Rock Springs
Grazing Association (RSGA), legal agreements between BLM and RSGA require BLM to remove
all wild horses from checkerboard grazing lands in excess of the number agreed to by RSGA. The
current population reflect; this agreement.
Studies have noted a potential for competition for range resources between wild horses, cattle and elk
in the Red Desert (Olsen and Hansen, 1977) and between sheep and antelope. Because there is little
dietary overlap, less potential competition exists between pronghorn and either wild horses or cattle
(Denniston e( ai, 1982). Competition for water between horses, cattle and pronghorns during dry
3-28
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periods can be especially serious s ince large numbers of horses have been observed utilizing all water
from so me nowing well s in the Red Desert (Miller. 1983 ).
3.21 EXISTING OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT
Human activity. including oil and gas development. has had a noticeable effect on the environment
of the development area and the vicinity. Within the area north of Interstate 80 shown in Figure 3-3 ,
there are an estimated 146 producing gas wells. 205 producing oil wells and 261 plugged and
abandoned wells for a total of approximately 600 wells. However, this activity has not been evenly
distributed . As is evident from Figure 3-3. most of the active wells are found in the 20 mile-wide
checkerboard strip of private and Federal land along the north side of Interstate 80 or in the Hay
Reservoir area. Onl y isolated centers of oil and gas production--typically with 1-2 wells--occur
outside of these areas. There are no active wells within an eight mile radius of the existing Bravo
# I. #2. #3 and #4 wells in the development area. An estimated 28 plugged and abandoned wells are
found within this same radius including the Bravo #3 well drilled by BTA. For these reasons, as well
as reasons discussed in Section 3.13. the Bravo development area should not be viewed as an
extension of existing oil and gas fields or as an offshoot of past or current oil and gas production
actIvItIes. The oil and gas reservoir under the development area appears to be an isolated find
discovered during the drilling of a wildcat well.
Over time. the size of well pads has changed as operators and regulatory agencies have become more
aware of resource conflicts and as the cost of well pad construction has increased. The actual size
of a well pad used by each operator is dependent on many factors such as well depth , the need for
produced water and condensate storage tanks and environmental factors . BLM is working with
operators to reduce the size of each well pad to the minimum necessary to safely drill the well.
Existing well pad sizes are quite variable and until recently , operators were not required to provide
well pad dimensions in State or Federal APD applications . For example, wells drilled before the
1970s were often on pads of three acres or more but pad size has decreased to 2.5 acres or less.
Because the size of the drill pad is not available for older wells. this analysis assumed that the
average size of well pads is 2.5 acres and the average size of production locations is 1.5 acres. Based
on these assumptions , it is possible to estimate disturbance associated with the 612 well pads drilled
in the 1,200 square mile area north of Interstate 80 (see Figure 3-3). It is estimated that construction
of the 612 well pads disturbed an estimated 1,330 acres. But 261 of these locations h .: been
abandoned and reclaimed. and today there are an estimated 526 acres of production-related
disturbance remaining due to 351 producing oil and gas well sites in this 1,200 square mile area.
Disturbance in this area has also occurred as a result of road construction. As shown in Figures 2-1.
2-2 and 3-3 numerous County roads, dirt roads, jeep trails and two-track ruads cross the development
area and vicinity. These roads have been developed to serve oil and gas, grazing. recreation users
and private landowners. An extensive network of Sweetwater County roads crosses the area. Given
the low density of active oil and gas wells in some areas, it is difficult to identify roads which were
created to serve oil and gas drilling, private landowners or other resource users. Within the
development area, however, it is apparent that many existing roads were constructed to access the now
plugged and abandoned well sites shown on Figure 2-2. In some cases these existing roads were
graded and graveled.
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CHAPTER FOUR

11I..'l'iod 1~/time.
In conformance w ith this regulation. this analysis of cumulative impacts addresses the following

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
4. 1

iss ues.

I, Whal i.\' II", incremcnlCll impael of the action?

I NT ROD UCT ION

Thi, chapter describes the environmental impacts of implementing BT A" s Proposed Action and
project alternatives. Discussion focuses on the affected resources discussed in Chapter Three.
Ana lys is of the Proposed Action and project al tern atives assumes the implementation of all measures.
techniques and practices di scussed in Chapter Two as well as compl iance wi th a ll app licable Federa l.
State and loca l regulations: therefore. the miti gation measures suggested in this chapter are intended

to redlH..e residual impacts. to minimize increases in cumu lative impacts. and to min imize unavoidable
adverse i:npacts.

New impacts introduced by the implementation of the Proposed Action and project alte~atives are
discu ssed for each affected resou rce in this chapter. Impacts are evaluated III terms of Significance
criteria. The Proposed Action would inco rporate measures--such as recl.amation, en~ironmental
surveys. project sc heduling and relocation of project sites--intended to avoid or redu:e ~ncremental
impacts. Mitigation measures suggested in this chapter would further re~uce or aVOId ~ncremental
increases in impacts. Depending upon the specific resource. the analysIs found that IIlcremental
impacts--that is. new impacts created by implementation of the Proposed ActlOn--would be mlllor or
negligible.

The Proposed Action. as described in Chapter Two. was designed to comply with applicable Federal.
State and local environme nta l statutes and regulati ons and incorporates measures intended to avoid
or minimize environmenta l impacts. BLM standard stipulations and conditions of approva l have bee n
incorporated into the Proposed Action. This analys is also assumes implementation of standard
operating procedures for surface-disturbing activi ties in the Green River Resource Area as di scussed
in the draft RMP and summarized as Appendix A of this EA. These procedures and conditions are
not repeated in this chapter. Rather. the impact anal ysis assumes that these standards. co ndit ions and
procedures 1V0uid be effectively implemented. Monitoring of their implementation is di scussed at th e
end o f Chapter Four. Measures are recommended where necessary to ensu re implementation .
Add itiona l mitigation measures are recommended which would minimize residual impacts and avoid
unncccssliry or undu e impacts on reso urces associated with implementation of the Proposed Acti on
and project alternatives. onetheless. some impacts would be unavoidable. Where they wou ld occur.
unavoidabl e impacts are di scussed fo r the affected resource.
4.1.1

Impact Significance Criteria and Impact Analysis

Eac h impact di scussion begins with the criteri a used to judge the significance of impacts. These
crite ri a have bee n used in other NEPA documents prepared on oil and gas development in the Green
Rive r Reso urce Area. The criteria are foll owed by a discussion of impacts that can be reasonably
expec ted from impl ementation of the Proposed Action, the Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative. and
th e No Action A lternative.

.,

What activities would occur within the same geographical area. are related in terms of the rype
oj'cnvit'onmclJwl impacts and problems created, and could be expected to produce cumulative

i~npacls ?
This anal vs is CL ' , iders oil and gas drilling and production--including well pad construction and roadpipeline ~onstruction--that has occ urred within the Bravo deve lopment area and in th e vicinit~ of the
Bravo deve lopment area. In terms of the technology used and the potential env i~onmenta l Impacts
or problems created. the proposed activ ity wo uld be si milar to other conventIOnal 011 and gas activIties
found in the vicinity of the development area.

3, What past and presenl activilies are evident and what impacts have resulted from these
activitics'!
This anal ysis di sc usses past and present oil and gas drilling and production activities at a variety of
geographic scales. including: activities within the development ~rea, actiVIties wl~hm an 8 mile rad iUS
o f the development area. and activities within a 1.200 square mile area surrou ndlll g the. de velopment
area and the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline. Evidence of past and present activities .IS shown
in Figures 2- 1 and 2-2. Figure 3-3 shows past well drilling activ ities and current production we lls
in a 1.200 square mile area that includes the development area.

4. Whal activities are reasonably foreseeable and what would be the impacl of these activities?
4. 1.2

Cumulative Impacts

Current regulations of th e Council of Env ironmental Quality (40 CFR 1508.7) define a cumulative
impact as

... the impact on the er- :"onment which reslIltsjrom the incremental impact of the action when
4-1

No other proposals for oil and gas drilling with in the deve lopment area are pending. BLM has
received no proposals for field developments within eight miles of the Bravod~velopment area. Ongoing infill drillino and production operations would conllnue mother. eXlstmg 011 and gas fields
found within the "1 .200 square mile area surrounding the development area and the proposed
permanent gas sales pipeline.
4-2
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Activities considered "reasonably foreseeable" include: proposals. notifications or plans that have been

or process ing capacity .

provided to BLM or other government agencies for consideration. review or approval: to-be-

completed projects previously approved by BLM or other government agencies: or activities that can
be projected from current activities (e.g .. the need to extend a sales pipeline into a new oi l and gas
lield I. For purposes of this analysis. reasonably foreseeab le activilies do not include actions merely
cOnlcmplated by a party or speculative scenarios about oil and gas drilling. The Proposed Action
incorpo rates a ll reasonably foreseeable act ivities and faci lities needed to full y develop and produce
the nalUral gas reservoi r which has been defined by exploration and confirmation wells drill ed by
BTA w ithin the Bravo development area. The Proposed Action considers all actions connected w ith

proposed we ll drilling including the need for

~a s

processing. a gathering sySlem. condensate storage

and a permanent gas sales pipeline.

T he proposed acti vi ty wo uld take pillce in an arell th at hllS seen oi l and gas activity in the pa st. At

lea" li ve plugged and abandoned we lls. inc luding a well in the EaSl Sand Dunes WSA. have been
drilled within 1.5 miles of proposed wells (see Figure 2-2). All 28 wells found wlthlll an e ight mile
radiu s of the development area have been plugged and abandoned. There is an existin g road network
\\ ithil1 . rind in the vici nity of. the development area which was in existence prior to the identification
of I1carhv WSA s. The main access road into the development area utilizes a road corridor which has
been in ~xi stence for decades and which was used to access past well drilling in the development area

and on adiacent lands. To offset new road construction. where roads needed for field devel opment
intersect ~xis[in!.! roads. two-tracks or jeep trails which are not needed for field development. barriers
and/or sil!n s

II is difficuh to project future o il and gas activ i!)' in the vicinity of the deve lopment area. Future oil
and gas activity will hinge upon fluctuations in energy prices. changing demand. availability of
pipeline and transportation systems. local geology. reservoir characteristics and depletion rates.
discoveries of new reserves and technolog ical changes. Companies are currently reassessing their

1995-1996 d rilling plans in light of the rece nt fall in natural gas prices. Projections must also
consider that until BTA' s recent success, drilling of 28 (now plugged and abandoned) wells w ithin
eight mil es of the Bravo deve lopment area had not resulted in a commercial. field development. One
of the three ex ploration and confirmation wells drilled by BTA in the development area was a dry
ho le. A 1994 wildcat well drilled by BTA on State land in the Buffalo Hump area was also a dry
hole. BLM has a lso noted that th e success rate of drilling in the vicinity of the development area is
expected to be a low 15 percent (BLM. 199 1). Based on these conditions. it is reasonably foreseeable
that fewe r we lls than th ose proposed by BTA would be drilled within the development area. II is also
reasonably fo reseeab le that the project would not spawn development of an o il and gas field larger
th an that analyzed in this EA.

w~u ld be erected to close these existing roads/trails and to di scourage their usc by

ve hicles . - To the extent allowable by private landowners. the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline
would fo llow an existing pipeline rig ht-of-way (the Frontier-Baroil pipelines) which has been in
existe nce for years or. where feas ible. parallels existing road corridors. Proposed condensate and
!.!atherirH! lines wo uld be constructed adjacent to existing or proposed roads . The proposed location

~r th e g~s processing facility has been selected to ensure that it is not on a skyline and th.3t. its
visibilit v has been minimized. Given the relatively flat topography of affected lands. eXlStlllg
industri; 1 facilities. such as the Bridger Power Plant, pipeline corridors. roads. and oil and gas drilling
in the Ha v Reservoir Field and Desert Springs fields are visible from area WSAs and by visi tors
traveliO!! area roads.
w

Where feasible. construction wi thin crucial elk winter range would occur

approx i;nate ly 0.25 miles or less from an existing road (see Figure 3-2)--areas less likely to be used
bv elk. Construction would be scheduled to avoid the crucial w inter range period. For these reason s.
a;l d others di scussed in thi s document. th e Proposed Action is not expected to have a discernable

efrect on the level of cumulative impact.

5. What dumge in cumulative impacts would be introduced by the Proposed Action or project
alfCrnatives when combined with past. present and reasonably foreseeab le activities?
The change in c umulati ve impacts associated w ith implementation of the Proposed Action would be

It is reasona ble to expect that infill drillin g within Hay Reservoir--about 12 miles east o f the
development area--wou ld continue. However. the specific level of future dri ll ing wo uld depend upon
gas prices. reservoi r depletion and other factors discussed above. Actl~lty . In the first few ~ear~ of
this decade avera2ed about 5· 6 new we lls per year. The Hay ReserVOir Field has access. pipelille.

negligible fo r the fo llowing reasons.

gas processing and compression facilities independent of the Bravo development area.

Additional

deve lopment in Ha y Reservoir Field would not be dependent, connected or related to proposed
a. BTA has ag reed to implement environmental protection meas ures discu ssed as part of its
Proposed Action. sta ndard BLM requirements. measures summarized in Appendix A of this
EA. and mitigation measures discussed in th is chapter. With implementation of these measures
incremental impacts introduced by the Proposed Action would be avoided or minimized .

b. Impacts introduced by the proposed project would be minor. would be geographically isolated
and would not be qua litatively different from those a lready occurring as a result of past and
present oil and gas activities.

Field development wou ld invo lve drilling 10 additional wells over a ten year period. Even if all the
proposed we lls were producers. they wo uld represent a small increase (less than 3 percent) over the
eSlimated number (351) of existing oi l and gas production wells found in a 1.200 square mile area
north of Interstate 80 (see Figure 3-3). Proposed ancillary facilities (e.g., gas process ing fac ility. tank
baneries) would se rve the Aravo development and would not provide regional gathering. compression
4-3

'71

acti vi ties within the Bravo development area.

Infill drilling is a lso likel y to continue in the Desert Springs Field a nd other fields along Interstate
80. Dese rt Springs is an old field abo ut 12 miles south east of the development area. ThIS field IS
in a checke rboa rd of private and Federal land. In recent years infill drilling in this field has averaged
about 2-3 wells per year. Drilling and production acti·.l ities on private land for private mine~als is
outside the jurisdiction ofBLM. Future infill drilling would depend upon private landowner/milleral
ow ne r preferences. natura l gas prices, reservoir depletion and other factors that cannot be reliably
predicted. Given the age of this field (it was first drilled in 1959) an IIlcrease III plugged and
abandoned we lls-·and subsequent reclamation of sites--is reasonably foreseeable. The ratIo of future
we ll aba ndonments to future infi ll drilling cannot be predicted at this time. Additional development
in the Dese rt Springs Field or other fields a long Interstate 80 would not be dependent. connected or
related to proposed activ ities within the Bravo development area.
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BLM is cor,s idering the impacts of past and future drilling activity in these and other nearby fields
in the dran Green River RMP (see Appendix 7-5. BLM . 1992). BLM is also initiating an evaluation

Cou no' Tax Revenues. Sweetwater Co unty ' s propeny tax wou ld be levied on the val ue of we llhead
cquipl~cl't. the central tank battery. gathering lines. and the gas process ing facil ity. The initial value

of the cumulative effects of mineral development in southwestern Wyoming to provide a regional

of thi s property would be based on final construction costs.

perspective of environmental change and to determine whether the change is in conformance wi th its
Rock Springs and Rawlins District RMPs or is within acceptable parameters of ecosystem

thousand do llars in propeny tax revenuc to Sweetwater Cou nty. For purposes of compariso n: the ad
va lorem tax levied by the Co unty on oi l and gas production would return over $ 140.000 pe r year
assllming production of 30 million cubi c feet of natural gas per day and a price of $1.80/MCF .

management.

4.2

SOCIOECONOMIC CON DITIO NS

The project wo uld return several

Sa les a nd Usc T axes. Sales and use tax revenues wo ul d be ge nerated by the purchase of materials
(e.g .. gravel) from local suppliers and by workers purchases at local sto res. restaurants and motels:
however. what percentage of th is wo uld rep:~sent "new" State sales tax revenue cannot be estimated.

4.2. 1 Impact Significa nce Criteria
An increase in demand fo r temporary housing in excess of availability is considered a signi ficant

impact. Short- or long·term increases in demand for local government facilities or services in excess
of capacity are also considered a significant impact.
4.2.2 Proposed Action
BTA has estimated that proposed construction and operation activities wou ld employ a maximum of
about 7S worke rs at anyone time -- assuming concurrent drilling and the construction of roads.

pipelines and th e gas processing facili ty. For most workers. project-related employment would be
shon-term. Project-re lated emp loyment wo uld decrease once the gas processi ng faci li ty has been
completed. Worke rs would be employed for constructi on of the gas processing facility for about one
field season. Past explo ratory drill ing in the deve lopment area and construction of a temporary
pipeline suggest that 80 percent of the workforce woul d be local hi res. Once constructed. operation
of the gas processing facilit y would employ an esti mated 2 full time workers who would reside in
loca l comm unities. A small increase in retail sales. employment income and local tax revenues would

bc associated w ith loca l hires. Overall . howeve r. the ope ration phase of the project would have a very
small. long-term effect on regiona l employment. income. government revenues and demand for
government services.
Govern ment Revenues and Expenditures. Revenue estimates must be based on projected natural
gas production and futu re energy prices. Esti mated production. energy prices. and thu s revenues.

could vary significantly over time. Production would be affected by the characteristics of the
reservoir. Thus. these revenue estimates should not be used for planning purposes. Revenue
estimates ass ume an average wellhead price of $ 1.80/MCF.

Fo r example. as one project in the region enis. that "lost" revenue wo uld be offset by revenues
uenerated by the stan of the Proposed Action. In this case there would be linle or no change in sales
~ax revenues . Field equipment. drilling or other supplies brought into th e project area from out-ofstate would be subject to the use tax.

Hous ing and Employment. No workers camp is proposed. Workers would I;ve in local
co mmunities. The field bei ng tapped by BTA is relatively small and isolated (see Figure 3-3). BTA
would only have one or two drill rigs worki ng in the development area at anyone ti me. No more
than 10 natural gas we lls are proposed. In the past BTA has utilized a ri g that had been employed
elsewhere in the Green River Resource Area. It is likel y that the proposed drilling wou ld utilize
workers employed on other local. recently-compl eted drill ing projects. resu lting in no net effect on
employme nt or the demand for housing. S imilar ly. many of the pipeline and construction workers
are likely to have been pre viously employed on projects elsewhere in the region and th erefore would
not l!enerate new demand for housing.
It is possible that some spot shortages of motel
acco~modations could occur in G reen River and Rock Springs during peak touri st season but
accommodations are avai lable in other towns w ithin 2 hours of the project site. Some illegal camping
on public lands cou ld occu r.
Due to the use of local worke rs (estimated at 80 percent) and the small number (2) of permanent
employees in vo lved. the Proposed Act ion would produce negligible. insignificant changes in
socioeconomic conditions related to housing. employment and government serv ices.
however. produce substantial government revenues.

It would.

4.2.3 Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative
Same as the Proposed Action.

Federa l Roya lty. When full y deve loped. it is estimated that the fie ld could produce up to 30 million
cubic feet o f natural gas per day. or up to an estimated $19.7 million in natura l gas sales each year.
BTA w ' ~pay a 12.5 percent Federal roya lty on natural gas sales or an estimated $2.5 million in
royalties. Fifty percent of thcse revenues woul d be returned to the State of Wyom ing for road and
bridge projects or educati on programs.
State Severance T ax. The State of Wyoming ' s s ix percent severance tax. based on the val ue of
producti on. would also fluctuate wi th energy prices. Assu ming production of 30 m illion cubic feet
per day. revenues could range up to $1.2 million a year.

4.2.4 No Action A lternative
A small increase in permanent employment wo uld be lost if this alternative were implemented.
Substanti al Federal royalty revenue (up to $2.5 million) and other tax reven ues would be foregone
if this alternative were implemented.
4.2.5 Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures are proposed.
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4.2.6 Cumulative, Long-Term Impacts

Given that 10 additional natural gas wells are proposed over a ten year period. only 1-2 rigs wo uld
work in the development area. only two permanent employees would be hired and local hires wo uld
constitute an estimated 80 percent of the project workforce. field development would be unlikely to
contribute to cumulative long-term impacts on socioeconomic conditions. Regional socioeconomic
conditions associated ith mineral development are considered in the draft Green River RMP .
4.2.7 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Some illegal camping on public lands could occur during construction.
4.3

TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS
4.3.1 Impact Significance Criteria

A decline in the current level of service provided by the Bar X Road (Sweetwater County Road 2) )
or other County roads affected by project construction would be a significant impact. A decline in
the le ve l of s rvice would occur if the road surface deteriorates to the point that average vehicle speed
must be reduced and traffic flow is interrupted.
4.3.2 Proposed Action

Peak. construction-related heavy truck traffic (48 vehicle round trips per day) or passenger vehicles
(maximum of 50 light vehicles per day) would have a negligible effect on Interstate 80 traffic volume
gi ven that this portion of the Interstate averages 3.800 trucks per day. Similarly no change in
accident frequency is expected. Heavy truck hauling of condensate and natural gas liquids would not
occur at night. Rutting and deterioration of County and local roads could occur from heavy tru ck and
other traffic. especially when road surfaces are wet. This potential impact would persist from
construction into the production phase if trucks were used to haul condensate. Up to 20 heavy truck
trips per day would be required to haul condensate and natural gas liquids from proposed wells
ass uming that all of them were successful. While the access road into the development area and the
Bar X Road have been designed to accommodate heavy truck traffic, accelerated deterioration of the
road surface would occur due to this increased traffic. More frequent road maintenance would be
necessary. Implementation of the transportation plan (see Section 2.4.4) would protect road quality
and reduce vehicle use of two-tracks and roads not needed for field development. Adherence to BLM
and County requirements for road maintenance and repairs would protect road surfaces and public
safety and ensure minimum interference wi h local traffic. For these reasons. the Proposed Action
is not expected to result in significant impacts to the transportation network.
4.3.3 Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

Same as the Proposed Action .
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4.3.4 No Action Alternative
A slight increase in traffic vo lume. road deteri oration and th e need for maintenance would be avoided
if th is alternati ve werc implemented.

4.3.5 Mitigation
To red uce heavy truck traffic into the development area. condensate should be piped from the
development area to a sales point if and when this becomes feasi ble and if warran ted by future
production from proposed wells.
BTA shou ld work with the Co unty and oi l and gas operators so uth of the devel opment area to
implement a cooperative road maintenance agreement for the Bar X Road.
4.3.6 Cumulative. Long-Term Impacts
C urrentl ),. heavy truck traffic on the Bar X Road north of the existing Desert Springs Field is
infrequent. While actu al traffic count data is laCki ng. it appears that relativel y linle heavy truck
traffic is associated with operati on of gas we lls in the Desert Springs Field . The road is not a major
access route into the Hay Reservoir Field. Nonetheless. based on its current condition and BLM road
design standards. the Bar X Road appears to be capable of handlin g over 100 ve hicles per day. Given
the relati ve ly hi gh quality of the Bar X and other local roads. and implementation of protection
measures discussed in this EA. additional traffic from this project is not expected to contribute to
cu mulative. long-term impacts.

4.3.7 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Some temporary dete riorat ion of road surfaces could occur pending the completion of road repa irs
and maintenance.
4.4

VISUAL RESOURCES
4.4. 1 Impact S ignificance Criteria

Long-term degradati on in any VRM Class II area wh ich cannot be mitigated (e.g .. by screening.
reclamation. use of low profile tanks and buildings. painting of facilities. etc.) and whi ch is visible
from important viewpoints would be considered a significant impact.
4.4.2 Proposed Action
No activiti es wo uld occ ur within existing Class I. Class II or Class JII areas. All proposed
di sturbance would occur in a Class IV area. However. ifBLM 's Final Green River RMP is approved.
the proposed deve lopment area ?;ld portions of the permanent gas sales pipeline would be located
with in a VRM Cllss IJI area. Neverth eless. the Proposed Action would be compatible with ei ther
a Class III or IV des ignation wh ich allow for modifications in the existing character of the landscape.
Construction of joint new road-pipeline corridors. use of existing roads. and construction of pipelines
4-8
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adjacl:nt to I:x isting road and pipeline corridors wherever possible would reduce surface disturbance.
11 1:'\ corridors and associated visual impacts. Because no activities wou ld occur within a Class I or
II area and because all proposed activities would be compati ble with the Class III or IV designation
applicable to affected lands. impacts would not exceed the significance cri teria.
As called for in the Proposed Act ion. painting of all surface facilities (e.g .. tanks) an earth-tone co lor
ICari sbad Canyo n I would reduce the visual impact of facilities and meet VRM objectives. Add it ional.
sile-spec ific opportuniti es to redu ce the vis ibility of fac ilities (e.g .. using local to pography for
sc ree ning) wou ld be identified durin g on-site inspections of proposed project sites with the BLM .
Because the gas processing fac ility wo uld gene rate its own electricity. no powe r poles wou ld be
needed and this so urce of potential visual impact would be avo ided. The proposed gas processing
facility would be located in a low-lying area to reduce its visibility agai nst the sky line. Operation
o f the emergenc), Oare at the fac ility would only be vis ible if an emergency shut down of th e gas
processing fac ility or pipeline system were required . Gas process ing at indi vidual we ll locations. as
discu>sed in Section 2.4.5. wo uld introduce minimal add itional visual intrusion as the height and size
of processing equipment wou ld be smaller than tan k baneries at proposed sites.
As di scussed in Chapter Two. night lighting would not be necessary at the gas processing facility .
Lights on the drill rig wo uld be visible but this wo uld be a temporary impact--Iasting the 30 days it
takes to drill and complete a we ll. Visual impacts as they relate to WSAs are described in that
section of Chapter Four. Reclamation and use of existing corridors would decrease visual im pacts
fro m the permanent gas sales pipeline.
4.4.3 Freighter Ga p Pipeline Alternative
The Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative wo uld be hi ghl y visible as it woul d cross steep s lopes to reach
th e mesa top. However. li ke the Proposed Action. the alternative would be constructed w ithin a VRM
Class IV area and wou ld be compatible with that designation.
.
4.4.4 No Action A lternative
Implementat ion of this alternative would avo id the introd ucti on of visual impacts but would have no
impact. positive or negative. on conformance with VRM classifications.
4.4.5 Mitigation
To ensure that vis ual impacts are minimi zed. the BLM permit app licati on for the pro posed gas
processing facili ty shou ld detai l technical altern ati ves which were examined to reduce the height of
buil dings. the product stabil ize r an d other facil ities and prov ide techn ical j ustification for dimensions
and heights of fin al fac ility designs.
Consideration should be given to painting the lower portions of the emergency Oare and product
stab ilize r an ea rth-tone color and any skylined portion of these facilities a light blue or simi lar
blending color.
A II lightin g on dr ill ri gs should be directed downward . Unshielded lights should not be used.
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C umulati ve. Long-Term Impacts

Past oil and gas drilling. road construction and current developments have altered the visual qualities
o f lands surrounding the development area. Visual impacts associated with the Desert Springs Field
(first dril led in 1959) and the Hay Reservoir Field (first drilled in 1977) persist to this day. Pads for
the estimated 35 1 producing oil and gas we lls in the 1.200 square mile area described in Section 3.21
have resulted in 526 acres of production-related disturbance. In compari so n. pads fo r the additional
10 proposed natural gas we lls would add approximately 10 acres of long-term. production-related

disturbance--assuming all wells were successful. Changes in the visual qualities of the landscape
surro'Jndi"g the development area have also occurred as a result of County roads and road building.
o ff-road vehic le use. gravel pits. grazing and mineral exploration . However. this level o f di sturbance
is wi thi n the parameters of a Class III or IV area.
Gi ven the impl eme ntation of proposed environmental protection and mitigation measures combined
with existing visual impacts. no cumulative impacts which would substantially alter existing visual
qualities. or which would be incompatible with a C lass III and IV VRM designati on. are expected
to result from the Proposed Action or project alte rnatives.
4.4.7 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Some visibi li ty of most any type of human activity in the development area is unavoidable given the
terrain. o penness and lack of screen ing vegetation. Eleme nts of the Proposed Action would be visible
from the Bar X Road. the Freight"' Gap Road and adjacent wi lderness study areas (fo r further
di scuss ion of WSA s see Section 4 .5). The proposed n are stack (up to 50 feet tali ) and the product
stabi li zer (up to 60 feet ta ll ) at th e gas processing fac'ility would be the structures most like ly to be
visible . Vis ibility of drill rigs (typically over 100 feet tall) would be temporary. Until reclaimed.
the corrid or of the permanent gas sales pipeline wo uld be visible from the Freighter Gap Road and
from the east slopes of Steamboat Mountain . However. this pipeline would tie into an existing
p;peline adjacent to the Fre ighter Gap Road. The introduction of temporary visual impacts pending
re vegetation of disturbed areas along pipeline rights-of-way would be unavo idable.
4.5

SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREAS

4.5. 1 Impact Significance Criteria
Any project co mponent that would degrade wilderness val ues within a Wilderness Study Area (WSA )
to the po int of affecting its consideration by Congress for preservation as w ilderness. as defined under
the Wilderness Act. wo uld be a significant impact. In addition. significant impacts would occur if
project components adversely affected the functional values of any proposed or currently designated
Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC).
4.5.2 Proposed Actio n
No component of th e Proposed Action would be constructed wi thin a WSA or ACEC. All access into
project locations wo uld be across lands outside of WSAs (see Figure 2- 1).
4- 10
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Man;.lgement sti.lndards desc ri bed in BLM 's fllleri", A1anugement Poli(lI ami Ciuidclim:.1i .I(WLand,
l 'lIch,,. Wildernes.\' Re\';ell' do not apply to lands outsitje of a WSA . Impacts on wi lderness quali ties-such as opportun iti es fo r solitude--are di scussed below for each WSA .

(See Section 4.9 fo r "

discussion of the assumptions used in the analysis of potential noise impacts. )
Eas t Sand Dunes WSA. ( 12.800 ac res: 0 acres recommended for w ilderness ). Three abandoned

\\ell sites. a shut-in well and eight miles of two-track trails are found within the WSA . Due to its
shape (I - ~ miles wide and II miles long). shallow relief and sparse vegetation. this WSA provides
ve ry limited opportunities for so litude (BlM. 199 1). Traffic on area road s and the Bar X Road. the
Bridger Power Plant and o il and gas drilling to the south of the WSA are visib le from the WSA .
Noting th e WSA ' s lack of exemplary wi lde rness values. BlM observed thaI outstandin g opport unities
for solitude are only avai lab le in the dunes. draws and rid ges in the southern portion of the WSA-- th e

side farthest from the development area. The presence of depressions. lower elevations and taller
dunes extending east-west across the WSA would combine to screen project activ it ies from the vie\\
of visitors in portion s of the WSA . Visitors in the southern portion of the WSA would be least likely
to vie\\ project activities. Because the Bar X Road forms the eastern boundary of th e WSA . projectre lated traffic on the road would be vis ible and audible from porti ons of the WSA . The existing
access road into the deve lopment area comes within about 0.4 mile of the WSA boundary. However.

this road was in existence prior to BTA 's exploratory activities and was originally constructed to
access well s ites (now plugged and aband oned) withi n the WSA and on adjacent lands. The nearest
proposed surface facility (a gas we ll ) would be about 0 .6 miles from the WSA boundary and about
two mil es from that port ion of the WSA which offers some opportunity for solitude. The proposed
gas process ing facility would be about 1.5 miles fro m the WSA boundary and more than 2.5 miles
from the southern portion of the WSA which offers some opportu nities for solitude. BTA 's original
site for the fac ili ty was revised to reduce potential im pacts on visito rs to th e .WSA. The proposed
site for th e gas processing fac ility sits in a wide shallow basin. Visibility of the faci lity would be
reduced because it would not bc s ilhouetted against the skyline. Painted an ea rth tone color. it would

be set against a similarly colored landscape. The gas processing faci lity. fie ld compressors or other
equipment at indi vidual well sites are unlikely to be audible wi thin the WSA as noise generated by
such equipment is expected to recede to background level (30-40 dBA) withi n about 0.7 mile.
Red Lake WSA. (9.51 5 acres: 0 acres recomm ended for wilderness). The sights a nd so unds
assoc iated with oil and gas field development thM surrounds the WSA are evident. Drilling in the
Hay Reservo ir Field is evident from the WSA .
. Bar X Road forms the western boundary of the
WSA a nd existing and proposed traffic on the road would be vis ible from the WSA due. in part. to

the higher elevation of the road . BLM has already noted that opportunities for primitive recreation
in this WSA are limited in scope. Increa sed truck traffic on the Bar X Road associated with th e

project would not alter potential opportunities for primitive recreation. No disturbance would occur
w ithin the WSA. The c losest proposed facility--the central tank banery site near the junction o f the
Bar X Road and the access road into the Bravo deve lopment area--would be over two m iles from the
weste rn boundary of the WSA . It is un li kely that any noise associated with that faci lity would be
audib le in the WSA .
South Pi nn acles WSA . (10.800 acres; 0 acres recommended for w ilderness). Seismic tra ils. twotrack trails and one aband oned dril l site are ev ident within the WSA . County roads form the western.
easte rn and southern bound ari es of the WSA. Existing traffic on these roads wo uld be visi ble and
4-11

audible from lands within the WSA. The BLM has noted the lack of exemplary wilderness va lues.
parliclilarl~

primitive and unconfined recreation. in thi s WSA and th e fact that outstanding

opportuniti es for solitude are limited by the presence of roads that surround the WSA. Proposed
pipeline co nstructi on wou ld occur within about 0.25 miles of one of these boundary roads and would
be vis ible from within the WSA . Due to the relativel y flat topography between the edge of the WSA
~md the development area (see Figure 4-1). project-related acti vities. panicularly in the north west
porti on of the de ve lopment area. would be vis ible in the background. These activities would be an
estimated 1.5 miles or more from the closest boundary of the WSA and are unlikely to be audible
\\ ithin the WSA . The proposed gas processing facility would be an estimated three miles from the
closest boundary of the WSA . II is unlikel y to be audible from within the WSA . Placement of th e
gas process ing facility in a depression would reduce its vi.;ibility from this WSA.
Alkali Draw WSA . (16.990 acres. 0 acres recommended for wilderness). There are three wells in
the WSA. 8.5 miles of two-track road and existing pre-FLPMA oil and gas leases. Co unt)' roads
form the western. southern and eastern boundaries of the WSA. A road separates the Alkali Draw
WSA from the South Pinnacles WSA . Existing and proposed traffic on these roads would be vis ible
and audible from the WSA . Pipeline construction would be visible from southern portions of the
WSA adjacent to the Freighter Gap Road. This disturbance would be temporary. lasting a few
months. No surface disturbance would occur within the WSA or within an estimated 1.25 miles of
its boundary. Proposed activities are unlikel y to be audible from withi n the WSA . Visual impacts
associated with pipeline construction would be simi lar to those already found within and adjacent to
the WSA. For example. steam plumes from the Bridger Power Plant are visible from portions of the
WSA.
The Proposed Action is not expected to degrade any WSA or ACEC to the point where its potential
for des ignation would be affected. The Proposed Action would not impair th e suitability of WSAs
fo r designation as wilderness due to the following factors:
o No ne of the proposed activities would occur within a WSA .
o The Proposed Action would be consistent w ith BLM 's Interim Management Policy and

Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review.
o

Existing human acti vi ties--s uch as traffic. a power plant and oil and gas development--are
audible and visible from within these WSA s.
a The Pro posed Action wo uld not introduce new impacts substantially different from those
already audible andlor vis ible from w ithin WSAs.
o These WSAs have less than exemplary or unique wilderness-related qualities as noted in past
analysis co ndu cted by BLM (BLM. 1991).
a As described by BLM in past ana lyses (BLM. 1991 ). these WSAs lack important qualities
which wo uld make them suitable for w ilderness--such as outstanding opportunities for solitude.
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Figure 4-1. Views of Development Area.

._.

View from Northern Edge of East Sand Dunes WSA into Bravo Development Area
','

.', ..r~_~.

View from Eastern Edge of South Pinnacles WSA into Bravo Development Area
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Steamboat Mountain ACEC. The Proposed Action would not be constructed within the Steamboat
Mountain ACEC. Surface disturbance associated with burial of the permanent gas sales pipeline in
the vicinity of the ACEC would be temporary and would occur adjacent to a County Road.
Red Desert Watershed Area. The Proposed Action would be compatible with the management
objective for the watershed area which calls for continuation of multiple use, mineral exploration and
development--subject to RMP guidelines--while providing for large areas of unobstructed view for
the enjoyment of scenic qualities. Site-specific reviews of visual resource values would occur during
on-site inspections of proposed facility locations . Where available, topography would be used to
screen project facilities from view. Proposed locations for the gas processing facility and central tank
banery were selected to utilize local topography to screen these facilities, to the extent possible, from
visitors. Surface facilities would be painted neutral colors to blend with the landscape. Surface
facilities wo uld not be located directly adjacent to existing county roads. To preserve open space,
developments and activities would utilize existing roads, corridors and areas of existing disturbance
to the extent feasible. The right-of-way for the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline wo uld utilize
the east-west Frontier-Baroil pipeline corridor to the extent allowable by private landowners. No
overhead powerlines are proposed. Vehicle travel in the watershed area would be limited to
designated roads, trails and construction sites or rights-of-way.
4.5.3 Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative
The northern portion of the Freighter Gap Pipeline Alterna,ive is adjacent to the Alkali Draw WSA .
Impacts from construction of the permanent gas sales pipeline would be greater than those occurring
under the Proposed Action. However, thi; impact would be temporary. Otherwise impacts wou ld
be simi lar to the Proposed Action.
4.5.4 No Action Alternative
Implementation of this alternative would avoid impacts, however slight, to proposed WSAs and
ACECs in the project area.
4.5.5 Mitigation
BTA should inform its employees, contractors and subcontractors of the importance, purpose and need
to protect WSAs and the Steamboat Mountain ACEC from off-road vehicle activity and other impacts.
4.5.6 Cumulative, Long Term Impacts
No proposed or reasonably foreseeable activities would occur within WSAs. No other proposed or
reasonably foreseeable activities would occur adjacent to these WSAs. The Proposed Action would
introduce activities visible from the WSAs; however, as discussed above, these activities in
combination with existing impacts would not impair the suitability of these WSAs. Because the
project would not affect resources within the Steamboat Mountain ACEC, it would not contribute to
cumulative, long-term impacts on this resource.
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4.5.7 Unavuidah le Adverse Impacts
Sum..: tcmporury surface disturbance ( less than 0. 1 acres) adjacent to the proposed boundary of
Visibility of some project activities from
vicwpoints wi thin WSA s would be unavoidable.

Slc.:amooat Mountain !\CEC would be unavoidable.

4.6

CUL TUHAL ImSO UHCES
4.6. 1 I mpact Sign ificance C riteria

Loss o f cultural resources eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) is considered
a significant impact. Failure to comply with BLM procedures implementing Federal cultural resource
management practices is considered a significant impact. Surface disturbing acti vities within 0.25
mile of contributing segments of the historic trails is a significant impact. unless such disturbance is
not visible from the historic trail or occurs in an area of exi~ting visual intrusion within the buffer.

4.6.2 Proposed Action

A Class III cultural reso urces inventory of the route to be followed by the proposed permanent. gas
sa les pipe line located three prehistoric sites (48SW5053. 48SW5055 . 48SW6238) determined to be
eligible for the Nati onal Register of Historic Places. Two historic roads--the Rock Springs to Lander
Stage Road and the Point of Rocks to South Pass Road--were also recorded in the vicinity of the
proposed pipe line route. The BLM consulted with the State Historic Preservation Officer and the
Adv isory Council on Historic Preservation concerning potential effects to these cultural resources.
Th e consuhatiol1 resulted in a "no adverse effect" determination for the pipeline with the provision
th~t the pipeline trench be inspected by an archaeologist and that appropriate studies be done on any
arclw co l o~ ical 1l1nlcri als encountered during construction. Segments of the trail s with historical value

\Vo~ ld be ~voidcd and the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline wou ld have no adverse effect upon

them.

As disc ussed in Chapter Two. BTA would complete Class III cultural resource inventories on all other
lands to be disturbed by project activities. The objectives of these inventories would be to identify
cultural properti es. evaluate their s ignificance and determine the effects of any proposed activity upon
them. If any cultural resources are found to be within the area of potential effect. efforts would be
made to relocate the activity.

If a cu ltural resource cannot be avoided. appropriate measures to

mitieate effects on the resource would be determined by the BLM in consultation with the State

Hi st~r ic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation . Mitigation may
include data recovery prior to construction. moni toring of construction and/or open trench inspection
foll owed by data recovery or other appropriate measures.

If sites we re disco vered during the Class III inventory or during project construction, they wou ld be
evaluated for inc lusion on the National Register of Historic Places. BLM would develop
recommendations for reducing or eliminating impacts to sites potentially eligible for the National
Register. Sites wo uld be avoided whenever feas ible or in "illl preservation would be implemented.
Data recovery is appropriate jf avoidance or in situ preservation are not feasible. If local conditions
warrant. BLM could require monitoring of construction. If cultural properties on. or eligible for. the
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National Rc!.!istcr are \vith in an Jrca of potential disturbance and the site could not be avoided. th e
BLM would -hc!.!in the consu ltation process w ith the State H istoric Preservation Officer in accordance
with rroccdure~ outlined in 36 ('Ff? 800. In thi s way impacts to potentially significant cu ltural
resources wo uld he nvoidcd.

4.6.3 Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative
No known hisloric lrails wo uld occur wilhin 0.25 mile of litis ahemalive: however. a Class III cuhural
inven tory would be conducted along th is alternative route . Impacts are expected to be similar to the
Proposed AClion.
4.6.4 No Action Alternative
The possible accidental disturbance

andlor loss of cultural resources during earth·moving activities

woul d be avoided.
4.6.5 Mitigation
To avoid any confusion regarding Federal regulations govern ing lhe prolecti~n of cultural resources.
BTA should inform its employees. contractors and subco ntractors thai collecting arrowheads or other
cuhu ral anifacts on Federal land is a violation of Federal law.
4.6.6 Cumulativc. Long-Term Impacts
Implementation of BLM proced ures and measures. discussed as pan of the Proposed Action. would
be OJ.dequatc to avoid increased cumulative. long·term impacts,

4.6.7 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
The pOlenlial for inadvenenl damage 10 subsurface sites not detected during eanh mov ing 'activities
would be una voidable.
4.7

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
4.7. 1 Impact Significance Criteria

The loss of any fossils considered imponant for scientific purposes is considered a significant impact.
4.7.2 Proposed Action
The probability of construction activities (permanent gas salos ~ipeline. we ll pads a~d roads ..central
lank battery. and gas processing facility) disturbing paleonwloglCal resources of Significant sCientific
val ue is low because these activities would not occur

111

areas of known fossll-beanng strata,

Proposed pipelines would gene rally following existing corridors (road andlor pipeline) wh.ich have
al ready been disturbed . Where new land is disturbed. BTA would be req~"ed to comply with BLM
standard stipulations and conditions of approval to aVOid or mitigate Impacts to paleontol ogICal
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re sourccs . Those stipulati ons requ ire that an y paleontological resource discovered during const ruction
mu st be immediately reported to the BlM and all operations in the immediate vicinity of the
di scovery halted until w ritten authorization to restart work is issued by the BlM . Measures th at
would be implemented to protect these resources arc avoid potential impacts are di scu ssed in
Appendix A . For these reasons. no significant impact on paleontologica l resource s is expected to
occur.

4.7.3 Frcightcr Gap Pipeline Alternative
Same as the Proposed Action.

I

4.7.4 No Action Alternative
Implementation of this alternalive wou ld avoid a small potential for damage 10. or loss of.

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

pOJ.leontological resources of scientific importance due to earth-moving activities.

4.7.5 Mitigation
N o additional mitigation measures are proposed.

4.7.6 Cumulative. Long-Term Impacts

It appears that little or no disturbance to paleontological resources has occurred on lands affected by
proposed activ ities. There appears to be no increased potential for the cumulative loss or destruction
of paleontological resources if BlM reSOurce protection measures and mitigation measure s described

in lhis EA arc implemen ted.
4. 7.7 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
There is a sl ight poss ibility that some unrecognized paleontological resources. particularly those
underground. could be inad vertentl y disturbed or lost as a result of project activities.

4.8

AIR QUALITY
4.8.1

I
I
I
I
I
I

Impact Significance Criteria

Exceed ing ambient air quality standards (Federal or State) as a result of project activities is considered
OJ. significant impact.

4.8.2 Proposed Action
Fie ld compresso rs or engines at the proposed gas processing facility wou ld burn natural gas. Field
compressors o r lhe proposed gas processing fac ility would emit several air pollutants regulated by
WDEQ. Emissions from a 1.200 horsepower compressor engine wo uld be an estimated 25 tonslyear
o f nilrogen ox ides (NO,). 25 tonslyear of carbon monoxide (CO) and 2 tonslyear of volatile organic
compo unds (VOC). Emissions from all other processing eq uipment at the site is expected to total
4-17

~5 tons/year "f nitrogcn oxidcs (NOJ. 25 ton s/year of carbon monox ide (CO) and 3 tons/year of

volatile organic compounds (VOC). The gas process ing facility would not be considered a "major
emitting facility" regulated by WDEQ since it would not emil more than 250 ton s of ca rbon
monox ide in a year.
Emissions from condensate tank s would be reduced by treatment of condensatl" at the well site to
remove natural gas liquids--a source of vent gas. Emissions from field compressors wo uld be
unavoidable as compressors wo uld be needed to pressurize and store natural gas liquids. It is

estimated that one field compresso r would be needed fo r eve ry 3-4 producing wells in the
development area if a gas processing facility is not constructed . I f necessary. vapo r recovery units
would also be in stalled on tank batteries to further reduce emissions.
Air emi ss ions from the project are not expected to affect any Class I area--the closest area is more

than 45 miles away--and would not affect any area whe re an applicable air quality standard is known
to be violated.
Plans for the gas processing facility wou ld be reviewed by WDEQ to ensure
compliance with app licable Federal and State air quality standards and regulations. Facility design
or operati ons would be adjusted as necessary to ensure co mpliance.

Because proposed activities

would be in compliance with Federal and State air quality regu lations and standards. no significant
impacts are expected to occur.

Construction and drilling equipment wou ld produce minor amounts of ex haust. Air born dust from
construction and vehicles would be created . Particulate emissions would vary substantially from day
to day. depending on the level of act ivity. the specific operation and weather. Increases in ve hicle
exhaust and particulate maner would be short-term and wo uld end with the completion of construction
activities.

I mplemen~ation of du st suppression measure s. as called for in the Proposed Actio n and as

requi red by BLM. would reduce fugitive dust and impacts to vis ibility.
assoc iated with field operati ons would not result

In

For this reason. traffic

noticeable increases over existing levels of

particulates.

4.8.3 Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

,I
I

Same as the Proposed AClion .

4.8.4 No Action A lternative
A minor increase in air emissions w ith in the region would be avoided but overall. air quality and
co mpliance with air quality standards and regulations would not be affected by implementation of this
alternativ e.

4.8.5 Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures are proposed .

4.8.6 Cumu lative, Long-Term Impacts
Ai r quality in the vici nity of the Proposed Action is affected by the presence of the Bridger Power
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Plant and minI.!. Interstate 80 and existing oi l and gas development in the Hay Re servoir and Desert
Spring lidds. Even with these developments air quality is in compliance wi th Federa l and State
standard s and visibility regularly exceeds 70 miles. Proposed construction and operati on activities
are expected to makl.! a minor contribution to existing cumu lati ve impacts on air quality but are not

cxpec tcd to aflect visibility or compliance with Federal-State air qua lity standards.
~.H.7

Unavoidable Ad..-erse Impacts

The introduction of some additional air pollutants and fugitive du st into the airshed would be
un avoidable.

4.9

NO ISE
4.9.1

Impact Significance Criteria

Exceeding Federal standard s for noi se (55 dBA) at ex isting residences or other noise·sensitive areas
(NSA ) wo uld be con sidered a significant impact.

4.9.2 Proposed Action
The ana lys is of noise impacts considered that freq uent high winds characteristi c of the area alter

hackground noise commonly reported by EPA for rural areas and could mask noise created by project
acti vities. Noise engineers predict that background le ve ls in situations similar to the development area

arc likely to range between 30 and 40 dBA due to and wind conditions (Air Sciences. 1994). Noise
model s and mea surements reported here also do not account for topography. The noi se attenu ation
dislancl.!s reported here should be viewed as a worst case situation.
No is\.! sen sitive residences or human occu pied structures are not found wi thin at least 30 miles of the
gas processing faci lity. EPA noise standard s are unlikely to be exceeded at sage grouse lek s and
raptor nests since none have been found 0 .7 miles or les s from proposed noise-producin g acti vities.
Routine noise from constructi on. drilling and production activities is unlikel y to be heard in WSA s.

By so me estimates. earth-moving equipment gene rates up to 115 dBA . At this level noise would
decline to 55 dBA--the EPA health and we lfare standard--approximately 3.500 feet (0.7 miles) from
the so urce (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conse rvation. 1989). However. newer standards provided
hy heavy equipment manufacturers suggest that such equipment generates no more than about 90
dBA . suggesting that noise levels would decline below 55 dBA in less than 0.7 miles. In any case.
thi s noise wo uld be temporary and would cease once construction activities had been completed.

No ise produced by field compressors or eq uipment at the gas processing facility is expected to decline
to 55 dBA with in 0. 1 mile and to 35 dBA within 0.75 mile. Noise from drilling is expected to recede
to background leve l (30-40 dBA) in about 0.75 mile (Montana Oil and Gas Conservation. 1989).
Noise from the emergency nare would be temporary and wou ld only during an emergency shut down
or the ga s process ing facility or pipeline system. For these reasons. noise at noise sensi tive areas is

unlik ely to exceed 55 dBA and no sign ificant impacts are expected to result.
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.t ,9,3

Frci:,!hter C;011l i'irclinl' Alternati ve

~Ilisl.' frol11 l:l1nstrm:ti oll ac tivities alung thi s route i~ sim ilar to that assoc iated \\ ith <':(lnslruct ion or
thl.' pl.'rllli.IIll.'llt ga ~ sales pipeline.

.t .9A

~u

Act iun Altern ativc

Imph.:ml.'ntalion or the No Action A lternati ve would avo id the introd ucti on or noi se rrom opcm tion
~lf thl.' ga ~ procl.'ssing faci lity. It also would avoid th e introducti on of temporar] noise but \vhich
\\lHdd havl' little if 'In] impact on noise sensitive areas.
.t.95 Mi ti gat ion
B~

1\ should cn sun.: that insulation . mufflers and noise barriers are installed as needed to en sure that
noise from the gas processing facility is red uced to background level {30·40 dBA) within
i.lppro~ i m~l1el~ 0.75 mile rrom the facility .
I3TA should require that standard murners be installed on all project-related drill rig engi nes. ve hicles.
l:ol1struction equipment and other engines.
.t ,'J,6 C umulat ive. Long-Term Impacts

Nu other pr~iects are pl;mned \I,:hich. in combination wi th proposed activities. are likely to res ult in
long·Lcrm increa se~ III background noise levels ncar residences or other noise sensi ti ve areas .

.t.t).7 Unavoidahle Adversc Impacts
Tel11p(lrar~ noise increases in the vicinity of drillin g and construction sites wou ld be unavoidable.

/\ lon~Hc..:rm incre ase in noise in the vicini ty of fie ld compressors or th e gas processing facili t~ would
he una voidable.
~ . J(I

G RO UN DWATE R

~ . IO . I

Impac t S ignificance Criteria

An] activit] resulting in a violation of Federal-State water quality standards is considered a significant
impact. Drawdown of groundv,:a ter leve ls at well s used for human or livestock by more than five feet
is con sidered a significant impact.

4.10.2

Proposed Action

Proposed ilctivities are unlikely to significantly affect ground water for the following reasons. Water
in aq uife rs potentia lly tapped by the proposed water well is o f low qual ity and ge nera lly un s uitable
for human use. No other water well s are fou nd in the deve lopment area: drawdown of we lls miles
fro m the proposed water we ll is unlikely given that affected strata have a very low permeability. As
di scussed in Cha pter Two. BTA wou ld line all pi ts. Measu res fo r contai ning and mitigating spi lls
4-20
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hydrocarbon s wo uld be addressed in the spec Plan. Because a ll we lls would be cased and
ccmellted in acco rdance wi th BLM and WOGCC requirements. groundwate r would be pro tected. A s
discus sed in Chapter T wo. ~urfC1cc cas ing would be installed and cemented to protect shallow aquifers
during drilli ng. Water· based mud would be used, further reducing potential impacts on groundwater.
For th ese reasons 110 significant impacts on grou ndwater are expected to occur.
~ . 10.3

Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

Same as the Proposed Action .
4 .10.4

Nu Action Alternative

Implementat ion o f th is a lternati ve wo uld have little effect o n protection of ground water s uppli es or
the usefu lness of groundwater potentia ll y affected by the Pro posed Action .

4.10.5

Mitiga tion

No additional mitigation measures are proposed.

4. 10.6

Cum ulative, Long·Term impacts

A ffected s trata have a low permeability and aq uifers in the area tend to be iso lated. These co ndit ions.
in combination with proposed drill ing and other practices intended to protect groundwater, suggest
th at the project would make a negligible con tri bution to cumulative. long-term impacts on
groundwater quality and quantity.

4.10.7

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

A slight. loca li zed decrease in the quantity of gro und water co uld occ ur due to wit hd rawals from th e
proposed water wel l.
4.11

SU RFA CE WATER

4. 11.1

Impact S ignificance C rite ria

Any act ivity resulting in a violation of ambient water quality standards is considered a significant
impact.
4.11.2

Proposed Actio n

Water courses affected by the Proposed Action are ephemeral or interminent and none are con sidered
C lass I. II o r III streams by WDEQ . BTA has not proposed any water w ithdrawa ls from the
Co lorado Rive r basin. th e Platte River basin or any oth er surface water so urce in the region . Unde r
the Proposed Acti on. playas wou ld also be avoided. No perenni a l streams wo uld be affected as none
are fo un d in the development area or along proposed pipeli ne ro utes. A n SPCC plan wou ld be
implemented. Because no activ ity is expected to resu lt in a violati on of water quality standard s, no
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signilic;: lI1t impacts arc expccted to occ ur.
Water lJlIality coulfJ bc affected by su rface runoff from area s where vegetation has been rem oved and
frnm erosion or spo il material during occasional intense thund erstorms. However. the potential for
illl:rc<.lseu sediment yie ld would be controlled by implementation of reclamation and erosion cont ro l
measures. suc h as scarification and water bars. desc ribed in Chapter Two. Effect ive implementmi on
tlf sediment cunt ra l mC<lsurcs. and <111 SPCC plan. as d iscussed in Chapter I woo wo uld reduce
potential impacts to surface w<lters.
\Vithin the development area. one inlcrrnittent/ephemeral drainage wou ld be crossed by the proposed
permancnt g<ls sa les and a gathering pipeline. The gas processing facility and central tank battery
would be an estimmed 500 feet or more from thi s drainage. A ll surface water flowing in thi s
draina1!c wou ld be retained with in A lkali Basi n. Construction of all pipeline cross ings of
intermittent/ephemeral drainages would be in accordance with measures di sc ussed in Chapter Two
as wc ll as COE requirements. Implementation under these conditions would reduce pote ntial impacts
from sediment and erosion .
Unde r thc Proposed Action. no water from hydrostatic testing would be placed directly into any
draina!.!e. wetla nd or surface water. Discharge of the hydrostatic test water in accordance with State
rl!!.!ula~ions and measures outli ned in Chapter Two (e.g .. usc of energy di ssipators. s ilt fe nce ) would
hel p to minimi ze the potential for eros ion and sedimentation . Pipeline rights-of-way would not be
"rnded. This wo uld help to protect vegetation adjacent to the drainage and the stability of stream
banks w hi ch wo uld ultimately reduce potential soil erosio n and sedimentation.

4.11.3

Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

Same as the Proposed Action .
~ . IIA

No Action Alternative

Implementation of th e No Action Alternative would have little effect on water quality but would
eliminate the possi bility o f impacts--however slight--to interminent drainages caused by erosion .
sedime ntat ion or a possible fuel spill.

4.11.5

Mitigatio n

BTA should stake proposed surface facili ties to ensu re that final locations of well sites. the gas
process ing facility. roads. and the central tank banery are o utside of interminent or ephemeral
drainaue s. stream channels. wetlands <as defined by NW I maps). impoundments or playas <as shown
on to p";,graphic maps ). and to ensure th at surface locations are in conformance with standards and
requirements di scussed in Appendix A.

4.11.6

Cumulative, Long-Term Impacls

Given the lack of surface water resources affected by project components and implementation of
meas ures di scussed in Chapter Two. the project would result in no increase in long-term cumul ative
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impac.:ts to surfm:c wa ter.
~ .11.7

Unavoidab lc Advcrse Impacts

Crossing ~lf inlcnniucnl or ephemera l drainage s <.Ire unavoidab le due to the local topogra ph y and the
IOI.:;:u ioll o f the rrt~icct ilcti vi ties in relation to ex isting road and pipeline corridors and drainages.
~ . 12

SOILS

~.12.1

Impact Significance Criteria

Co nstructi on on slopes greater than 25 percent or when soi ls are frozen or during periods o f high so il
mo isture contem could result in significant impacts.
~.12 .2

Proposed Action

Production-related disturbance would be associated with areas that remain unreclaimed for the life
of th e project. such as porti ons of well pads used for production equipment. road surfaces. the gas
process ing faci lity and central tank battery . Area s of construction-rel ated disturbance that would not
hI! needed for production activities would be reclaimed. These areas wou ld include J portion of each
we ll pad . pipeline corridors and cut and fill slopes. Site-specific factors. such as s lope. salinity and
rec lamation potential. ultimately would determine reclamation success on these areas.
The Proposed Action. as di scussed in Chapter Two. would minimize soil disturbance by the followi ng
measu res: installing proposl!d pipelines adjacen t to proposed roads: utilizing existin g pipeline
corriunrs f;,r the permancnt gas sales pipt:iine where feasibl.e (subject to the expressed prohibition of
private landowncrs ): limiting we ll pad size to the minimum necessary to safel y conduct drilling and
production operations : installing producti on facili ti es (gas process ing facili ty. central tank battery)
adjacen t to an e:'> isting road: reclaiming dry ho les in a timely manner: and eliminating blading of
pipeline rights-o f-way . Under the Proposed Action . project activities would be sc heduled to avoid
sa turated so il s or constructi on with fro7en materials. No distu rbance to landslide deposits or steep
slo pes (greater than 25 percent) would occur. No di sturbance to areas of sand dune s. such as those
fo und south o r the deve lop ment area. would occ ur. Depending upon the specific project si te. affected
so ils cou ld possess characteristics which could make reclamation difficult: however. with recl amati on
monitoring and fo llow-up rec lamation \\'here necessa ry. avo idance of steep slopes and saturated soils.
and il vo id<ll1ce o f construction with froze n material 110 significant impacts a re expected to occur.
Low rainfall. A ll so il di sturbance. except for the last two miles at the we st end of the proposed
permanent gas sales pipeline. would occur in an area that receives less than 10 inches per yea r of
precipitation. Seed germination could be highly variable depending upon recent precipitation panerns.
T herefore. as di scussed in Chapter Two. fall seeding is gene rally recommended to take advantage of
rall-\,.i inter-spring moisture to improve seed ge rmination . Repeated seedi ng may be necessa ry to
accomplish successful revegetation .

I

Shallow soils. Soil depth in the deve lo pment area and vicinity is highl y variable. ranging from deep
to sha llow <less than 20 inches). A reas with shallow soils would tend to have low productivity and

I
I
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\'v ould he difficult to rcvegctate because of low available waler storage capac ity. limited ert"t!ctive
rooti ng depth . 1(1\\ nutrient reserve and high erosion potential. Addi tionall y. available topsoi l is likel:
10 Ol.' :1 limiting fa..:tor in thi s situation.

E'posed or shallow bedrock. In so me cases pipelines could pass through soils with a sha llow depth
to bl.'drock w hich wo uld make revegetation difficult. However. th is occurrence is expected to be
uncummon. The proposed pe rmanent gas sales pipeli ne was routed to avoid rock outcrops that would
co mplicate co nstru ctio n and reclamation . Gathering line s in the development area and the conden sate

pipeline would be constructed in areas w ith deep soi ls and litt le. if any. exposed bedrock.
"oorl~' drained soils. The western two-thirds of the deve lopment area and an estimated I 0.6 mil es
of the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline would affect deep. poo rly drained soi ls character istic
o rl oca l bottom lands and alluvial fans. These soils tend to be saline andlor alkaline. Saline soi ls have

In w reclamation potential. Sediment from these material s could have an adverse effect on water
quality but no perennial stream s are found in the area. The one intermittent stream that would be

affected n ows into a c losed basin and would not affect salinity in the Colorado Ri \ er or Plan e River
drainages. Eliminating grading during pipeline constru ction and the return of subsoi l to pipeline
trenches wo uld reduce long-term expos ure of sa line soil material.

4. 12.3

Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

The nonhern 2 miles of the Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative are wi thin a soil complex of sha llow
to moderate ly dee p and we ll drained soils that ha ve low wate r-h olding capacity and are expected to
be eros ive. This alternati ve would reduce construction-related surface disturbance by 20.4 acres but.
unlik e th e Proposed Act ion. approximatel y 1000 feet of this route wo uld be on very steep (50-60
pe rce nt) s lopes. Additi onal construction would occur on s lopes of 25 to 50 percent. Construction
of pipelines or other fac il ities on slopes grea ter than
fill s which can result in :

25 pe rcent generally require extensive cuts and

A large scar w ith greate r erosion potential:
G rea ter potential to lose. mi x or bury critical topsoil during construction and reclamation which

could lowe r soi l prod uctivity:
Greater difficulty in stabilizing cut s lopes through revegetation : and.
G reater difficulty in returnin g di sturbed slopes to the ir pre-constructi on contour during final
reclamation .
Because a greater quantity of material is undercu t during co nstruction on slopes greater than 25

percent. insta bil ity and the potential for s lope failu re increases. According to Levi nski ( 1982) and
SCS (1982). where c ut and fi ll slopes are steeper than 1.5: I or 2 : I revegetation is rarel y satisfactory.
Disturbance from extensive cuts and fili on steep slopes affected by this alternative wou ld be difficult
to revegetate. Significant impacts to soil s could result from implementation of this alternative.

4.12.4

No Action A lternative

Thi s altern ati ve wo uld prec lude di sturbance to soils result ing from the Proposed Action or
alternative s.
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The Ii.lllow ing mitigJtion mCJ sure are recommend ed to reduce residual impacts to soils th at would
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to appropriate right-or-way or permit application s. These plan s should ad dress the follow inl! : a) seed
mix tures that incorporate species adapted to low rainfall and to saline-alka line soil conditions: b)
iso lation of topsoil and subsoil to avoid mi xing: c) use of mulch or so il amendments if necessary to
improve seed germination and revegetation : d} a seeding sched ule w hich should take advantage of
1~III- wil1ler moisture : and. e ) a progra m for monitoring revegetation and reclamation success.
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4. 125

Mitigation

occ ur lo llllwing tlH: implementation of i.l1I measurcs di scussed in Chapter Two.

In "ddil iun

4. 12.6

10

meas ures disc ussed in Chapter Two. s ite-specific reclamati on plans should be attached

Cum ula tive. Long-Term Impacts

PotcmiJI co ntributions to cu mulat ive impacts associated w ith soil disturbance--such as soil erosion.
fu gi ti ve dust. soi l loss. loss of soil producti vity. stream salinization and sedimentation-- would be
minimal gi ven that BTA ha s agreed to implement soil protection measures discussed in Chapter Two
and Appendi x A of this EA. and all other environmental protection and mitigation meas ures di scussed

in this EA.
4.12.7

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

An eSlimated 34 acres of production-related disturbance would be unavoidabl e and necessa rv if oil
and gas leases in the developm ent area are to be fu ll y and efficiently deve loped .

4. 13

.

GEOLOGY

4.13.1

Impact Sig nificance C riteria

Any act ivity that wo uld create geo logic hazard s (s uch as landsl ides or slumps) is considered a
significant impact.

4.13.2

Proposed Action

o geologic hazards or ex isting min es. oi l and gas we lls. leases or operations. coal operations or other

minerals would be affecled by imp lementati on of the Proposed Act ion: therefore no siQnificant
impacts are expected to result.

4.13.3

...

Freigh ter Gap Pipelin e Alte rn ati ve

Unlik e oth er pipe line routes. approx imate ly 1.000 fee t of this ro ute would be on a steep (50-60
percent) s lopes. Construct ion of pipe lines on slopes < reater than 25 percent generally req ui re
extensive cuts and fill s which co uld re sult in greater difficulty in stab ili zing cu t slopes. Because a
greater quantity of material is undercut during construction on slopes greater than 25 percent.

instabi lity and the potential for slope fa ilure wou ld increase. Special engineering pract ices wou ld
have to be implemented.
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4.13'"
Thi~

I

No Actioll Alternative

alternative wou ld preclude an} risk of geo logic hazard s.

4.13.5

Mitigation

Special engineering practices for steep slopes should be described in the right-of-way application if
the Fn.:ighter Gap Pipeline Alternati ve is chosen .
".13.6

Cumulative. Long-Term Impacts

Under the Proposed Action. geologic hazards would not increase and geologic resources would not
be affected . Given the lack of existing impacts to these resources. no increased cumulative impacts
arc expected to occur.
4.13.7

I

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

There "vould be an increased potential for slope failure if the Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative were
implemented .
".14

VEGETATION

4.14.1

Impact Significance Criteria

Significant impacts to vegetation would occur through the loss of forage at levels that would
significantly affect sensitive species. range reso urces or wildlife populations.
4.14.2

I
I
I
I

Proposed Action

Impacts to vegetation from the Proposed Action WOll Id vary b:. project component. Vegetation would
be removed during construction of roads. well pads. the gas processing facility. central tank banery
and pipeline trenches. Disturbance from thesl roject components is summarized by vegetation type
in Table 4-1 . The severity of vegetation crushing would depend on vegetation species. type or
character (e.g .. shrub or herbaceous): phys iology of the plant (i.e .. dormancy): and impacts to plant
roots and soils immediately adjacent to the plant.
Herbaceous vegetation within affected vegetation types is expected to return to predisturbance
conditions within 5 years . (uning of shrubs. rather than blading pipeline rights-of-way. would keep
roots intact. allow some shrubs to resprout and would help to restore shrub densities. Where cuning
occurs. shrubs are expected to take approximately 10 years to return to pre-construction densities.
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I'roject Co mponent
Natural gas processing lilcility

Estimated Distllrhallce by Vegetation Type (Acres')
Source of
1m pact:
Construct ion
Prod Ill' tion
C Ollst ruct ion
Product ion
Constru ction
Producti on
Construction
Product ion
Construction
Production
Construction
Production
Constructi on
Production

Proposed Action
Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternativc"

Joint new roads and natura l gas
gathering pipeline
Natural gas gathering pipe line adiacen
to existing road
Wells pads
Central tank battery
Condensate pipeline
Permanent. buried natural gas sales
pipeline

Low lJellsily High lJellsit~·
Sagchrush
Sagehrush Grassland Salthush G reasewood
~ . :;

0.0

0.0

~.:;

o.n

o.n

~-I . 9

5.8
0.0
24 .3
10.0
2.0
2.0
17.2
0.0
4-1 .7
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.6
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.5
0.0

Construction
Product ion

121.4
27.0

2.6
0.0

Construction
Production

114 .9
0.0

0.9
0.0

I~ . :;

0.0
0.0

o.n

Tot:,1
~.5

o.n

~ . :;

36..1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
17.8
0.0

8..1
-1.2
0.0
0.0
3.2
1.0
0.0
0.0
2.9
0.0
14 .7
0.0

18.2
5.8
0.0
27.5
11.0
2.0
2.0
20. 1
0.0
86.3
0.0

6.5
0.0

20.9
1.5

29.2
5.2

180 .6
33 .7

0..1
0.0

113

32 .5
0.0

160 .0
33. 7

:1.1
U

0.0

Notes:
1. See Table 2-1 for assumptions rcgarding disturbance and reclamation by project componenl.
2. Production-related disturbance is less than construction-related disturbance due to the implementation of reclamation measures
on surface not needed for on-goi ng production acti vities. such as pipeline corridors and a portion of eac h well pad not needed
for production equipment. Construction-related and Qroduction-related disturbance are not additive .
3. Under this alternative. production-related facili ti es wou ld remain the same. but the route and length of the permanent natural
gas sales pipeline would change.
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This impact is considered insign ificant since shrub roots wou ld remain intact and herbaceou s species
wou ld stabilize disturbed areas and provide wild life and li vestock forage . The sc mi~arid cl imate and
soil l:hamctcristics wou ld make revegetation dirficull. Seeding in the fall wou ld take advantage of
\\Iinter moisture . Using seed mixes adapted to local co nditions (giving primary consideration to
species native to the area). stock piling topso il and other rec lamat ion mea sures di scussed in Chapter
Two wou ld encourage reclamation success . Production-related impacts to vegetation from well pad s.
roads. ce ntral tank battery and the gas processing faci lity wou ld remai n in place longer than 5 years.
Exist ing pipeline corridors have been reclai med and/or revegetated. H owever. in some cases this
construction was completed yea rs ago under less stringent environmental contro ls than now appl y to
constructi on acti vities. Vegetation densi ty and species compos ition on th ese previou sly reclaimed

corridors may not match that of adj acen t lands.

In such cases. proposed re-disturbance and

reclamation wo uld offer the opportunity to "re-reclaim" these co rridors in accordanc e wit h more upto-date stand ard s and practices. Proposed use of existing corridors wou ld also reduce disturbance to

s hrubs w hi ch are used as w inter forage by big game.
Herbaceous vegetation on area s subject to c leari ng and grading (e.g .. portions of we ll pads not needed
for production activi ties) wo uld recover in three to five yea rs . Thi s wou ld reduce erosion and
stabilize di sturbed soi ls. Reclamation of di sturbed areas with grasses and forbs would benefit catt le
but may be un sui tab le for w intering big game or species wh ich require shrub habitats. As ca lled for

in th e Proposed Act io n. scalping rather than gradin g. and incorporating cut s hrubs into topsoi l spread
ove r reclaimed areas would encourage the rege nerat ion and reestablishment of shrubs. For these
reasons. no significant impacts to vegetati on are expected to occur.
Rec lamation in spec ti on. monitoring and implementation of corrective measures. as discu ssed later in

Chapte r Four. wou ld a lso he lp to ensure that adequate ' rec lamati o n s uccess is achieved. However.
actual rec lamation success would depend. in part. upon env iro nmental and manage ment cond itions

beyo nd the control of BTA. Drought cond itions. li vestock grazi ng. grazing by wild horses and ORV
lise could affect revegetation success.

4.14.3

Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

The proportion of impact by vegetation type would genera ll y be the same as the Proposed Action (see
Tab le 4-1) . Production-related disturbance would be identical to the Proposed Act ion.

4.14.4

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

No Action Alternative

This alternati ve wou ld preclude disturbance to vegetati on from project activities.

4.14.5

I

Mitigation

Mitigati on measures necessary to minimi ze residual impacts to vegetation include measures discussed

in th e So ils secti on (Secti o n 4 . 12).
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4.IH>

C umulative. Long·T crm Impacts

Proo uctioll-rciatc:J distu rbance wo uld not OCcu r in uni(]uc or unu sual vegetation types. Upon
l: Omrh:lioll or rcclmnati on activitit!s. an estimated 34 acres would be req uired for production~relaled
aClivitic!-i. A s di scllssed in appropriate sec tion s of thi s EA. impacts to vegetation (forage loss ) wou ld
res ull in little. if any . cumulative impact 0 11 populati ons of wil dli fe or li vestock as seed mixe s would
incorporate forage spec ies native to the local area.

4. 14.7

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

T he long-term loss of 38 ac res of vegetation wou ld be unavo idable if ex isting o il and gas leases in
the deve lo pment area are to be fu ll y a nd efficientl y developed. Unavoidab le adverse impacts to
vege tation wo uld also include crush ing of veget:nion and loss of vegetati on cove r.

4. 1;

R ANGE RESOURCES

4. 15.1

Impact Sig nificance C riteria

A ten percent or greater reduc ti on in the AUMs in any single grazing allotment is considered a
significa lll impact.

4.15.2

Proposcd Action

Remova l of vcge t::Hi on during construction would result in th e loss of forage to li vestock. Surface
disturb ing activities cou ld spread nox iolls weeds to relative ly weed-free areas. H owever. BTA ha s
agn:ed to control noxious weed infestati ons (see C hapter Two). Livestock co ul~ be di spl aced from
normal grazing area s. Livestock loss cou ld occur due to coll isions wi th project vehic les. Petro leum

il1toxicatio n is often fa tal to caule and other do mestic livestock (Edwa rd s cr al.. 1979) and could
occur if they ingest tox ic compounds in reserve pits.

H owever. pits would be fenced to preclude

entry by li vestock. Backfilling trenches as soo n as feasible after pipeline install ation wou ld reduce
the ri s k of caul e. wi ld li fe o r wild horses acc identa ll y falling into trenches.
CO l1 struction activi ties wou ld res ult in the temporary loss of abo ut 16 AUMs or the foraoe consumed
hy Ol1e cow and ca lf in 16 month s. This estimated loss is div id ed between fou r a ll ot":;ents: abo ut
one AUM in th e 4th of Ju ly A ll otment: 12 AUMs in the Red Dese rt A ll otm ent: one AUM in the
Rock Springs A llotment: and two AUMs in th e Steamboat Mountain Allotment.

Stock in!! rate s

provided in Appendix 11-2 of the d raft Green River RMP and DEIS (BLM. 1992) were ~sed to
estimate project effects on available li vestock AUMs. Th is loss would decline to about fou r AUM s
in th e Red Dese rt A ll otment upon the completion of proposed reclamation. The production-re lated
loss of fo ur AUM s per year wo uld continue ove r the life of the project. Construction- or productionre lated losses of g raz in g AUMs would not exceed ten percent of total AUMs in any g razing a llotment
(see Table 3-5): therefore no s ignificant impacts wou ld occ ur.

Because disturbance from construction of the proposed permanent gas sales pipeline wou ld occur
w ithin or adjacent to existing pipeline corridors. re-disturbance of those areas would provide
opportunitie s to revegetate these areas in accordance with more contemporary reclamation standard s
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and practices. Revegetated area s are expected to return to precon struction forage ca paci ti es wit hin
(\\ () l(l live yea rs. No range improvements would he affected by project components.

4.15.3

Freightcr Gap Pipcline Alternative

Compared to thc Proposed Act ion. implementati on or this alternative wou ld result in slightl y less
construction-related forage loss (about 1-2 AUMs) but producti on -related loss wo uld be th e same as
tht: Proposed Action .

4.15.4

No Action Alternative

Implementation of thi s alternative would eliminate potential forage losses.

4.15.5

Mitigation

BTA should not construct pipelines through any water impoundment or stock watering ponds.
BTA should route the permanent gas sales pipeline to avoid an existi ng stock reservo ir in the Fo urth
of Jul y wash.

4.15.6

Cumulative, Long-Term Impacts

The proposed project would contribute a minor (4 AUMs) impact to cu mul ati ve. long-term impacts

Un avoi dable Adverse Impacts

The short-te rm loss of an estim ated 16 AUMs and the long-term loss of about 4 AUMs wo uld
consti tutc an adverse impact that would be unavoidable if oi l and gas leases in the de ve lopment area
are to bc deve loped. The impact of this loss on the State and local com munit ies would be offset by

estimated annua l Federal oi l and gas royalties of $2.5 millon (half of which are returned to the State
o f Wyo m ing). up to $ 1.2 million per year in State tax reve nues. as we ll as over $100.000 per year
ill Coun ty ad va lorem and property tax revenues. Actual loss of forage would depend upon
reclamation success.

4.16

WETLANDS, RIPARI AN AREAS AND FLOODPLAINS

4. 16.1
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on forage .

4.15.7

I

Impact S ignificance Criteria

Because of its va lue to wi ldl ife an d scarcity in the project area, loss of wetland or riparian habitat at
any indiv idual locati on in excess of I acre or the com bined loss of more than 10 acres of wetla nd or
ripar ian habitat is cons idered a s ignificant impact. Any violation of EO 11 990 (P rotection of
Wetlands) is also conside red a significant impact. Likewise. any vio lation of EO 11 988 (P rotection
of Floodplains) is considered a significant impact.
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4. 16.2

Proposed Action

We tlan~ s a ~d Riparian Areas. U nder the Proposed Ac tion. the permanent gas sales pipeline and
a ga th ering fm c wo uld cross one drainage in the A lka li Bas in which has been classified as a ri ve rin e-

ill tcnnittcn t- strcOinbed tempora rily flooded (R4SBA) wetland and mapped by NW I (see Fig ure 2-2).
A narrow zo ne of vegetation along thi s intermittent stream is predominantly grease wood wi th some
sagebrush {lnd basin wildrye . Pipeline construction wou ld temporari ly disturb less than 0 . 1 acre of

this vegetation . No other project components with in the development area or proposed pipeline routes
wo uld be located w ithin wet lands. No other wet lands are located within 200 feet of the permanent
gas sa les pipeline.

A potentio l also ex ists for a fuel spill to occur into playas elsewhere in the development area or
vicinity. However. th is impac t would be avo ided because the Proposed Action incorporates a
prohibition on ve hicle travel outside of staked pipeline rights-of-way. construction or production sites

or roads. Implementation of an SPCC plan and th e accessibi lity of spill control and contai nm ent
equ ipment at co nst ructi on s ites and the gas processing fac ility/field office would also limit the im pacts
o f an accidenta l fue l (d iesel. gaso line) spill.
F1ood rlains. Co nsultation of ava ilable fl oodplain maps indicates that no project facilities would be
located wi thin the 100-year fl ood plain .
4. 16.3

Freighter Ga r Pipeline Alternative

No wet londs wo ul d be crossed by th e proposed Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative. No portion of
th is altern ati ve pipeline route is w ithi n a known fl oodplain .

4.16.4

No Action Altcrnati\'c

Implementotion of the No Action Alternative woul d e liminate all potential impacts to wetlands.
4.16.5

Mitigation

Sites for surface facilities should be staked to ensure that they are 500 feet from jurisdictional
wetla nds.

4.16.6

C umulative, Lo ng-Term Imracts

Because th ey wou ld be avoided. no change in cum ulative impacts to floodplai ns. wetland or ripar ian
habitat would occur.
4.16.7

Unavo ida hle Adverse Imraets

Less than 0.1 acre of creasewood-dominated riparian habitat on an interminent stream would be
temporarily distu rbed as a result of pipeline constructi on.
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4.1 7

THREATENED AND ENDAN G ERED S r ECIES AN D S r ECIES OF CONC ERN

4.17. 1

Impact Significance Criteria

An\' direct threat that is likely to adversely affect an indi vidual Federal or State endangered .
thr~~Hencd. or pro posed species is considered a significant impact. Los s of any cri tical habitat
curn: nt h ut ilized hv a Federal or State endangered. threatened or pro posed spec ies is considered a

sig ni fic~·1111 impact. - Any project re lated action that would change the status of a candidate species

under the Endangered Species Act would be considered a significant impact.

The Endon gered Species Act (Secti on 7(a)) obligates BLM to ensure th at actions which th ey authorize
or perm it are not likely to jeopardi ze the continued ex istence of any endangered or .threatened species
or result in the destruct ion or adverse modification of critical habi tat fo r such species. The Proposed
Action o r project al temotives would avo id adverse impacts to any federa ll y li s t ~d species. No critical
ha bitot fo r an) federa lly listed species wo uld be affected. As di scussed below. Implementati on of the
Proposed Action or project alternati ves is not expected to reduce the . reproduction. n~m ~e r or
di stri buti on o f a federa ll y listed spec ies to such an extent that would appreciabl y reduce th e likelihood
of th e surviva l and recove ry of that species in th e w ild (50 CFR 420 .02).

Ca nd idote species do not recei ve protection under Endan gered Species Act unless they are the subject
of a published prooosed rul e determ ining endan gered or threatened status. However. US FWS
monitors th e statu s 'of all cand idates. especially th ose for which available information indicates an
imminent threat and US FWS encourages considerati on of these during long-range environmental
plonning (Federal Re~i.l"l e,.. November 2 1. 1991. 56(22):58804). BLM policy does not a llow acti ons
thot wou ld cho n"e th e status of C I or C2 cand idate species und er the Endange red Species Act. The
SlOtus of no ca ndidote species woul d be adv ersely affected by th e Proposed Acti on.
Th e hiolo!.!.icnl assessment incorporated into th is EA is used to review actions and programs
author izcd~ fu nded. or carri ed out by the BLM to determine potential effects on threatened and
ondongered species and spec ies proposed for listing by USFWS. BLM policy requires that a ll ad v~ rse
impacts on threatened and endangered species and their habitats be aVOided except w hen: I) It IS
possible to compensote adve rse effects tota lly th ro ugh altern ati ves identified in a bio logica l opinion
rendered bv USFWS: 2) an exem ption has been granted under the Endangered Species Act: or 3)
th e USFWS biologica l opinion recognizes an incidental tak ing. Adverse impacts on species p~oposed
for listin " are to be avo ided while thei r Federa l status is be ing determined . The Proposed Acti on and
project ,Dternative wou ld co mpl y with this policy. Miti gati on meas ures are suggested to funher
reduce the potentia l fo r impacts.

4.17.2

Proposed Action

Impleme ntation of the Pro posed Action and suggested mit iga ti on measures di scussed be low wo~ld
not be likely to jeopardize the co ntinued ex istence of an y endan ge red. threatened or proposed species
or result in the destruction or adverse modificati on of critical habitat for such species.
Implementation o f the Proposed Action is not expected to reduce the reproducti on .. number or
di stributi on o f Federa ll y-l isted or proposed species to such an extent th at It would appreciabl y reduce
the like lihood of th e surviva l an d recovery of such species in th e w ild (50 CFR 420.02). No habitats
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util ized by threaten ed or endangered species would be irretri evably remov ed fro m future usc by th e
l)n1pllc;ed Action. Il11plcmcntatinn or th e Proposed Acti on is not expected to adversely affec t cand idate
species It he extent that its statu s under the End.mgered Spec ies Act would be changed .

Black-footed Ferret. USF WS ( 1994) determined that surveys for black-footed ferrets were necessary
on app rox imatel) 300 ac res or prairie dog coloni es that wo uld be affected by buria l o f the permanent
gas sa les pipeline. During September. 1994. seven prairie dog colonies affected by the permanent
gas , a les pipeline we re surveyed for black-footed ferrets. No black-footed ferrets or their s ign were
observed during the surveys and no impacts are anticipated due to pipeline constructi on.
Only porti ons of th e devel opment area have been searched for p,'airie dog colonies but past
observati ons indicate that the presence of coloni es wh ich meet USFWS criteria for pote nti a l hab itat
is unl ike ly.

Thero is a remote poss ibili ty th at vehi cles could kill a ferret. However. except for one skull found
in 198 I approxi mate ly 37 miles from any proposed project com onents. none of the repons of blackfoo ted fe rrets in or near affected lands have been verified and it is unlikel y that ferrets currentl y
inhabit prai rie dog colonies in the area.
J>crcgrine Falcon . No impacts to peregrine falcons are anticipated since there is no suitable nesting
hobi tat affec ted by any com ponent of the Proposed Action. Peregrines could mi grate through the area
but th eir occ urre nce near an y project component would indicate their tolerance for the acti vity.
Bald Eagle. No powerl ines are proposed. Th ere are no suitable nest or winter roost sites fo r bald
eagles prese nt in or near the development area although they may infrequentl y occu"
migrants or
during winter if they seek carri on on ungulate wi nter ran ges. Th erefore no impacts .... expected to
occ ur.

C,lndid.te Wildlife S pecics--Ra ptors. Humon di stu rbances during th e nesting peri od co uld
adversely affec t productiv ity if acti vities occurred near occupied raptor nest sites. During recent fi eld
surve vs several fe rruQinous hawk nests were found with in I mi le of the pro posed ro ute fo r th e
perm~llent gas sa les pipeline. BLM hos adopted a I m ile buffe r zo ne around nesting ferru ginous
hawks to ovoid disturbi ng bi rd s w ith human acti vities. As pa rt o f the Pro posed Ac tion. BTA has
agreed to schedu le project activities to avoid impacts to nesting raptors.
The huffe r zo ne concept is gene ra ll y supported by the results of research co nducted by White and
Thu row ( 1985) who stud ied reproductive success of ferru gi nous hawks that were ex posed to vari ous
leve ls of d isturbance while nestin g. The ex perimenta l desig n indicated that. although indi vi dua l
nest ing pairs vari ed in the ir response to disturbance. adult birds would not Ou sh from nests 90
pe rce nt of the ti me if the disturba nce was morc than 820 fee t away. The in vestigators reco mme nded
th at a no distu rbance bu ffe r zone be at least 820 feet around nests of birds in good phys io logical
co nd iti on but. when prey are scarce. larger buffer Lones should be empl oyed to protect nestin g birds
when the· · are less to lera nt of disturbance (W hite and Thu row. 1985). Noneth eless. ex pen opinions
obout burfer zones vary w ide ly. For exa mple. the poin t at which off- road veh icles caused a 20
pcrcent rate of nest abln donme nt by incubating fe rru ginous hawks (S uter and Joness. 198 1) ranged
fro m 300 fee t to two m iles. But. where intensively studi ed. only 4 percent of a ll nest failu res of 629
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I
f(:rruginous hawk nests could be attributed to human disturbances (Gilmer and Stuart. 1983 J.
Other Candidate Species. USFWS has advised that mountain plovers may be proposed for listing
as threatened or endangered in the foreseeable future. Presently they are classified as a category C I
candid:lle species. Mountain plovers have been observed in the project vici ity. Since they nest on
the ground. adult birds. young and eggs are susceptible to mortality by vehicles. Confining vehicles
to staked construction sites. rights-of-way and existing road s wo uld reduce potential impacts to thi~
species. Furthermore. only an estimated 6.5 acres of grassland vegetation would be affected out of
I SO.6 acres of construction-related disturbance (see Table 4-1).

Long-billed curlews and loggerhead shrikes could be impacted if nests. eggs. or birds are destroyed
by vehicles or foot traffic . As called for in the Proposed Action. limiting project-related traffic to
existing roads or construction sites and rights-of-way would reduce potential impacts. Pygmy rabbits
could suffer direct mortality with construction equipment operating in high density sagebrush .
However. only 2.6 acres of this habitat (out of 180.6 acres) would be temporarily disturbed by
pipeline construction and thus mortality and habitat loss are not anticipated. Other candidate wildlife
species would not be potentially affected to the same extent although construction activities in
grease \ ood vegetation could adversely impact nests and nesting activities of loggerhead shrikes.
Other Special Status Wildlife Species. The only WGFD Priority II species that could be affected
is the burrowing owl. However. by avoiding prairie dog burrows. impacts to burrowing owls could
be avoided. Construction activities within prairie dog colonies could disturb burrowing owls that are
nesting from late March through August.
Plant Species. No Federally listed threatened or endangered plant species would be affected by
project activities. Three C2 plant species potentially occur on affected lands including Wyoming
ricegruss (( h :l -=o/J.\'is C()l1lra(.'ta). large-fruited bladderpod (Lesquerella macroca'1x1). and mystery
wormwood (Arlcmcisia hic:nnis var di/li/.w) . Suitable habitat for each species may be present within
the development area but is most likely to be encountered along the proposed permanent gas sales
pipeline route: mystery wormwood could be associated with playas found in the development area
and vicinity: Wyoming contracted ricegrass is often found on disturbed roadsides and on dry. shallow
or sandy soils in basin areas: large-fruited bladderpod occurs in soils with bentonite and/or gypsum
present. often on barren clay flats and hills.

A vo idance of construction in playas would mllllmlze potential impacts on mystery wormwood.
Botanists with the Nature Conservancy's Wyoming Natural Diversity Database have recommended
that Wyoming contracted ricegrass be down-listed from C2 to 3C since it is more common than
previously believed (WNDDB. p~rsonal communication with PIC Technologies. Inc .. June 10. 1994).
Impacts to these species are unlikely, therefore. to result in a change in status under the Endangered
Species Act. Potential impacts to the bladderpod. found near Freighter Gap.would be reduced by
using existing road and pipeline corridors. The status and knowledge of these plant species could
change during the course of project implementation; therefore. coordination with the BLM and
botanical experts would be necessary to determine whether surveys for these species are warranted
prior to surface disturbing activities and what, if any, mitigation measures arl! appropriate.
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Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative
pn:i"l:rn:u mitigation measure wherever feasible .

Thi s alternative route hns nol bl!cn surveyed fo r prairie dug co lon ies.
undertaken prior

{(I

Such a survc) wou ld

or

implementing thi s alternative route . For other threatened. endangered and specie s

~ . 17.(,

Cumulative. Long-Term Impacts

of COllcern the 31l:J lys is and conclusion s discussed above fo r the Proposed Action appJ) to thi s

Because no impacts on Federall y-listed or proposed species or their critical habitat would occur. the

a lternati ve .

rro~os~d project would not contribute to cumulative impacts on these spec ies. Project schedulinu and

4.17.4

No Actio n A lternative

Implementation of the No Action Alternative would eliminate an y potential adverse impacts to

cand idate and WGFD priority species and their habitats but wou ld have no affect (positi ve or
Ill.!gative) on populations of these species or their status under the Endangered Species Act. Indirect
impact s due ( 0 increa sed public access o r potential effects of di stu rbance to species during nesting
periods. however remote . would be reduced under thi s alternative.
~ . 1 7.5

avo idance wou ld eliminate impacts to candidate species and thu s avoid increased cumu lative im;acts.
IIH.:rca scd access ;;lI1d DRV use by the public. particularly during hunting seasons. could eventuallv
IC<lu to indirect impacts on nesting ferruginous hawks. long-billed curlews. pygmy rabbits. mountai~
plovers and loggerhead shrikes. during the nesting period. However. the development area is not a
prime hunting area and receives little recreati on visitation. Traffic associated with construction and
production ac tiviti es wou ld be con fined to proposed and existing road right-of-ways to avoid indirect
impacts due to increased access or ORV use.

4.17.7

Mitigation

Unavoidab le Adverse Impacts

8lack-footed Ferrets. Proposed construction sites in the development area not examined in past
surveys for pra irie dogs should be examined prior to surface disturbing activities to confirm the
presence or lack of proirie dog colonies. If prairie dog colon ies are found . BTA should locate a ll
pr~iect components to avoid direct impacts to prairie dog burrows. If thi s is not possible. surveys
(, " prairie dog colonies (and ferrets where required by BLM and the USFWS). should be conducted
in accordance with USFWS guidelines and requirements.

No una voidab le adve rse impacts to Federally-listed threatened. enda ngered or proposed species would
occ ur.

Candidatc Wildlifc Spccics--Raptors. Where surface disturbing activities are planned for the nesting
season ill suitahle hahitat. BTA should conduct raptor surveys. BLM should prohibit human activity
with in 1 mi le of an acti ve ferruginous hawk nest during the nesting season (March 15 through July
3 11. BLM should prohibit modification of nest su bstrate or nesting structures.

Any project-related activit~ ~hat would result in habitat degradation such that a decrease in big Qame

Other Ca ndidate S pecies--Mo unt a in Plover, Logge rh ead Sh rikes. Where surface di sturbin g
activities are planned for the nesting seaso n and wou ld be located in suitable habitat. BTA should
conduct mountain plover and loggerhead shrike surveys. If necessary. BTA should minimize impacts
by sc heduling surface activities in potential nesting habitats to avoid the following reproductive
periods: in grass lands from latc March through July for mountain plovers: in grease wood or ot her tall
shrub vegetation mid-April throug h Jul y for logge rhead shrikes. BTA should install barriers andlor
signs indicating recl aimed areas that are closed to OR V use and thu s avoid potential impacts to
mountain plovers and other ground-nesting bird s.
Other Specia l Status Wildlife S pecies. BTA should avoid impacts to burrowing owls during the
re productive pe ri od (late March through August) by avoiding impacts to prairie dog burrows durin g
this time period . Impacts to other special status species are not anticipated and no mitigation
measures arc proposed .
Candidate Plant Species. Given the potential for changes in candidate plant status in future years.
BTA should coo rdin ate and consult with BLM alld expen botanists to determine whether surveys for
cand idate plant species are warranted prior to surface di sturbing activities and what type of mitigation
mcasures. if any. should be implemented . Avoidance of candidate species should be adopted as the

4. 18

WILDLIFE AND AQUATIC R ESOURCES

4.18.1

Impact Significance Criteria

herd unit popUlation size be low levels specified in the Green River RMP. as coordinated 'with
Wyoming Game and Fish Department. would be a significant impact. Project-related activities that
wou ld disturb big game on crucial ranges under severe winter conditions or during birthing periods
would he significant impacts. Disturbances to sage grouse and raptors wi th in specifi~d buffer zones
during reproductive periods would be significant impacts.
4.18.2

Proposed Action

Construction an~ operation of project activities cou ld impact wildlife by caus ing d irect monal ity
during cons truction and operations. displacement of animals due to human presence that would induce
stress andlo r ca use them to utilize less suitable habitats. or by destruction of habitat. It is possible
that sOl11e an imal s would be struck by vehicles or ki lled durin g construction and production activities.
C learing. grading. or excavating habitats could lead to monality of small mammals. rept iles.
amphibians. mvenebrates. and nesting birds with eggs or young (BLM. 1979). Burrowing venebrates
are espeCially vulne rable: for example. pocket gopher burrows are usually less than 2 feet deep (Chase
el al.. 1982). Burrows provide she lter for other venebrates including toads. lizard and snake species.
conontai ls. ground squirre ls. mice. weasels. and sk unks. and birds. panicularly burrowing owls (Chase
el ill.. 1982:. C lark ., ill .. 1982). The proposed use of existing areas of disturbance -- for example.
by plaCing pipelines along eXlstmg roads -- would help to reduce these impacts. Sim ilarly. combin ino
road and pipeline corridors wou ld reduce surface disturbance when compared to separate corridor;
Since burrowing species· occurrence and densities at sites of proposed facil ities are unknown. the
magnitude of impact to species inhabiting burrows cannot be predicted . A lthough some mona lity
\\'ould occur during constructi on. th is is not expected to sign ificantly affect overall popUlations of
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spec ies thm inhahit
Mortalities dut.:

10

hurrO\\~ .

wildlife-vehicle colli sions arc: morc likely on paved highways but could occur on

gradeu roads such as the Bar X Road and access roads. Wildlife that are particularl y vulnerable to
co llisions w ith vehic les include skunks. cotto ntails and jackrabbits. deer. coyotes. badgers. snakes and
hirds such as mourning doves and meadowlarks that are likely to inhabit shrubland s or grasslands
adjaccnt to road s (Leedy. 1975: Case. 1978: Wilkins a nd Schmidly. 1980). Increased traffic vo lume
on Illcal road s wo uld probably lead to increased collisions wi th deer or an te lope (Arnold. 1978). The

number of w ildlife- ve hicl e collisions appears to be directly related to local wild life population levels
hut. as indicated for mule deer. vehicle-related mortality does not appear to contribute substantiall y
to the overa ll mortality rate of a population (Reeve. 1990). Similar impacts on the overa ll morta lity
rate are expected for elk or a nte lope.

Petrolt:um intoxication is often fatal to cattle. other domestic livestock. and presumably to wild
ruminants (Edwards el al.. 1979). In addition. wi ldlife mortalities can occur if animals become
trapped in rese rve pits (Esmoil. 1991). Water produced during drillin g may have high concentrations
of salts or other compou nd s that. if ingested. could be toxic to w ildlife or encrust feathers of
waterfow l utilizing reserve pits. Measures incorporated into proposed well pad designs and drilling
wo uld reduce the probability of these impacts. Implementation of the SPCC plan wo uld reduce the
probab ility of wildlife :ngesting petroleum products. Dewaterin g. flagging or netting of reserve pits
would discourage migratory birds from entering reserve pits. No production pits would be installed
which wou ld eliminate thi s potential source of exposure of wildlife to petroleum products. Fencing
of reserve pits wou ld discourage their use by li vestock or big game. Use of water-based. rather than
oi l-based. drilling mud would also reduce the potential for ingestion of material s tox ic to wildlife.
In addit: ,n to direct impacts. the proposed project would result in indirect effects in th e form of
alteration and /or loss of habi tat through construction effects on vegetation and ground substrates.
Production ac tiv it ies would resu lt in the long-term rem ova l of 34 acres of veeetation for roads. well
pads and anci llary fac ility sites (central ta~k battery. gas processing facility). Most non-wood)
vegetation at prod uction si tes would be destroyed but woody vegetation would be stockpiled for use
ill rec lamation. Al terat ion and loss of habitat would adversely affect some wildlife. particularly
species restri cted to single hab itats and those with very small home ranges (i.e. some small mammals.
reptiles. and amphibians). For th ese specie s. production-related disturbance may redu ce the carrying
capacity within the immediate area.

By eliP.li nati ng grad ing on the permanent gas sales and condensate pipeline. which account for an
estimated 106 out of 181 acres of proposed construction-related di sturbance. impacts to sh rubs would
be reduced. Convers ion of a portion of the y ield from a proposed water we ll could enhance wildlife
habitat gi ven that water is a limiting factor in the area. However. before it could be used water
qua lity would have to be tested as groundwater in the area tends to be saline.
Under the Proposed Act ion . a total 34 acres of vegetation would be removed from use by livestock
and wild life for the life o f the project. An estim ated 18 1 ac res would be di sturbed by construction
acti vities. Less than 4 percent of construction-related di sturbance would occur in grassland. less than
2 percent would occ ur in hi gh density sagebru sh. The rema inder would occur in saltbush. greasewood
or low density sagebru sh. No wetl and or riparian wildlife habitats would be lost. Production-rel ated
loss of habitat wo ul d occur in greasewood. saltbush. or low den si ty sagebrush.
4-37

R.cslOrnt ion and rccovcn' of vc!.!ctati on on reclaimed sites would depend on the type of vege tati on.
soil. pn.:cipitation and g~az ing prcssure . Restorati on of sagebrush to pre-construction density could
take decades if s ll l~j ectcd to drought and grazing. Although the stru ctural component of shrubdominated hahi tat s wou ld recover slowly. success ful restorati on of seeded herbaceous vegetation may
improvc forage for wildli fe within a relatively short time.
Bi:,! Came. [kc~lll se pipeline constructi on would not occur within crucial winter ranges during the
\\ inter (unless authori zed b\' BLM) no disp lacement of big game is likely during periods when th e
cl'I'\:ct s of such disllirbance' on animals are most severe. None of th e proposed production-related
d ist urban c~ would occ ur in big game crucial winter range.
Big game would generally disperse away from construction activities. roads. well drilling activities.
the proposed gas processing fac ility and any locati on where vehicles and/or humans on foot are
present. Pronghorn and mule deer. though. habituate to such activities if vehicles travel predictable
routes and do not sto p (Easterly ef al.. 199 1: Alldredge and Deblinger. 1988: Reeve. 1984). Elk
probably would move at least 0.5 mile from well drilling activities or until th ey are out of sight
(Ward. 1986: Brekke. 1988) a lthough elk in the Red Desert typica ll y escape from vehicles closer than
0.6 mil e (Rvder ef (I/.. 1(86). As elk escape from di sturbances. they seek visual barriers such as
rid~es (Ward. 1986 : G illin. 1989) and drainages (Olson. 1981). Mule deer would probably ex hibit
les; response to well drilling and vehicles once roads were constructed although th ey would generally
avoid roads if no screenin g (e.g .. by topogra phy) were present (Black el al.. 1976; Rost and Bailey.
1(79). Prone.horn densities near drilling acti vities could temporaril y decrease but would recover once
construction -and drillin g activities are completed (Easterly ef al .• 199 1).

Constructi on of spur roads into individual well pads in the development area would not prov ide public
access to winter ran!.!es. Outside of winterin g periods. game violations (e.g .. poaching) are most
likely to (lccur during th e hunting season. Increased illega l kill s or crippling losses have been related
to increased workforce associated with large industri al developments (Kuck and Ackerman. 1984).
An estimated 33 acres of elk crucial winter/yearl ong ran ge would be temporarily disturbed by
construction of th e permanent gas sa les pipeline. Thi s is roughly equivalent to the acreage that wou ld
be required to support one elk for a 4-6 month period. depending upon specific vegetation and habitat
co ndit ions. Actua l utilization of this portion of crucial ran ge is difficult to predict. especially since
disturbance would occur in the vicinity of existing County roads and . hi gher quality habitat exists to
the north a nd west of affected lands. The proposed construction wo uld not occ ur during the cruc ial
winter range peri od and the proposed acti vity would occur in the vicinity of a major access road to
F re i~hter Gap and Steamboat Mountain (see Figure 3-2) whi ch could be affecting elk util izati on of
thi s -;'rea. Grasses and forbs would be restored to disturbed areas in cruci al elk winter range within
3 to 5 years . Th is is preferred forage fo r elk.

Raptors. Impacts from project acti vities on nesting go lden eagles. prai rie falcons. red-tailed hawks.
north ern harri ers and American kestrels are unlikely since there is little or no suitable nesting habitat
in the vicinity.
Project acti vi ues are not expected to displace wintering golden eagles and
roug h-legged hawks from hunting ground s.
Other Wildlife Species. G iven the lack of affected habitat. waterfowl would not be affected.
Likewi se. impacts to aquatic furbearers (mink. muskrat) are not expected to occur.
4-38
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Sin~c they l1I.: sl 0 11 tht.: gro und. sage grouse would he impacted if rrojcct-relatcd ve hic les drove over
11\,.·s1s. Cllllstrlll:tioll .u.: tivilics during the mat in g reriol! couhJ di srupt lek attendanc!! sin ce salimi
rrodm.:cll hy displaying Illale s is a key stimulu s promoting hird atlendance (Eng e/ al .. 1(79), But
1110s1 grollse dl!part from leks by 9:00 AM (knni and Hartzler. 1(78) and disturbances cou ld ea s il~
bl' ;' I \,~ lidcd . The cl usest kn own leks 3rc abo ut 0.5 mile from the development area bo undary (sec
Figurc 3-1 ) ~U1d aoout one mile from any proposed activity . A field survey conducted in Spring. 1994

found no ev idence or sage grouse in the vicinity of the development area or these leks. BLM requires
that IlO s url~l cc faci lities be constructed within 0.25 mile of an active sage grouse lek and that no
construction activities occur with in 0.25 mile of an active lek February I through May 15 from 6 pm
to 8

"Ill

criteria specified in Section 4. 18. 1
Aquatic Resources. No impacts to aquatic resources by any components of the Proposed Action or
alternative nrc anticipated.
4.18.3

Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

Same as the Proposed Action. Approximately 12 acres of crucial elk winter-yearlong range would
he temporarily disturbed compared to 33 acres for the Proposed Action. None of the route would
affect .crueia l ranges used by other wildlife species. This alternative would cross steep rocky slopes

dail y (sec Append ix A).

Impacts to terrestrial furbenrers are not anticipated. Cursorial species such as coyote. bobcat and fox
wou ld escape from the disturbances although slow mov ing and inconspicuous species (skunk. weasels)
cou ld he killed h) project- related vehicles. S ince these spec ies are widely di spersed in low den sities.
there is little likelihood that an individual would be in the area of any specific event. Desert
cottontail. cou ld also be killed hy vehicles but th ey wou ld most like ly escape from any surface

disturbing acti vity.
Noise associated wit h proposed activ ities would probabl y ca use birds and other w ildlife to avoid
di sturba nce areas. The extent of areas di sturbed by no ise would va ry wit h the presence of physical

on which nesting raptors were observed in Spring. 1994 . Some loss of nesti ng habitat could occur.
otherwise impacts \\lould be the same as the Proposed Action.
4.18.4

No Action Alternative

Implementation of the No Action Alternative would have no adverse or beneficial impact on wi ldlife
spec ies or their habitats.

4.18.5

Mitigation

barriers. vegetation. wind. and temperature (Harrison. 1978). Reports indicate that mammals and
birds wou ld escape from noises between 75 and 85 dB A ' Golden 01 01.. 1980). According to the
manufacturers ratings. noise from heavy machinery such as scrapers and dozers is about 80 dBA at
50 feet from this source. Because these noise measurements do not take topograph y. weather or wind
conditions into account. actual impacts of noise on wildlife would vary with local conditions.

(See Appendi x A for environment standards. procedures and requirements which would be
implemen ted ).

Noise impacts from drilling and construction equipment would be temporary while noise from the

BTA should require its contractors and subcontractors to adopt a po licy of a) prohibiting firearm s a nd
dogs at work sites: and b) subjecting workers convicted of w ildlife violations to disciplinary actions.

process ing plant would persist 24 hours a day for the life of the project. Noise from the plant is
expected 10 dec line to background le vels (30-40 dBA ) approx imate ly 0.75 miles from the site. Given
the projected no ise leve ls. no ise from the gas processi ng plant is not expected to affect use of known
leks (see Figure 3-2) as none are closer than 2.5 miles of the proposed plant s ite. Displacement at
the 80 dBA level would occu r in areas wi thin 0.4 mile or less from the plant site if no mufflers were
used on engines. The di splacement radius would be reduced to less than 0 .1 mile with installation
o f mufflers and placement of the compressor and generator in a building as called for in the Proposed

BTA should provide all project-related personnel. contractors and subcontractors with information
abo llt State and Federal wi ldlife regulations. including raptors and threatened and endangered species.

Field evaluations of sage gro use leks should be conducted by BTA prior to the start of activities in
potential sage gro use habitat between February I and July 31 .
A co py of a ll informati on gathered during field investigations should be forwarded to the BLM
wildlife bio logist.

Action.
Constructi on and ope rat ions wo uld di splace passerine birds. nongame mammals. and upland game
bi rd s. These im pacts would be minor si nce none of the affected habitats are uniqu e or limited in area
and initial. increased human activ ity would already displace affected wildlife into alternative.
undisturbed habitats.

BTA should work with BLM- on a design for utilizing excess water from th e proposed water well (if
wate r quality is acceptable) fo r wildlife andlor wild horse purposes. Piping of water to an o ff-s ite
locati on (e.g. into a nearby playa. water tank. etc.) should be considered.

4.18.6

Cumulative, Long-Term Impacts

No

Because impacts to active sage grouse leks and raptor nests and associated buffer zones would be

acti vities are proposed in birthi ng areas. Disturbance to vegetation with in elk crucial winter range

avo ided. the project would not cont ribute to cumulative. long-term impacts on those sites and species .

wo uld be temporary and would occur in the vicinity of existi ng roads and lower quality habitat.
Distu rbance to ra ptors and sage grouse during the reproductive period wou ld be avoided by project
sc heduling or by avoiding buffer areas around leks and nests. For these reasons. implementation of
the Proposed Ac tion would not result in impacts which would be considered s ignificant under the

or birthing areas. Rec lamation of the proposed pipeline ri ght-of-way wou ld resto re grasses and forbs
whi ch is preferred fo rage for elk. Therefore the Proposed Action would make no contribution to
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Disturbance to big game on c rucia l wi nter ran ges would be avoided by project scheduling.

\ 1)

None of the proposed production-related disturbance wou ld occur in crucial big game winter range
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clIlllldnlivc. long term impacts on big game or crucial wi nter range.

Production-feinted disturbance wou ld result in the long-term loss of 34 acres of wi ldlife habitat due
to the: removal of Ycgct3tion and conversat ion of land to oil and gas production . However. thi s

disturbance is not expected to result in long-term effects to populations of big game. burrowing
animals. small mammals. reptiles. amphibians or birds. Therefore no long-term cumulative effects
afC expected to occur. Some loss of wildlife due to collisions with vehicles would occ ur: however
research cited earlier indicates thai this would not contribute substantiall y to the overall mortality rate
of a population and therefore would not contribute to long-term. cumulative impact on wildlife
popUlations.
Because no wetland s perennial stream s or other aquatic resources would be affected. the Proposed
Action would make no contribution to cumulative. long-term impacts on waterfowl or other species
that rely on these habitats.

Because no ACEC. unique or unusual wildlife habitats would be affected. the Proposed Action would
make no contribution to cumulative long-term impacts on these habitats.

milt., orthe plant due to noise impacts and displacement of w ildlife. Otherwise th e Proposed Act ion
would have little or no eOect on locally or regi onally important hunting or other recreati on
opportuniti es •.md no significant impacts arc expected to occur.

4.19.3

Sam\.! a ~ the Proposed Action.

4.19.4

4.18.7

4. 19.5

Mitigation

No additional mitigation measures are proposed.

Cumulative. Long-Term Impacts

Because impacts to recreation sites and facilities would be avoided. and impacts on local or regi onal
recreat ion opportunities wo uld be negligible. the Proposed Action would make no contribution to
cumu lative. long-term impacts on recreation .

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

4.11).7
Constructi on-rclated disturbance of 181 acres of sageb rush. grassland. greasewood and saltbush
vegetation (see Section 4.14) and the production-related disturbance of 3.8 acres of low density
sagebrush. greascwood. and saltbush vegetation would constitute an unavoidable adverse impact.
Vehicle-wildlife collisions would also be unavoidable. The temporary disturbance of elk crucial
winter-yearlong range would be unavoi dable regardless of whether the Proposed Action or Freighter
Gap Pipeline A Iternative were implemented: however. reclamation would restore grasses and forbs
which is preferred forage for elk. Short-term disturbances along existing road or pipeline corridors.
although unav oidable. wo uld be largely confined to an area where vegetation has already been altered .
Noise wou ld increase the likelihood of temporary displacement of wildlife from the vicinity of project
locations.

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

A minor decline in hunting quality would occur in the vicinity of the gas processing facility.

4.211

WILD HORSES

4.20.1

Impact Significance Criteria

Project-related impacts that would inhibit BLM from maintaining wild horse popUlation objectives
would be a significant impact.
4.20.2

4.19

No Action Alternative

Se lection of thi s alternative would have little effect on hunting quality Of success. Implementation
\vould have no effect (positive or negative) on recreation sites or facilities.

4.11).6
Co nvers ion of a portion of the yie ld from the proposed water well. if feasible. to wi ldlife purposes
wou ld help to improve wildlife habitat especially in an area where water sources are rare and lack
of water is a limiting factor.

Frci:;!hter Gap Pipeline Alternative

Proposed Action

RECREATION RESOURCES

No developed s ites or facilities wou ld be affected. Construction and operation of wells and the gas
processing facility within the development area could affect hunting quality within approximately 0.75

No portion of the Proposed Action is expected to adversely affect w ild horses or inhibit BLM from
maintainino population objectives: therefore no significant impacts are expected to OCCUf. BLM has
proposed t~ develop 15 water wells in the Rock Springs Allotment to improve distribution of wild
horses. A temporary loss of approximately one AUM--or about the amount of forage consumed by
one wild horse in one month--would occur in this allotment. All other portions of the Proposed
Actio n are within allotments for which there are no si milar projects have been proposed by BLM to
improve wi ld horse habitat. Fencing of pits wou ld minimize the ri sk of wild horses becoming
trapped . Collisi,?ns with project-related vehicles could occur. The Proposed Action is not expected
to significantly decrease forage available for wild horses or increase competition between the~ and
livestock or native big game species (see discussion in vegetation and range re sources secllons).
Grazi ng by w ild horses could adversely affect reclamation success and require repeated treatments
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4.19.1

Impact Significance Criteria

Any activity that would prohibit or result in interference with existing developed recreation s ites or
facilities for more than one season of recreational use is considered a significant impact. Long-term
displacement of existing di spersed recreation use is considered a significant impac\.

4.19.2

Proposcd Action
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~lr di ~lurbcd lands especiall y nCfJr the nowing well Fourth o f .Ju ly Wash.

4.21l.J

Frci:,:htcr Gap Pipeline Alternative

Tht: cntire Freighter Gar Pipeline Alternative is within the Red Desert Allotment where no projects
have hcen proposed by BLM to improve wi ld horse habitat. Implementation of thi s alternative is not
cxpcctcd to significant ly decrease forage avai lable for wi ld ho rses or increase competition between
them and livestock or native big ga me species (see vegetation and range resources sections).
4.20.4

No Action Alter native

Implcmenlmion of this alternative woul d avoid any loss of potential forage available for wild horses.
4.20.5

Mitigation

If grazing by wi ld horses prevents successful rec lamation on the right-or-way of the permanent gas
, a les pipel ine near the Fourth of Ju ly Wash. a plan for fencing reclaimed areas should be developed
in cooperation with BlM . Mitigation measures which wou ld minim ize residua l impacts to vegetation
inc lude measures discussed in the Vegetation (Section 4. 14.4 ). Range (Section 4. 15.4) and Wi ldlife
soctions (Section 4. 18.4). These measures wou ld reduce potential impacts on fo rage available to wild
horses.
4.20.6

Cum ulative, Long-term Impacts

No increase in cumulative. long·term impacts to the population of wild horses is anticipated.
4.20.7

Una,'oidablc Advc rsc Impacts

An incrcased risk of vehic le-wild horse collisions wou ld be unavoidable. The construction-related
loss of 16 AUM s would be unavoidable. However this wo uld be reduced following reclamation and
production-related activities would result in the loss of fo ur AUMs. Actual loss of fo rage for wild
horses wo uld depend on reclamation success and grazing by wi ldlife and livestock .
4.21

Sal l.- I~

pr.lcticcs asSoCiall!U wit h drill ing and servicing of oil and gas we lls are specified anu regulated
h~ ti ll' State lkclipat ional Health and Safety Commission. These regu lations encompass the use of
orilling equipment. opermions. personal protective equipment and safety training. Additional
rc!,!U lations related to the protection of health and safety during drilli ng and produ ction operations
h,;,'c nCel1 de veloped n) the BLM and the Fcderal Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
!H:cllrJ in!!

EPA rc!!u lations. drillin!..? Ouids. produced waters and other wastes associated with
L"x plorati~n and dc vcl~pment of crude ~il and natural gas are exempt fro m regulation as haza rdous
\\'3s tl!S under the Resource Conservation and Rec overy Act (RCRA). Exempt wastes are those limited
10. or lI niqlll! l ~ associated with. primary field operations. downhole operations or those operations
IlCI.:\,.'ssnT\ to locate and rccove r oil and gas from the ground and remove impurities at or nea r the
\\ cll hl!ad. According to the EPA : " .. the (?tf-s il(' !rw1.\/}(w11d exempt waste/rom a primw·.\ ·.fidd slIe
lor !/"('(ffll1t'm, redumlllu}I1 m' disposal does lJot 17egalC.' Ihe exemption." However, some service
I,;omran~ \\,ustes··such as spent solvents. wasle acids··are not covered by the oil and gas exploration
and production exemption and would be handled. transported and disposed of as hazardous waste
(helen" Re~is/er. March 22. 1993. pp. 15284-15287). BTA and its contracto rs would be required
to dispose of those materials in accorda nce with applicable Federal and State regu lations.
to

No e' treme l\' hazardous substances (as defined by 40 C FR 355) would be used. stored. or transported
on Federa l I~nd . In accordal1ce with BLM instruction Memorandu m .No. WY-04-94-24. as part of
the app licanle APD or perm it process. BTA would prov ide BLM wi th a list of any chemica l found
0 11 the En viro nl11cnwl Protection A!!cncv ' 5 ('(}IJ.WJ/id{l/ell Ust alChemical.\' SuhjecllO Rep0,.,ing Under
nll(' III (I{ Ih(' .(,i lllJ('rlllm l .. Jmel1lll11e;lI.\· l~1C1 Rellllllwri:alioll A,:t (SARA ) (~f 19li6 wh ich wou ld be used.
stored (lr t,"nsported across Federal land. Typically such materials wo ul d include barium (a drilling
additi vc ). cthvlene !l lveol (antifreeze) and methanol. Storage of hazardous materials in the
de velopment ~rea w';uid be subject to appl icable SARA Tit le III reportin g requirements.
BLM On-Shore Order No. 2 (Federal Reg is/er. November 18. 1988) requi res that a blowout preventer
(!JOP) be installed. used and maintained and tested to ensure we ll control. An APD for each
proposed we ll would address expected pressures and specify the type of BOP which would be
inst3l1ed. APDs wo uld be reviewed and approved by BLM before drilling is allowed to commence.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

4.21.1

Thc.:sl.: health ami safct~ concerns would incrcasl with proximity to residences or popu lation centers
but Ill! rc.:s iJc.:Ill: c ~ aT<: l o ~atcd in the vicinity of lroposcd activities. Apart from land management
a g l.'ll C~ pcrsollilci. project workers or ranchers. I.:w people visit or trave l through the development
arc.:a . Il yc.lrogl!1l sulli(k h<ls not heen encountered in the development area or vicinity.

P roposed Action

Potential health and safety haza rds assoc iated wi th the Proposed Action and project alternative wou ld
include :
Release of oil. diesel. gasoline. hydrau lic flu id or lubricants during drilling;
Release of oi l. diesel. gasoline. hyd raulic fluid or lubricants from storage tanks or containers;
Work-related injuries and accidents ;
Fire .at a drill site or processing facil ity;
Mishand ling or improper disposal of hazardous chemicals; or.
Blowouts.

Acc idental puncture of pipelines by heavy construction equipment (e.g .. backhoes) is the most
common cause of pipe line leaks. Corrosion and material defects are the second most common cause
of pipeline leaks··the former being m c -~ common in older pi pelines without the more resistant
coatings now being employed . Impacts 'rom tank leakage or failure wo uld be controlled by the
install;tion of berms around tanks. Oil contaminated soi ls wo uld be disposed of in accordance with
app licable State and Federal regulations. Any waste management facility at which petrolewTlcontaminated soils are accepted for treatment and/or disposal mu~t possess a vahd solid waste
management permit from the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality .
Under Federal regulations (e.g .. 40 C FR 112). a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeas ure (SPCC)
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plnn would be n!(luircd for field fac il ities simi lar to those being proposed by BlA. The plan wou ld
address preventive systems as we ll as con tingency measures that would be in place to con trol a spill.

Preparation and implementation of an

spec plan and o n-sile storage of spi ll containment and control

equ ipment wou ld help to minimi ze the environmental impacts of any spill of a fuel or haza rdous

Illixim! wi th subso il : loss of forage for li ves tock. wildlife and wi ld horses until project locations ~rc
rcclail;,cd or ahmldoncd and reclaimed: extraction and consumption of natural gas from production
formations: and SO I11 C displacement of wi ldlife from the vic inity of construction activities and
product ion nlc iiitics.

material.
~ .23
~.21.2

I

MITIGATION ANI) MONITORING

Freighter Gap Pipeline Alternative

4.23.1

Implementation

Gene rally. same as Proposed Action. However, construction on steep s lopes could present addit ional

Tll effcclivel\' implement resource protection and mitigation measures described in this EA. BTA

safety concerns.

4.21.3

No Action Alternative

Selection of this alterna'!ve wou ld avoid a slight increase in the potential for environmental impacts
due to an accidenta l release of fuels . lubricants or produced hyd rocarbons.

would he rcq·uired to conduct monitoring of project sites in cooperation with the BLM. Monitoring
is a requirement defined in the Code of Federal ReKlllations (40 CFR 1505.2(c) and 1503.3). The
re!.!ulalion states: ",4 monilorinK ancl el!forcement proKram shall he adopted and summarized where
CI,;plicahle for uny miiigalion."
4023.2

4.21.4

Department of Transportation regulations (Federal Register. February 2. 1993) also require that
persons transporting oil by truck in a "package·· (i.e .. a tank) with a capacity over 450 liters (about
I 18 ga llons) are required to have a wrinen SPCC plan in place. This plan should address acc idents
that could occur from hauling of diese l fuel for drilling and construction acti vities.
BTA shou ld prov ide workers w ith a card describ in g spill response procedures.
BTA should provide all workers w ith med ical emergency telephone numbers for ambulance serv ice
to Rock Springs.

If feas ible. cellu lar phone service should be provided at project locations which can be used to report
accidents. spills. and other unexpected events (e.g. discovery of subsurface cultural sites).

BTA should ensu re that appropriate spill control supplies are readily ava ilable at construction sites.

4.21.5

Authorization to Proceed

Mitigation

u.s.

Cumulative, Long-Term Impacts

USFWS concurrence on the endangered species biological assessment would be received before the
start of project activities. Authorization to proceed with the implementation o~ BTA's project on
public lands wou ld be contingent upon BLM receiving or inspecting the followll1g from BTA:
o A su mmary of th e SPCC plan app licable to production and gas plant operations:
o Cultural clearance reports:
o Resul ts of biological surveys specified (where applicable):
o A detailed APD. ROW or permit application which identifies site.specific construction.
erosion contro l and reclamation designs:
(J
/ \ transportation plan which summarizes: existing roads which will be used to access the
development area and project locations: roads which will be closed to project·related traffic:
roads within the development area wh ich will be reclaimed: a description of the BLM road
standard!s) which w ill appl y to proposed roads or road upgrades: and soil conditions and type
of surfac ing (e.g .. depth of gravel) to be applied to new and existing roads.
o A plan of operations (PO) wh ich summarizes: resource protection. mitigation and
monitorinu measures discussed in this EA: BLM conditions of approval: and standard
BLM pro~edures governin g oi l and gas drilling. surface disturbing activities. and
protection of cultural resources.

Because all activit ies would be conducted in an isolated area and in accordance with Federal and State
regulati ons intended to protect public health and safety. no increase in cumulative. long-term ri sks

to public health and safety are expected to occur.

4.21.6

4.22

The p lan of ope rations will guide preparation of APDs. ri ght-of-way and other permit applications
as we ll as field development. operations and maintenance. The PO would be reViewed and approved
by BLM prior to the start of sur face disturbing act ivities.

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Some increased potential for a spill and accidents and injuries involving construction and production
worke rs wo uld be unavoidable.

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

Prior to co nstructing a project component. BTA would prepare an APD. ROW or appropriate permit
app lication wh ich would define and map specific locati ons where site-specific mitigation and
env ironmental protection measures called for in this EA wou ld be implemented. Fmal locations for
these measures wou ld be confirmed by BLM and BTA following on-site inspections of project
locati ons. The APD. ROW or permit application wou ld include maps and diagrams sho,ving the
fo llowing informat ion. as applicable :

Irretrievable and/or irreversible impacts would include : some loss of topsoil due to wind erosion and
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o
o
o
u
n
u
o
o

Pipeline alignments re lative to existing and propos' 'tj roads:
Well pad locations relative to exis ting pad s and rlJ .• Js:
Well pad desig ns :
Road s that will be used to access th e pr~icc t area:
Proposed road dcsig:l s:
A n~ temporary use areas or road pullouts:
A reas with special terrain conditions (e.g. steep slopes):
Other areas with spec ial condition s such as proximity to drainages or cultural resources:
Specific locations where mitigation measures wo uld be implemented--e.g.. mulching.
wa terbnrs:

o
o
o
u
o

Crossi ngs o r intermittent stream s or drainages:
Areas of grading and stripped vegetation :
To pso il stockpiles:
Sediment control measures: and.
Loca tion of crucial winter ranges. leks and other resources which could result in seasonal
constraints on proposed activities.

BTA wou ld inform its contractors that they will be required to comply with all resou rce protection
measures found in th e Plan of Operations and cond itions of approval anached to APDs. right-of-way
grants or oth er permits.

4.23.3

~onito r ing

RO'Hls. During project ~lctivitie s roads would be monitored by BTA and BLM to ensure compliance
\\ ith the transportation plan and to identify th e fallowing:

or

() Condition
the road surface and whether maintenance activities are needed:
() Eros ional problems and what repairs and/or erosion control measures are needed:
o Fug itive dust levels and whether application of a dust suppressant is necessary:
o S"lct~ conditions and whether project activities have created safety hazards that would
reqllire warn ing signs. posted speed limits or other measures:
(J
Trame flow conditions and whether project activities have interrupted traffic flows through
the project area such that management measures (e.g .. warning signs. reduced speed limits.
etc . ) are needed:
o V iolation of prohibitions on proj ect-rel ated. off-road vehicle travel and whether barriers to
such travel arc needed :
o Co nfll1e ment of project-related vehicles to existing roads. staked pipeline or road rights-of-way
and project locations:
(J
Use of designated parking areas: and.
II
Water used for du st abatement is o btained from approved sources.

Require ments

Reclamation. All reclamation associated with the project will be monitored to ensure the fo llow in g:
()
o
()

Immediate site stabilization to limit wind and water erosion:
Establishment of vigorous stands of desi rable plant species:
Implementation of noxious weed control in cooperation with County Weed and Pest
Control Agency:
o Es tabli shment of vegetati on consi stent with wildlife and livestock needs:
o Protection of existing aesthetic values commensurate with a Class IV area:
o Compliance with site-specific revegetation requirements: and.
o Establishment o f regenerating and self-supponing vegetation comm~nities.

Monitorin g of a recla imed area would be a joint effon of the BLM and BTA . BLM will inspect the
s ite immediate ly afte r seeding. BTA wo uld be responsible for notifying BLM as soon as the site has
IT}~t rec lamation objectives. BLM wou ld conduct an inspection of the site to assess whether final
recla mat ion has bee n ac hi eved and whether BTA is released from any funher recl amation
respo nsibilities. If the BLM finds that rec lamation objectives have not been met. funher treatment
wi ll be presc ribed .
Rec lamati on moni torin g may req uire co llection of data adequate to characterize ground cover.
vege tation can opy cover and species occurren ce. Thi s data would be compared to the following
acceptance criteri a:
o
o

Ernsion condition r<ltings for rccl<l imed sites would al so be evaluated at the same time ve!!etation is
moni tored (sec I3LM Erosion Condi tion Class Rating System) . Other acceptance criteria may be
adopted as a result of a rec lmn::nion technical review.

111 some cases. pull-o uts adjacent to existing roads may be requi red. Pullouts wou ld conform to
app licable BLM road design standards which wo uld be described in the PO and transponation plan.
It would be the responsibi lity of BTA to conduct preventative and corrective road maintenance on
projec t re lated roads th ro ugho ut the life o f thei r operations. BTA would be responsi ble for necessary
pn: vcntat ive ~H1d correcti ve road maintenance on resource roads used to access we ll locations and
facilities within the de velopmen t area. Maintenance responsibilities may include. but are not limited
to hlading. road gr3din g. cleaning ditches. repairing drainage faci lities. graveling. dust abatement.
nox ious weed control and other requirements as directed by the AO.
BTA is encouraged to initiate a joint road use agreement for the Bar X Road which will define the
respective ma intenance res ponsibilities of oil and gas operators using the road. and. which will protect
th e road surface and not impose additional maintenance costs Sweetwater County. The road use
agreement should identi fy responsibilities for necessary preventative and correctiv e road maintenance
throughout the duration of the project. Coordinati on with Sweetwater County is paramount to the
developme nt of the j o in t road use agreement and an overall tran sponation network.

Permits. AP Ds. ROWand other appropriate permit app lications as described in Chapter One of thi s
EA would be o btained. Necessary permits to drill and draw water from water suppl y wells would
be o bta ined from th e Wyoming State Engineers Office. BTA would monitor its contractors and
subcontractors to ensure compliance with permit requirements.

Rec lamation vegetative cover is 50 percent of pre-di sturbance cover at two years: and.
Reclamation vegetati ve cover is 80 percent of pre-d isturbance cover at five years.
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4023.4

){csCJurcc I'rotcction and Miti:::ation Measures

Mt.:.lsures designed

to

reduce or cl imin<.lte impacts associated with imp lementation o f the Proposed

Act ion or project alternatives <.Ire :

or suhcontractors.

A sUlllmary orBTA·s SPCC plan would be prepared and made ava ilable to BLM . A complete copy
or the plan wou ld be kept at BTA 's field office and at the gas planl. An orientation would be
conducted with BTA co ntractors and subcontractors to ensure that they are aware of the steps that

standard practice by BLM :

II

Required

o
()

Illcorpora ted into the Proposed Action (Chapter Two of this EA and Appe nd ix A ): o r.
Recommended ill Chapter Four of th e EA as ways to reduce reSidual impacts associated

<I S

conlr~cto r s

should be taken in the event of a spi ll.

with implementation of the Proposed Action or project alternatives.
BTA ha s ag reed to implement all of these resource protecti on and mitigation meas ures. Applicati on

Reclamat ion Plans. Prior to construction . BTA wou ld submit an applicable APD. ROW or permit
application which wou ld identify the s ite-specific location and design of reclamation measu res
desc ribed ill the PO. Thesc measu res wou ld be shown on de tai led maps (7 .5 minute scale or better)
and . whe re app licable. would address the fOllowing :

I
I

of some of these measu res would depend upon site-specific conditions as determined b: BLM during
inspections and rcvic\\ of APDs. ROW or permit applications.

BTA and its contractors and subcontractors would conduct operations in full compliance with

o

I
I

appl icable Federal. State and local laws and regulations. and within the guideli nes/stipulations
spec ified in the Decis ion Reco rd. right-of-way gra nts and permits iss ued by BLM .

o Fertilization:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

o

o

4.23.5

Ad min istrative Requirements

o

Erosion control measures:
Scarification:
Seed mixes using native species and adapted to site-specific conditions··as described in

Chapter Four of this EA :

o

Mu lching:

o

Maintenance:

o On:road vehicle barriers:

miti!.!illion measures applicable to the project. The PO would include a description of practices
nece-ssary for reclamation of area s not required for operation s. Individual APDs. ROW or permit
applications would di scuss configuration of the reshaped topography . drainage systems. segregati on
of spoil mate rial s. surface manipulations. waste di sposal and so il treatments. An estimated time for
commencement and completion of reclamation operation s wo uld al so be included .

o
o
o

Sediment con trol structu res:
M onitoring: and.
Noxious weed control.

The applicable application wou ld describe the specific seed rr.ixture to be used and the location of
sediment con trol and reclamation measures described in th is EA or identified during on·site

Becau se thi s impOlct anal ys is assumes their implementation. standard operating procedures for surface·
disturbing activ ities mu st be adhered to during all proposed activities unless an AO·approved wrinen
excepti on has been gran ted . Exceptions wou ld only be granted in cases where adherence to standard
procedures is not poss ible or necessary. and the project is acceptable with proper mitigation.

demonstrate that sensilive resources would be adequately protected. that impacts would be adequately

BTA wou ld sc hedule and atte nd a preconstruct ion conference with the AO and his or her

mitigated and that the proposed design s and const ruction would implement env ironmental protection
mea sures described in the PO. Specific erosion control and reclamation measures. and locations for

representative pri or to commencing any construction activities requiring BLM permits.

lise. would be determined during on-si te investigations by the inter-discipl inary team.

inspections by BTA and BLM .
Information contained in reclamation sections of an application would be of sufficient detail to

Prcconstruction Planning a nd Design. Site-specific recommendations and locations of ap plicable
mitication measures would be finalized by the BLM and BTA following on-si te inspections and
revi;w of applicable APDs. ROWand permit app lications. Follow-up inspections of project sites
would be co nducted by BLM .
Hazard Mitigation . Notice of any spi ll or leakage of o il or other pollutant in violation of 43 CFR
I 10.5 wo uld be immediately give n by BTA to the AO and such other Federal and State officials as
arc required by law. Any oral notice would be confirmed in writ ing within 72 hours of any
occurrence.

Pro per precautions would be taken at all times to prevent wildfi res. BTA would be held re sponsible
fo r suppression costs for any fires on public lands caused through negligence of employees.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Table 5-1.

List of Preparers and Reviewers
Name

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

Respon sibility
PIC Teehnologics, Inc.

5.1

TEAM ORGANIZATION

Aaron C lark

Pres ident. PIC Technologies, Inc.

Gerald Jacob

Project Management, Document Preparation. N EPA
Compliance. Proposed Action. Special Management Areas.
Visual. Recreation, Cum ulati ve

Lead Agenc)'. U.S. Department of Interior. Burea u of Land Management, Rock Springs Distri ct
Cooperating Agency, None.
5,2

LIST OF PREPARERS

The interdisciplinary staff invo lved in the preparation and review of this EA is listed on Table 5-1.
5.3

SCOPING AND ISSUES IDENTIFICATION

A rchie Reeve

Wild life, T&E, Vegetation, Wild Horses

Kath y Aden lof

Surface Water, Groundwater, Wetlands. Floodplains

David Kane

Range. Vegetation

Dan Duce

Soils

Archaeological Services.
Western Wyoming College

Autho r o f Class III Cultural Resources Report (Permanent Gas
Sales Pipeline Corridor)

Joe Thomas. Phy ll is Lucas
A public scoping process for this EA consisted of the following actions:

Maps. Graphics
Bureau of Land Management

Mailing of a scoping notice on August 16, 1994 to local landowners, perminees.
environmental groups. oil and gas operators and other parties who have expressed an interest

William LeBarron

Green River Resource Area Manager

Ru ss Tanner

Cultural Resources

in past oi l and gas acti vities w ithin the Green River Resource Area;

Jim Perki ns

Ran ge. Vegetation

Mailing of the August 16, 1994 scoping notice to Federal, State and County government
o ffices and offici als. newspapers, radio stations, public land users and user groups; and,
A re view o f issues raised during scoping for similar oi l and gas projects in the region.
A total of.2 responses were received. All comments were considered in preparation of the EA . The
fo llowing issues we re ident ified during scoping:
Potential impacts to aesthetic, air quality and recreation values in the East Sand Dunes and
South Pinnacles Wilderness Study Area;
Potenti al effects to a proposed National Conservation Area;
Potential impacts to big game crucial winter range;
Cumulative impacts to wildlife and wi ldlife habitats;
Potentia l impacts to migratory birds and nesting raptors;

Don Judice

Petroleum Engineer

.Ion Dolak

Surface Co mpliance. Reclamation

Rick Amidon

Wi ldli fe, Fisheri es, T &E Animals

Wayne Sutherland

Geology, Water Quality, Paleontology

Barbara Amid on

T&E Plants

John Mc Donald

Soils

Dennis Doncaster

Hydrol ogy

John Henderson

Wetlands and Riparian Resources

Bill McMahan

Document Review, NEPA Compliance

Potential impacts of electrical power lines on raptors;
Potential impacts to threatened or endangered species;
Potent ial degradation of water quality and wildlife habitat quality;
Ri sks of wi ldlife exposure to hazardous materials;
Anal ytica l problems due to incomplete information;
Pote ntia l impacts to wetlands and waters of the U.S.;
Potent ial impacts to alkali soils and steep slopes;
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Possible effects of fulure mineral explorations for uranium . evaporite depusits. micaceous and
volcanic rocks (diamond bearing):
Hazards due to wind blown sands:
Protection of unique natural features. Wilderness Study Area s and historic trail s;

I

Potential impacts to cultural resources:

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Potential economic benefits to loca l communiti es:
D emands on ex isting community infrastructures;

Land use changes from agricultural to mineral-oriented:
Contingency plan for H,S release:
Housing of the work fo;ce and worker camps:
Potential for damage to existing underground pipelines:
Compatibi lity with existing management plans and objectives;
Cumulative impacts;
Potential economic and tax benefits to be deri ved:
Implementation of effective mitigation.

I
I

Industry and Business

I

Barlow & Haun . Inc .. Geo logists
5.5

DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY

Affected landowners and affected perminees were provided with copies of this document along with
landowners. environmental groups. oil and gas operators. Federal. State and local government
agenc ies. and other parties who have expressed an interest in past oil and gas activ ities in the vicinity
of the proposed project.

I
I
I
I
I

Information was requested from the respondent (Sierra Club) about the boundaries, goals and nature
of the National Conservation Area discussed in their response to seoping.
5.4

AGENCY AND PUBLIC REVIEW

Res pondents in the sco ping process are listed below.
Federal Agencies:
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service
Agencies of the State of Wyoming:

I
I
I
I

State of Wyoming, Office of the Governor
Wyo ming Publ ic Service Commission
Geo logical Survey of Wyoming
Wyo ming Game and Fish Department
Wyo ming Department of Commerce
Sweetwater County Agencies
Department of Staff Reso urces & Technical Services

Citizen Groups and Regional Groups
National Wildlife Federation
Sierra Club
Wind Ri ver Multiple Use Advocates
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APPENDIX A

Officer.
A-1.2 Handling of Topsoil and Spoil

Environmental Standards, Procedures and Requirements
for BTA Bravo Development

Before a surface disturbing activity is authorized, topsoil depth will be determined. The amount of
topsoil to be removed. along with topsoil placement areas, will be specified in the authorization .
The uniform distribution of topsoil over the area to be reclaimed will be required unless conditions
warrant a varying depth.

The standards, procedures and requirements described below are quoted, in part, from the draft Green
River Resource Area Management Plan and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM, 1992) and
BLM State and District standards. Permit applications refer to APDs, ROW applications and other
required BLM applications. Some of the following measures may not apply to project activities but
have been included for completeness.
Pending issuance of the final RMP-EIS, BTA has agreed to incorporate these standards, procedures
and requirements into its proposed field development. In this way ir.1plementation of the Proposed
Action or project alternative will not foreclose implementation of management alternatives discussed
in the draft RMP.
A-I .

On large surface-disturbing projects (e.g., gas processing plants) topsoil will be stockpiled and seeded
to reduce erosion.
Where feasible. topsoil stockpiles will be required to be designed to maximize surface area to reduce
impacts to soil microorganisms. It is recommended that stockpiles be no more than 3-4 feet high.
Where possible, topsoil would be piled in a linear fashion, mulched as necessary, and seeded to
reduce wind and water erosion and soil micro-organism depletion. Stockpiles remaining less than two
years are best for soil micro-organism survival and native seed viability.

General Standard Operating Procedures for Surface-Disturbing Activities Related to Oil
and Gas Development

Areas used for spoil storage will be required to be stripped of topsoil before spoil placement. The
replacement of topsoil after spoil removal will be required.

A-I.!

Temporary disturbances which do not require major excavation (e.g., small pipelines) may be stripped
of vegetation to ground level using mechanical treatment, leaving topsoil intact and ' root mass
relatively undisturbed.

General Surface Disturbance

Surface disturbance will be prohibited on slopes in excess of 25 percent. Exception, waiver, or
modification of this limitation may be approved in writing, including documented supporting analysis,
by the Authorized Officer.
Surface disturbance will be prohibited within imponant scenic areas (Class I and II Visual Resource
Management Areas). Exception, waiver, or modification of this limitation may be approved in
writing, including documented supporting analysis, by the Authorized Officer.
Surface disturbance will be prohibited within 500 feet of surface water andlor riparian areas.
Exception, waiver, or modification of this limitation may be approved in writing, including
documented supporting analysis, by the Authorized Officer.

Closures due to saturated soil conditions when soil resource damage would occur due to wheel runing
or compactions on wet soils may be applied (dependent on the type and duration of the action and
the effect on site-specific soil characteristics.
Disturbances will be limited on slopes greater than 25 percent.
Linear facilities such as pipelines are projects requiring soil interpretations. Evaluation and
interpretation involves identification of soil properties which would influence their use and
recommendations for development while minimizing soil loss.
A-1.3 Construction, Maintenance and Reclamation of Roads

Surface disturbance will be prohibited within either one-quaner mile or the visual horizon (whichever
is closer) of historic trails. Exception, waiver, or modification of this limitation may be approved in
writing, including documented supporting analysis, by the Authorized Officer.

Recognized roads, as shown on the Rock Springs District Office Transponation Plan, will be used
when the alignment is acceptable for the proposed use.

Construction will be prohibited with frozen material or during periods when the soil material is
saturated or when watershed damage is likely to occur. Exception, waiver, or modification of this
limitation m"y be approved in writing, including documented supporting analysis, by the Authorized

Generally, roads will be required to follow natural contours; be constructed in accordance with
standards as described in BLM Road Standards and BLM Manual section 9113; and be reclaimed to
BLM standards.
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To control or reduce sediment from roads. guidance involving proper road placement and buffer strips
to stream channels. graveling. proper drainage. seasonal closure. and in some cases redesign or closure
of old roads will be developed when necessary .

Before disturbance. the BLM should determine topsoil depth on proposed projects. This depth along
wi th topsoil placement is to be specified in stipulations.

Road construction may be prohibited during periods when soi l material is saturated. frozen , or when
watershed damage is likely to occur.

On producing locatio·ns. operators wi ll be required to reduce slopes to original contours (not to exceed
3: I slopes). Erosion control measures will be required after slope reduction.

On newly constructed roads and permanent roads, the placement of topsoil, seeding, and stabilization
will be required on all cut and fill slopes unless conditions prohibit this (e.g .• rock).

Faci lities will be required to approach zero runoff from the location to avoid contamination and water
quality degradation downstream.

No unnecessary side-casting of material (e.g., maintenance) on steep slopes will be allowed.

All unused portions of facilities or producing well locations will be resurfaced with topsoil and seeded
with soi l stabilizing species. Mulching, erosion control measures. and fertilization may be required
to achieve acceptable stabilization.

Snow removal plans may be required so that snow removal does not adversely affect reclamation
effons or resources adjacent to the road.

Terraces or elongated water breaks would be constructed after slope reduction.
Reclamation of abandoned roads will include requirements for reshaping, recontouring, resurfacing
with topsoil. installation of water bars. and seeding on the contour. The removal of structures such
as bridges. culvens. cattle guards and signs usually will be required.
Stripped vegetation will be spread over the disturbance for nutrient recycling, where practical.
Fertilization or fencing these disturbances will not normally be required. Additional erosion control
measures (e.g., fiber matting) and road barriers to discourage travel may be required.
Road closures may be implemented during crucial periods ( e.g., wildlife winter periods, spring
runoff. and calving and fawning periods.
In rough terrain. the type of road construction is side-casting (using the material taken from the cut
portion of the road to construct the fill portion; slightly less than one-half of the road bed is on a cut
area and the rest is on a fill area.
Roads are usuall y constructed with a 14-foot (single lane) or 24-foot (double lane) running surface
(i n relati vely level terrain).
Soil texture. steepness of the topography, and moisture conditions may dictate surfacing the access
road in some places but generally not for the entire length.
A-I.4 Construction of Well Pads and Facilities
On well pads and larger locations. the surface use plan will include objectives for successful
rec lamation including: soil stabilization, plant community composition, and desired vegetation density
and diversity.
No surface disturbance is recommended on slopes in excess of25 percent unless erosion controls can
be ensured and adequate revegetation is expected. Engineering proposals and revegetation and
restoration plans wi ll be required in these areas.

Snow fences. placed to increase snowfall accumulation over a reclaimed area, and reshaping to create
shallow depressions (to catch surface runoff) may be required in ar as receiving 10 inches or less of
annual precipitation.
No sour gas lines would be located closer than one mile to a populated area or sensitive receptor.
The applicants must use the best available engineering design (e.g., alignment, block valve type and
spacing. pipe grade). and best construction techniques (e.g., surveillance. warning signs) as approved
by the Authorized Officer to minimize both the probability of rupture and radius of exposure in the
event of an accidental pipeline release of sour gas.
A variance from the one-mile distance may be granted by the Authorized Officer based on detailed
site-speci fic anal ysis that would consider meteorology, topography, and special pipeline design andlor
construction measures. This analysis wou ld ensure that populated areas and sensitive receptors would
not be exposed to an increased level of risk.
It is recommended that all reserve pits be lined unless soil permeability is less than 0.06 inches per
hour.

A.I-S Construction and Reclamation of Pipelines
Existing crowned and ditched roads will be used for access where possible to minimize surface
disturbances.
Where possible, clearing of pipeline and communication line rights-of-way will be accomplished with
the least degree of disturbance to topsoil.
Where topsoil removal is necessary, it will be stockpiled (wind-rowed) and rcspread over the
disturbance after construction and backfilling are completed.
Vegetation removed from the right-of-way will also be required to be respread to provide protection,
nutrient cycling, and a natural seed source. Bladed surface materials would be respread upon the
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cleared route once construction is completed.

objectives.
To promote so il sta bility. the compaction of backfill over the trench will be required (not to extent
above the original ground level after the fill has settled).

During rehabilitation of areas in important wildlife habitat, provIsion will be made for the
establishment of native browse and forb species. if determined to be beneficial for the habitat affected.

Water ba,rs. mulching. and terracing will be required , as needed. to minimize erosion. Guides for

construction and water bar placement are found in "Surface Operating Standards for Oil and Gas
Exploration and Development" (USDI , 1978).

Follow-up seeding or corrective erosion control measures may be required on areas of surface
disturbance which experience failure .

Instrc:am protection structures (e.g .. drop structures) may be required in drainages crossed by a

Trees. shrubs. and ground cover (not to be cleared from rights-of-way) will require protection from

plpe!lne to prevent erosIOn.

construction damage.

Disturbed areas and linear disturbances that have been reclaimed may need to be fenced when the
IS Ilear livestock watering areas.

Backfilling to preconstruct ion condition (in a similar sequence and density) will be required. The
restoration of normal surface drainage will also be required.

On ditches exceeding 36 inches. 6-10 inches of surface soil should be salvaged where possible on the
entire right-of-way.

Any mulch used will be free from mold, fungi, or noxious weed seeds. Mulch may include native
hay. small grain straw. wood fiber, live mulch, cotton, jute, synthetic netting, and rock. Straw mulch
should contain fibers long enough to facilitate crimping and provide the greatest cover.

route

When pipelines and communication lines are buried. there should be at least 30 inches of backfill on
top of the pipe.
A-\.6 Reclamation

The grantee or lessee will be responsible for the control of all noxious weed infestations of surface
disturbances. Control measures will adhere to those allowed in the Rock Springs District Noxious
Weed Control EA (USDI, 1982) or the Regional Northwest Area Noxious Weed Control Program EIS
(USDI. 1987).

Abandoned sites must be satisfactorily rehabilitated by the lessee in accordance with a plan approved
by BLM .
A-2.
SOil. samples may be processed .to determine reclamation potential, appropriate reseeding species, and
nutn ent deficits. Tests may Include : pH , mechanical analysis, salt content, ESP, and nitrogen,
phos phorous. and potassium.
Areas not used forproduction purposes should be backfilled and blended into the surrounding terrain,
reseeded and erosion control measures installed.

All excavations and pits should be closed by backfilling and contouring to conform to surrounding
terrain.

All recla~ation is expected to be accomplished as soon as possible (3 to 5 years) after the disturbance
occurs with efforts continuing until a satisfactory revegetation cover is established and the site is
stabilized.

Resource-Specific Protection Measures and Procedures

A-2.1

Air Quality Protection Measures

As projects are planned that include possible major sources of air pollutant emissions, special air
quality protection related stipulations are added to BLM permits and rights-of-way grants.
The BLM coordinates with the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality/Air Quality Division
during the process of analysis. This coordination often results in the technical review of applications
for permits and/or identification of additional stipulations to be applied to these permit<.
The release of hazardous air contaminants, panicularly the emissions from sour gas sweetening plants
(a process used to remove H,S from natural gas resulting in the emission of sulfur dioxide) is a public
concern.

O n. all areas to .be reclaimed, seed mixtures will be required to be site-specific and will be required
to Include species promoting soil stability.

BLM requires industry to prepare analyses of risks involved with the development of sour gas
pipelines and treatment facilities. These analyses are designed to project impacts both to the public

Livestock palatability and wildlife habitat needs will be given consideration in seed mix formulation .

and to resource values.

Interseeding. secondary seeding, or staggered seeding may be required to accomplish revegetation

BLM will consult with the State of Wyoming, the U.S. Forest Service, industry, and the public to
ensure that the most technically sound, environmentally balanced, and economically feasible decisions
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are made.

A-2.3 Wildlife Mitigation Guidelines

The emission of fugitive dust shall be limited by all persons handling, transponing. or storing any
material to prevent unnecessary amounts of paniculate matter from becoming airborne to the extent
that ambient air standards described in Wyoming Air Quality Standards and Regulations, 1989,
Section 14 are exceeded.

To protect imponant big game (elk. moose. deer. antelope, and bighorn sheep) winter habitat.
activ ities or surface use will not be allowed from November 15 to April 30 wlthm cenam areas
(cruci al winter range) encompassed by the authorization.
The same criteria apply to defined big game (elk and bighorn sheep) binhing areas from May I to

Use. where possible. of water or chemicals for control of dust in the demolition of existing buildings,
or structures. construction operations, the grading of roads or the clearing of land are appropriate
control measures (Wyoming Air Quality Standards and Regulations, 1989, Section 14).
Application of asphalt. oil. water. or suitable chemicals on din roads, materials stockpiles, and other
surfaces which can give rise to airborne dusts are appropriate control measures (Wyoming Air Quality
Standards and Regulations. 1989. Section 14).

June 30.
To protect imponant raptor (eagles, accipiters, falcons, buteos, osprey, burrowing owl) andlor sage
and sharptailed grouse nesting habitat, activities or surface use will not be allowed from February I
to July 31 within cenain areas encompassed by the authorization.
The same criteria apply to defined raptor allJ game bird winter concentration areas from November
15 to April 30.

Installation and use of hood, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and vent the handling or dusty
materials are appropriate control measures; adequate containment methods shall be employed during

sandblasting or other similar operations (Wyoming Air Quality Standards and Regulations, 1989,
Section 14).
Covering. at all times when in motion, open bodied trucks, transponing materials likely to give rise
to airborne dust are appropriate control measures (Wyoming Air Quality Standards and Regulations,
1989. Section 14).

No activities or surface use will be allowed on that ponion of the authorization area identitied within
(a specified locale) for the protecting habitat (e.g., sage/sharp-tailed grouse breeding grounds, andlor
other species/activities).
The "no surface occupancy" stipulation of February I to July 30 within y, mile of raptor nest can be
shonened, depending on nesting chronology of individual species, nest site location, and topog~phy .
Inactive nests can be excepted, as may cenain types of shon-term, mmor dISruption land use activities
w hich are not anticipated to affect nesting success.

A-2.2 Watershed Best Management Practices
Dumping of produced water on roads will not be allowed unless they contain less than 400 mgll TDS
and do not contain hazardous wastes.

Main anery roads. regardless of primary user, will be crowned, ditched, drained, and surfaced with
gravel to reduce sediment, salt. and phosphate loading to the Green River.
Reserve pits wi ll not be located in areas where groundwater is less than 50 feet from the surface and
so il penmeability is less than 0.06 inch per hour.
In areas where soi l penmeability is less than 0.06 inch per hour and where shallow ground water exists
(50 feet or less), produced waste water from oil and gas operations will be disposed of in an approved
aboveground storage tank or other acceptable means .to comply with Onshore Order #7.
Any produced water pit or drilling fluids pit that shows indications of containing hazardous wastes
will be tested for the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) constituents. If analysis
proves pos iti ve, the fluids will be disposed of in an approved manner. The cost of the testing and
disposal wi ll be borne by the potentially responsible pany.

A "no surface occupancy" stipulation will be applied to a \I.i mile radius of active sage grouse strutting
grounds to include no aboveground facilities (power lines, storage tanks, fences, etc.). Lmear
disturbances such as low-traffic roads, pipelines, seismic activity, etc., could be granted excepllons.
A "no surface disturbance" stipulation will be applied from February I through May 15 within .\I.i mile
radius of active strutting grounds from 6 pm to 8 am daily. The actual timing o~ this stipul~tlon can
be modified by weather conditions such as fog and cloudy conditions, or clear, bright moonlit nights.
On ponioris of the authorized use area (with legally described location) known or suspected to be
essential habitat for a threatened or endangered species, the lessee/permittee will be required to
conduct inventories or studies in accordance with BLM and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service guidelmes
to verify the presence or absence of the species prior to conducting anyon-site activities.
In the event that a threatened or endangered species occurs, the lessee/penmittee will be required to
modify operational plans to include the protection requirements of the species and its habitat (e.g.,
seasonal use restrictions, occupancy limitations, facility design moditications).
A-2.4 Cultural and Paleontological Resource Mitigation Guidelines
The cultural resources management process described in Appendix 6 of the Gre~n Rive~ Resou.rce
Area Resource Management Plan and Draft EIS (1992) will be followed for compliance With Section
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106 of the Historic Preservation Act.
When a proposed d iscretionary land use has potential for affecting the characteristics which qualify
a cultural property for the National Register of Histori c Places, mitigation will be considered.
In accordance with Section 106 of the Historic Preservation Act. procedures specified in 36 CFR 800
will be used in consultation with the Wyoming State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation in arriving at determinations regarding the need and type of
mitigation to be required .

The prefeored strategy for treating potential adverse effects on cultural properties is "avoidance". If
avoidance involves project relocation. the new project area may also require cultural resource
inventory.
If avoidance is imprudent or unfeasible, appropriate mitigation may include excavation (data
recovery), stabilization. monitoring, protection barriers and signs, or other physical and administrative
measures.

Mitigation of paleontological and natural history sites will be treated on a case-by-case bas is. Factors
such as s ite significance. economics. safety, and project urgency must be taken into account when
maki ng a decision to mitigate.
Authority to protect (through mitigation) such values is provided for in FLPMA, Section 102(a)(8).
When avoidance is not possible. appropriate mitigation may include excavation (data recovery),
stabilization. monitoring. protection barriers and signs. or other physical protection measures.
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United States Department of the Interior

1:"11 REPLY REfER T O

Ecological Services
4000 Morrie Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82001

ES-61411
m1j/ W.02(alkalifl .spl)

Plants
Large-fruited bJadderpod
Lesguerella macrocarpa
August 1, 1994

Mr. David P. Kane
PIC Technologies, Inc .
1750 Gilpin Street
Denver, Color.do 80218

~

Endangered

Expected Occurrence
Potential resident in prairie
dog ~ sp.) colonies .
Migrant.

Endangered

Migrant.

Endangered

Candidate species that may occur within the project area are identified below. Many Federal
agencies have poliCies to protect candidate species from further population decline •. I wnulct
appreciate receiving any information available on the starus of these species in or near the
project area .
.
~

Expected Occurrence

.ftiW
2

Grasslands statewide

~IWlli

Mountain plover
Charadrius ~
Long-billed curlew

Grasslands statewide
3C

Grasslandslwetlands

2

Woodlands/shrublands statewide

~americanus

Loggerhead shrike
Lanius ludovicianus

Barren clay hill and flats

"I = Federal TIE listing appears appropriate and is anticipated . 2 = Current data
insufficient to support listing. 3C = More widespread or abundant than previously believed,
or no immediate threats identified.

Sincerely.

Thank you for your request of July 21 regarding candidate, threatened, or endangered species
may occur in the vicinity of Alkali Flats, Sweetwater County, Wyoming . In accordance with
section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 , as amended (ESA), my staff has
determined that the following threatened or endangered (TIE) species may be present in the
project area .

Ferruginous hawk

2

If you have any questions please contact Mike Jennings of my staff at the letterhead address
or phone (307) 772-2374 .

Dear Mr. Kane :

~
Black-footed ferret
(Mustela nigrioes)
Bald eagle
(Haliaeerus leucocephalus)
Peregrine falcon
(F aleo oeregrinus)

2

Mr, David P, Kane

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Charles P. Davis
Field Supervisor
Wyoming State Office
cc: Director, WGFD, Cheyenne , WY
Nongame Coordinator, WGFD. Lander. WY
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